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Abstract

Limpets are harvested by people in South Africa, but are selected in terms of species and size. The effects of marine reserves on the biology of commonly exploited (*Helcion concolor* and *Scutellastra longicosta*) and rarely exploited species (*Cellana capensis* and *Scutellastra granularis*) were investigated on the southeast coast of South Africa at two reserve and two non-reserve sites. For each species, a 4-way nested ANOVA was used to test the effects of month, reserve, site (nested within reserve) and area (nested within site and reserve) on population density, size structure and recruitment of these limpets. The data were collected monthly over 20 months.

The overall results indicated a gradient of exploitation among species, *S. longicosta* was the most heavily exploited species and *S. granularis* the least exploited species. However, there was also a gradient of exploitation between reserves and non-reserves. Xhora was the most heavily exploited site while Nqabara was less heavily exploited. Of the two reserve sites, Cwebe had more poachers than Dwesa.

In most analyses, the month x area (reserve (site)) interaction was significant. However, this was largely an artifact due to comparisons of areas in different sites and significant differences between areas within sites occurred in relatively few months.

Densities were greater inside reserves for all species except *C. capensis*. For *S. longicosta* and *H. concolor* this was expected but not for *S. granularis* and the result possibly reflects its opportunistic exploitation in the absence of the preferred species or indirect
effects of reserves. Commonly exploited species and the rarely exploited *C. capensis* clearly showed greater mean and maximum sizes in reserves but there were month/site (reserve) interactions. Months with significant differences between reserves and non-reserves in both mean and maximum sizes generally occurred more often for commonly exploited than rarely exploited species, but *C. capensis* showed the strongest reserve effect on maximum size. Interview surveys showed that, although not normally exploited, *C. capensis* is sometimes mistaken for *H. concolor* and this suggests that large individuals are unintentionally harvested outside reserves.

There were no significant reserve effects on recruitment for any species. Although Xhora had the lowest densities and limpet sizes, it showed the highest recruitment especially for *S. longicosta*, suggesting that larvae can be transported far from where they are released and settle in non-reserve sites regardless of adult densities. Reserve as a main factor was not significant for the rarely exploited species, but there was a significant month x reserve interaction, with non-reserves having greater GSI values than reserves in most months.

Growth rates were examined using individual tagging and cohort analysis. The two techniques gave different results, with individual tagging giving higher growth estimates than cohort analysis. Except for the territorial species *S. longicosta*, growth was higher in non-reserves and inversely correlated with population density. Mortality estimates using the Cormack-Jolly-Seber model indicated that the rarely exploited species had significantly greater capture probabilities in reserves while no significant reserve effects
were observed for the commonly exploited species. Reserve effects on survival probability were significant only for *S. longicosta*, with reserves being greater than non-reserves and no significant effects for any other species. Enhanced survival in reserves was attributed to the effects of human exploitation.

In theory, marine protected areas show increases in densities, sizes and reproductive output of exploited species, but the present results revealed that the efficacy of reserves depends on the status of the species, not only whether it is exploited or non-exploited, but also whether it is territorial.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION

Anthropogenically driven climate change, coupled with rapidly expanding coastal human populations has the potential to intensify both direct and indirect effects of exploitation of natural populations and increases the probability of important synergisms between climatic variability and fishing (Harley et al. 2006). The effects of climate change and fishing depend partly on the characteristics of the exploited species, including their resistance to various forms of disturbance (e.g. thermal extremes, storm-induced disturbance and human collection) and their resilience, or ability to recover following a disturbance (Harley & Rogers-Bennett 2004).

Due to the ongoing direct depletion of the world’s marine resources as well as the indirect effects of harvesting, no-take marine reserves are being promoted as an ecosystem-level management tool (Pillans et al. 2005). No-take marine reserves prohibit extractive activities such as harvesting, offering a way to conserve marine biodiversity whilst at the same time sustaining fisheries (Roberts & Hawkins 1999; Halpern 2003; Lubchenco et al. 2003). They may restore fish stocks, particularly spawning stocks, within their boundaries and act as sources of larvae that could eventually settle outside of the reserve (Rakitin & Kramer 1996). Thus, marine reserves provide an additional fisheries management tool that has the potential to reverse dramatically the detrimental effects of fishing (Dugan & Davis 1993; Roberts & Hawkins 1999). There is much evidence suggesting that establishing well-designed and managed marine reserves can result in rapid increases in the size and abundance of once exploited-species (Halpern 2003; Gell & Roberts 2003; Lubchenco et al. 2003). Branch and Odendaal (2003)
reported 57 areas that receive some protection in South Africa. Of the whole coastline, about 4.7% was reported to be fully protected and about 10% receives substantial protection (Attwood et al. 1997). The efficacy of these reserves was found to vary, depending largely on the degree of management. Reserves are known to offer an opportunity to carry out a valid comparison between protected and unprotected areas where resources are continuously removed (Walters & Holling 1990). Thus, studies involving monitoring of marine reserves are an important tool for identifying the general impacts of exploitation and assessing the “health” condition of the coast. Therefore, monitoring of exploited sites associated with marine reserves also provides valuable information on long-term trends in the coastal environment, including those related to global warming and introduced species (Dye 1998; Edgar et al. 2004).

Fishing pressure on rocky shores is high in most parts of the world, with important consequences for intertidal communities (Thompson et al. 2002). Populations of intertidal and shallow-water grazers are highly vulnerable to over-exploitation because their habitat is both restricted and accessible. The impacts of shellfish exploitation have led to decreased biomass, decreased species richness and shifts in community composition worldwide (Littler & Murray 1975; Durán & Castilla 1989; Lasiak 1998). There is also evidence that fishing reduces the abundance and size of the most reproductively valuable members of a population (Chapman & Kramer 1999; Edgar & Barrett 1999; Johnson et al. 1999; McClanahan et al. 1999; Williamson et al. 2004). Previously, declines in rocky intertidal biodiversity have largely been ascribed to chronic, persistent disturbances including sewage discharge and industrial effluents (Littler &
However, more episodic disturbances can result from visitor foot traffic (Keough & Quinn 1998). Climate change can enhance species’ vulnerability to overexploitation, just as exploitation can make species particularly vulnerable to change in climate. The combined influence of exploitation and adverse environmental change tends to reduce and fragment exploited populations, making them more vulnerable to Allee effects (Harley & Rogers-Bennett 2004). Fishing pressure may therefore reduce population sizes to the point where additional stresses from rare environmental catastrophes (e.g. extreme high temperature, winter storms) place populations at risk of local extinction (Gascoigne & Lipcius 2004).

Limpets dominate certain zones of rocky shores worldwide and play a major role not only in the structuring of intertidal communities through their grazing activities, but also by providing secondary habitats for other invertebrates that settle either on top of, or beneath their shells (Branch 1981, 1985; Hawkins & Hartnoll 1983; Pal & Hodgson 2004). By providing habitats for other species, limpets contribute to overall diversity of the shore. In addition, they are heavily exploited at a subsistence level and used as food and bait by people in several parts of the world (Hockey & Bosman 1986; Ortega 1987; Keough et al. 1993; Pombo & Escofet 1996; Murray et al. 1999; Kido & Murray 2003; Roy et al. 2003). Other authors have found that the removal of larger grazing gastropods facilitates the growth of algae (Underwood 1980; Hockey & Bosman 1986; Dye 1993, 1995; Johnson et al. 1997; Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001; Coleman et al. 2004; Davies et al. 2007), which leads to further changes within the rocky shore community (Underwood &
Jernakoff 1984; Coleman 2002; Forster et al. 2003; Jenkins et al. 2005; Coleman et al. 2006b).

The exploitation of limpets can have secondary effects on other species that interact with grazers, including their predators, competitors, food plants and parasites. For instance, Hockey (1987) reported that human exploitation of limpets may have contributed to the extinction of the Canarian black oystercatcher *Haematopus meadewaldoi*. Due to their specialized methods of prey capture, adult oystercatchers feed their chicks for prolonged periods and are particularly vulnerable to the effects of food shortage during this time. Depletion of their prey, coupled with disturbance, may have made it impossible for adult birds to glean sufficient food to meet both their own needs and those of their chicks. Parasites are an additional group of organisms that may be adversely affected by exploitation of limpets (Mouritsen & Poulin 2005).

Patterns of shellfish exploitation vary from place to place and from time to time (Bosman et al. 1988; Durán & Castilla 1989; Van Herwerden et al. 1989; Underwood & Chapman 1996). Some geographic patterns of distribution and abundance of molluscs are general, with little variation at small scales (Forster et al. 2003), while other patterns are specific to particular places or times (Forster et al. 2003; Morrisey et al. 1992; Underwood & Chapman 1998). Understanding these patterns of variation in distribution and abundance and how they change in time and space is important to understanding the ecology of the organism or assemblage being studied (Underwood 2000).
Shellfish gatherers have exploited the marine resources of the South African coastline for at least the past 100 000 years (Thackery 1988). The intensity and the distribution of such activities have, however, varied markedly through time. The Transkei coast is subject to intense subsistence exploitation due to high population density and poverty. Thus, local people rely on shellfish for protein (Bigalke 1973; Hockey & Bosman 1986; Bosman et al. 1988; Lasiak 1991a). This coast is also utilized to a lesser extent by recreational and commercial fishers (Hockey et al. 1988; Fielding et al. 1994; Lasiak 1997). Shellfish-gatherers are highly selective in terms of size, selecting bigger animals and species, preferring mussels and various species of limpets (Bigalke 1973; Siegfried et al. 1985; Hockey & Bosman 1986; Lasiak & Dye 1989; Lasiak 1991a; 1992). Humans collect intertidal species mainly for use as food or fishing bait or for their shells (Pombo & Escofet 1996; Lasiak 1997), or for recreational activities. People also collect intertidal organisms for home aquariums (Griffiths & Branch 1997), and other purposes such as the exploratory manipulation of rocks and specimens (Addessi 1994).

The spatial pattern of subsistence exploitation in South Africa has changed considerably over time in response to demographic changes in human populations. In addition, modern techniques, such as underwater breathing apparatus, which allows more efficient collecting of subtidal organisms, has expanded the range of species that can easily be gathered. The advent of the coastal tourism industry, and the practices of commercial operators (Fielding et al. 1994; Siegfried et al. 1994; Griffiths & Branch 1997), are also important, as are the effects of anthropogenic disturbance including indirect effects, such as sewage and industrial effluent (Littler & Murray 1975; Liu & Morton 1998), and more
direct effects, such as harvesting and development (Durán & Castilla 1989; Underwood & Kennelly 1990; Povey & Keough 1991; Kingsford et al. 1991). However, the exploitation on the Transkei coast is almost entirely for food. Studies along the Transkei coast on the southeast coast of South Africa (Fig. 1.1) suggest that the selective removal of patellid limpets results in a marked increase in macroalgal cover, and that this in turn, reduces the availability of primary space for other species (Lasiak & White 1993; Dye 1995).

In South Africa, the exploitation of intertidal organisms is currently controlled by regulations promulgated under the Marine Living Resource Act of 1998. The objective of these regulations is to ensure the maintenance of viable populations of species subject to exploitation. These regulations are supposedly based on best available information. The fact that shellfish-gathering practices along the Transkei coast take place in a way that is unconstrained by any firmly enforced conservation legislation is a matter of great concern to marine ecologists. Siegfried et al. (1985) have demonstrated over-exploitation of some shellfish stocks while Hockey & Bosman (1986) and Lasiak & Field (1995) noted that over-exploitation has led to modifications in intertidal community structure and functioning. Another issue of concern is that, although there are strong biogeographic effects along coast (Emanuel et al. 1992) and marked regional differences in community structure (Van Erkom Schurink & Griffiths 1990; Lasiak 1997; McQuaid & Payne 1998), similar control measures are applied all around the coast. The problem is further complicated as there are also marked differences in recruitment rates around the South African coast (Harris et al. 1998).
Human impacts on marine systems are increasing, both directly through fishing and indirectly through anthropogenic warming. The effects of either climate change or fishing alone are sufficient to alter dramatically marine populations and ecosystems and may drive abundant species to extinction (Roberts & Hawkins 1999; Dulvy et al. 2003). Harley & Rogers-Bennett (2004) suggest that future management strategies must shift their emphasis from correlative data to a more mechanistic understanding of the effects of environmental variability and its interactions with fishing. Conservation of exploited marine populations requires knowledge of interannual variation in the characteristics of and relationships between the spawning stock and recruitment, which determine population resilience and persistence (Lipcius & Stockhausen 2002).

Climate change and fishing are both likely to have major effects on the distribution and abundance of marine species. As rates of climate change and exploitation accelerate, additive and synergistic interactions between them are becoming increasingly important to the dynamics of marine ecosystems and the sustainability of marine fisheries (Harley & Rogers-Bennett 2004). The management and conservation of any resource requires information on standing stocks and the direct impact of population exploitation (Foster & Hodgson 2000). Effective management requires a detailed understanding of ecological impacts resulting from anthropogenic disturbances as well as a detailed knowledge of the system itself. The structure of intertidal assemblages results from many interacting processes, including predation and competition (Dayton 1971; Fairweather & Underwood 1991), settlement and/or recruitment (Broitman et al. 2005) and disturbances (Chapman & Underwood 1998). Understanding the structure and dynamics of these assemblages is,
however, not possible without knowledge of the ecology of the component species (Dayton 1971). A minimum viable population (MVP) density may be necessary for reproduction and sustained recruitment to maintain the population in the long term (Siegfried et al. 1994). Part of the difficulty of predicting the effects of human exploitation on grazers is that each species has particular characteristics that influence its vulnerability to exploitation.

Despite the intensity of human exploitation, few researchers have quantitatively estimated the magnitude or the relative importance of the effects of human exploitation or compared them with naturally occurring processes (Keough & Quinn 1993; Pombo & Escofet 1996; Lasiak 1997; Lindberg et al. 1998; Murray et al. 1999; Kido & Murray 2003). Thus, the primary objectives of the present study were to investigate the effects of marine reserves on the population density, size structure, recruitment, growth rates, mortality rates and reproductive output of four species of patellid limpets on the southeast coast of South Africa. These were: Helcion concolor, Scutellastra longicosta and Cellana capensis and Scutellastra granularis. Owing to the fact that different limpets have different life-history characteristics which influence their vulnerability to exploitation, each limpet was investigated separately (Branch 1974a; Lasiak 1991b; Branch & Odendaal 2003). Creese & Ballantine (1983) have pointed out that for effective evaluation of rocky intertidal communities, it is useful to have an understanding of the life history characteristics and population dynamics of the component species. These characteristics can vary spatially and temporally so that comparisons at different shores through time allow a greater understanding of the demography of species and variability
among populations (Dunmore & Schiel 2003). Information from such studies could lead
to more effective management and to regulations based on defensible scientific
information (Griffiths & Branch 1997).

The South African coast supports a very wide diversity of limpets. However, some
species occur throughout the area, while others are limited to particular biogeographic
regions, e.g. the cool temperate west coast, the warm temperate south or the subtropical
east coast (Emanuel et al. 1992). In most cases where a species extends around the entire
cost-line, individuals from the west coast are markedly larger than those from the
warmer coasts (Branch 1974b; Ridgway et al. 1998). Some patellid limpets on South
African shores are highly specialized and feed on a single species of algae, and several
have specialized relationship in which they territorially guard particular species of algae
in “gardens” (Branch 1971). Most limpets are slow-moving, browsing animals that feed
on algae, lichens and diatoms. They are predominantly intertidal or infratidal, and are
zoned fairly rigidly both vertically and geographically. Thus overlap between habitats of
the different species is relatively restricted. Some species occupy fixed positions on the
shore. The individuals become so established in one position that they form well defined
scars on the substratum. From these, they undertake feeding excursions, subsequently
returning to their own particular “home scar” (Branch 1971). According to Branch
(1975b), limpets have evolved two basic mechanisms to reduce intraspecific competition.
Firstly, they may migrate progressively away from the site of settlement, or secondly,
they may remain in a fixed zone and develop behavioural patterns to reduce competition.
Thus South African limpets can be grouped either as migratory species or non-migratory species. Migratory species (e.g. the study species *S. granularis*, *H. concolor*, and *C. capensis*) are all generalized grazers, feeding on any available food (Branch 1971, 1975a). Conversely, non-migratory species (e.g. *S. longicosta*) all occupy relatively fixed zones in the low intertidal and undergo no vertical migration from the site of settlement. Most adults are known to have a fixed scar, and defend the territory around this scar, reacting aggressively to others of the same species (Branch 1974a). Homing and scars are used for different functions such as territorial maintenance and reduction of predation. For example, a large proportion of *S. longicosta* juveniles are found on the shells of *Oxystele sinensis*, a winkle that shows strong avoidance reactions to the predatory starfish *Marthasterias glacialis* and thus the limpets may also benefit from these escapes (Branch 1974b). Home scars are also important in the prevention of desiccation.

1.2 STUDY SITES AND SPECIES

The Transkei coast is located on the southeast coast of South Africa (Figs. 1.1 & 1.2) near the junction of two marine biogeographic provinces, the warm temperate south coast and the subtropical east coast (Kilburn & Rippey 1982; Emanuel *et al.* 1992). Sampling was conducted at four study sites, between the Nqabara and Xhora rivers on the Transkei coast of South Africa (Fig. 1.1). This stretch of coast is approximately 40 km long, and the sites were approximately 5-10 km apart. Two sites (Dwesa and Cwebe) are marine nature reserves, separated by the Mbashe River and have recently been combined as one reserve called the Dwesa-Cwebe Nature Reserve. These reserves will be regarded as separate throughout the present study. Adjacent to Dwesa and Cwebe were two non-
reserve sites, Nqabara and Xhora. The non-reserve sites were chosen on the basis of proximity to reserve sites (no more than 10 km north or south of the reserves), habitat similarities and hydrodynamic conditions such as flow rates and wave exposure. Within each of the four sites, two areas (~ 100 m apart) were established.

The shores in the southern region of Transkei are a mixture of dolerite, mudstone or shale platforms, those in the central region are sandstone while those in northern region are formed of quartzitic sandstone (Hockey et al. 1988). The rocky shore at Nqabara (the south most site) is in the form of gently-sloping, slightly stepped mudstone platforms with occasional shale and dolerite intrusions while Dwesa is very gently sloping and mainly shale. The rocky shores at Cwebe and Xhora are formed mainly of sandstone platforms, with Xhora being more gently-sloping with fewer gulleys than Cwebe. Various studies have documented the underlying geological substrata (Hockey et al. 1988), and standing stocks of exploited intertidal invertebrates (Fielding et al. 1994) and intensity of exploitation (Lasiak 1997) in this region.

All study areas were selected subjectively to have similar aspect and shore topography, but standardization of study sites on the basis of rock type was not feasible owing to the heterogenous nature of the underlying geological substrata along the Transkei coast (Hockey et al. 1988). Clarke and Green (1988) suggested a need to control potential confounding physical and biotic variables within set limits when sites are selected.
Originally, four species were selected that were believed to comprise two exploited and two unexploited species. However, later interview survey results revealed that the unexploited species were occasionally taken either by mistake or in the absence of the preferred species. Therefore, the term “rarely exploited species” has been used instead of “unexploited species” throughout the thesis.

**Scutellastra granularis**

*S. granularis* is the most widespread of the study species, with regard to both vertical and geographic distribution. It occurs around the entire South African coast, from Rocky Point in Namibia to Umpangazi near the Mozambique border (Penrith & Kensley 1970) (Fig. 1.2), and can reach a maximum size of 60 mm (Branch *et al.* 2002). It occurs intertidally and is distributed from the infratidal fringe to the upper balanoid zone. Small individuals are restricted to the lower shore, indicating settlement, or survival, of larvae in this region. Size increases higher on the shore, to a maximum in the balanoid zone, suggesting upward migration as the limpets age.

**Scutellastra longicosta**

This is characteristically a ‘warm water’ species which is recorded from Isipingo on the east coast to Saldanha Bay on the west coast (Branch 1974a). It occurs in the lower balanoid zone, below the main concentration of *Cymbula oculus* and can reach a maximum size of 70 mm (Branch *et al.* 2002). This species changes its habitat at different stages of its life (Branch 1974a). For instance, during the first year, animals occur on other shells (particularly *Oxystele sinensis* and other *S. longicosta*) and feed on
the encrusting red algae *Ralfsia*, growing there. In the second year, they move on to rock and feed on the encrusting coralline algae *Lithothamnion* until they establish a *Ralfsia* garden (or occupy an empty scar). Gardens vary in size according to the size of the limpet, but most are about 150 cm$^2$ in area (Branch 1974b). These transitions in habitat and food are known to reduce competition between age groups.

*Cellana capensis* and *Helcion concolor*

These two species occur between Port Alfred on the southeast coast of South Africa and Kenya (Fig. 1.2) and can reach a maximum size of 50 mm (Branch *et al.* 2002). In the intertidal area, these two species broadly overlap in distribution, zonation and food, but differences exist in their microhabitats, *C. capensis* prefers dry rocks and avoids sand-covered rocks, while *H. concolor* predominates in damp areas, often where sand scours or forms a film over the rocks (Branch 1976).

1.3 RANKING OF SITES AND SPECIES IN TERMS OF EXPLOITATION

To determine whether shellfish collections were random or species-specific, 4 interview surveys were carried out at each non-reserve site (i.e. 2 in each of two months at each site) during four spring low tides in September and December 2005, when exploitation pressure is especially heavy during the holiday season (Lasiak 1997). The questionnaires (Appendix A.1) focused mainly on short questions about limpet species identification and their order of preference. These questions were asked confidentially of each individual interviewed and their responses were recorded. A total of 191 and 114 respondents were interviewed at Xhora and Nqabara, respectively. A Chi-square test ($X^2$) was used to
examine whether shellfish collectors showed random or species-specific collection patterns.

The $X^2$ test showed significant ($p < 0.05$) results, indicating that the shellfish collectors have clear species preferences. The ranking of the species was the same at each site (Table 1.1), $S. longicosta$ was the most favoured species, while $S. granularis$ was the least exploited species.

A t-test was used to determine whether the mean numbers of shellfish collectors were different between Xhora and Nqabara. The t-test indicated significant ($p < 0.05$) results, suggesting that the number of shellfish collectors between the two non-reserve sites were different. Exploitation pressure is greatest on $S. longicosta$ at Xhora and least on $S. granularis$ at Nqabara. Therefore, interviews indicated that a gradient in exploitation exists among sites and among species. Xhora had more shellfish collectors than Nqabara (Table 1.1). Similarly, Lasiak (1997) estimated that the number of shellfish collectors ranged between 16-28 per km of shore in the central region (closer to Xhora) and 1-6 per km of shore in the southern region (closer to Nqabara).

While the reserves are theoretically “no take” zones, it was recognized that some poaching does occur. Information on the number of poachers at these sites (Table 1.2) was obtained from the nature reserves’ office records. The data were patchy and counts were not always contemporary at the two sites, but these represent the best information available. Only data that were comparable between the two reserves were considered, spanning the period from January 2003 to May 2007. Although the total number of
poachers was greater at Cwebe (141) than at Dwesa (137), a t-test on mean number per month revealed the results to be non-significant (p > 0.05).

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis consists of eight chapters.

Chapter 1 provides a general introduction – exploring patterns of exploitation and species life-history characteristics and defining the study sites and species.

Chapter 2 estimates population densities and compares commonly exploited and rarely exploited species in reserve and non-reserve sites.

Chapter 3 examines the population structures of the study species – mean and mean maximum sizes and size frequency distributions.

Chapter 4 compares recruitment of commonly exploited and rarely exploited species in reserve and non-reserve sites.

Chapter 5 investigates the growth rates of commonly exploited and rarely exploited species at the four study sites, using individual tagging and cohort analysis. This allowed the comparison of age and growth rates between reserves and non-reserves.

Chapter 6 deals with their reproductive biology – gonado-somatic index (GSI), sex ratios and size at sexual maturity.

Chapter 7 investigates the mortality rates of commonly exploited and rarely exploited species at the four study sites from tagged individuals using the Cormack-Jolly-Seber model.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a general discussion.
Table 1.1: Results from a four days survey to determine species preferences for consumption at the two non-reserve sites, Xhora and Nqabara.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>S. longicosta</em></td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>H. concolor</em></td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>C. capensis</em></td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. granularis</em></td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Xhora** (n = 191)  
$X^2 = 208.85$, df = 3, p < 0.0001

**Nqabara** (n = 114)  
$X^2 = 113.39$, df = 3, p < 0.0001
Table 1.2: Data on the number of poachers collecting shellfish at each of the reserve sites, Dwesa and Cwebe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>No. of months</th>
<th>Total no. of people</th>
<th>Mean no. of people per month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Jan-Dec</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Jan-Oct</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Jul-Dec</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Feb-Dec</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>No. of months</th>
<th>Total no. of people</th>
<th>Mean no. of people per month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Jan-Nov</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Jan-Dec</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Jul-Nov</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1.1: Map showing the location of the four study sites on the Transkei coast of South Africa. Numerals 1 and 2 attached to study sites mean areas.
**Fig. 1.2:** Map showing the distribution of the four limpet species and biogeographic provinces on the South African coast. —— = *Scutellastra granularis*, ———— = *S. longicosta*, and ——— = *Cellana capensis* and *Helcion concolor*. 
CHAPTER 2

POPULATION DENSITIES
2.1 INTRODUCTION

There is much evidence to show that shellfish populations throughout the world have been exploited by humans at a subsistence level for thousands of years (e.g. Branch 1975a; Moreno et al. 1984; Thackery 1988; Keough et al. 1993). Often such research was prompted by recent pronounced declines in stocks (Bustamante & Castilla 1987; Griffiths & Branch 1997; Lasiak 1997, 1998). The reasons for these declines were found to have come about as a result of, among other factors, rapid increases in human population growth along the coast, the replacement of subsistence by commercial exploitation and technological advances in methods of collection, processing, storage and transportation (Eekhout et al. 1992; Griffiths & Branch 1997). As a result the effects of human exploitation relative to natural processes in determining populations of harvested marine invertebrates are an issue of substantial interest in contemporary ecology and conservation biology (Pombo & Escofet 1996). Researchers have long been concerned with the processes that limit and regulate the size of natural populations, with the aim of determining why some species are rare and others common (Breen 1972; Underwood & Chapman 2000; Kurihara 2002; Lasiak 2006). Tanner (1997) categorised the processes influencing population size based on whether they limit the population size (density independent factors) or regulate the population size (density-dependent factors).

Most studies of population regulation in benthic marine ecosystems tend to emphasize intra- and inter-specific competition (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Lasiak 1993, Gray & Hodgson 1997; Keough et al. 1997; Edgar & Barrett 1999; Boaventura et al. 2003; Dunmore & Schiel 2003; Steffani & Branch 2003b), while the factors that limit
populations include natural predators (Marsh 1987; Bosman et al. 1989, Lindberg et al. 1998; Coleman et al. 1999), pollution (Tablado et al. 1994; Liu & Morton 1998), wave action (Denny et al. 1985; McQuaid & Lindsay 2000), and naturally occurring physical disturbances (Cadeë 1999).

The increased concern over depletion of exploited shellfish species in South Africa centres on illegal commercialisation in case of abalone (Griffiths & Branch 1997). Over-collecting by subsistence shellfish gatherers can cause reductions in population density and the impact of such activities on target populations has been well documented for the Transkei region of South Africa (Branch 1975a; Siegfried et al. 1985; Hockey & Bosman 1986; Lasiak & Dye 1989; Lasiak 1991a & b, 1992, 1993; Dye et al. 1994; Lasiak 1997) and elsewhere (Moreno et al. 1984; Keough et al. 1993; Addessi 1994; Pombo & Escofet 1996; Griffiths & Branch 1997; Lindberg et al. 1998; Murray et al. 1999; Kido & Murray 2003; Roy et al. 2003). By reducing species densities, human exploitation can decrease the reproductive output of intertidal invertebrate populations especially for species that show an increase in individual fecundity with body size (Branch 1974a, 1975b; Creese 1980; Levitan 1991; Tegner et al. 1996). However, this will only influence density if the population is relatively closed (Caley et al. 1996) or if recruitment intensity correlates with adult density (McQuaid et al. 2000).

The effects of humans as predators have generally been examined by contrasting intertidal populations and communities between areas that are open or closed to human access (Keough et al. 1993). The most popular procedure for determining population
regulation is to examine long-term series of estimates of population size (Tanner 1997). On the Transkei coast, the existing information that compares exploited and unexploited sites has focussed largely on the effects of subsistence exploitation on balanoid zone community structure (Hockey & Bosman 1986), overall community structure (Lasiak 1993), structure of infratidal assemblages (Lasiak & Field 1995) and the structure of macrofaunal assemblages (Lasiak 1998). Despite the intensity of human exploitation, few researchers have quantitatively estimated the magnitude or relative importance of the effects of humans, or compared them to natural processes (Keough et al. 1993). Other researchers have proposed a need to address the population dynamics of limpet species (Lasiak & Dye 1989), as such information is thin in Transkei.

The main objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that exposure to exploitation outside reserves leads to a decrease in mean density of commonly exploited species. In order to test this hypothesis, the variability in densities inside and outside reserves was compared. This was complemented by the concomitant hypothesis that density of rarely-exploited species will not show an effect of reserves. The null hypothesis is that the mean density of both commonly exploited and rarely exploited species is the same inside and outside reserves. In order to test these hypotheses, population densities of two commonly exploited limpets that occur outside reserves, _Scutellastra longicosta_, _Helcion concolor_, and of two rarely exploited limpets _S. granularis_ and _Cellana capensis_ were investigated. Species were classified as commonly exploited and rarely exploited on the basis of interviews conducted with shellfish collectors at each of the two non-reserve sites examined (Chapter 1, Table 1.1).
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling was conducted at approximately monthly intervals, between November 2002 and June 2004 (a period of 20 months), during spring low tides. On each occasion, 20 quadrats (50 x 50 cm$^2$) were haphazardly thrown within the zone of occurrence of each species in each area of each site (Chapter 1, Fig. 1.1). The densities of limpet populations were estimated by counting the numbers of individuals found within each quadrat. The data obtained were then used to estimate the mean density of each limpet species for each month, allowing comparisons of mean densities among sites. All data were converted to density per square metre for the analysis.

2.2.1 Statistical analysis

The effects of marine reserves on limpet densities were analysed separately for each species, using a four-factor nested analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the effects of month, reserve, site (nested in reserve) and area (nested in reserve and site). The factors month, site and area were treated as random while reserve was treated as fixed. Multiple comparison tests (Tukey HSD tests) were subsequently run on significant results ($p < 0.05$) from ANOVA tests. Prior to the use of ANOVA, the data were tested for normality and homogeneity of variances using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cochran’s tests (Zar 1996; Underwood 1997), respectively. No transformation was necessary.

2.3 RESULTS

Reserve as the main factor had no significant effect for any species. Except for *Cellana capensis*, month was always significant, indicating variations in mean density among
months. The month/site (reserve) interaction was significant for all species, indicating temporal variation on scales of 10 km. Except for *Helcion concolor*, the month/area (reserve (site)) interaction was significant, indicating temporal variation on scales of 100 m within sites. Thus the lowest level effect was generally the month/area (reserve (site)) interaction.

In many cases these interactions occurred because there were a few months in which the areas within a site differed, while in most months this was not the case. In fact of the 160 possible cases of areas differing within a site (20 months x 4 species x 4 sites), there was a total of only 4 cases where these differences were significant. In addition, the month/area (reserve (site)) interaction often arose because of meaningless comparisons. For example, area 1 at Dwesa versus area 2 at Xhora. These interactions tended to mask the effects of reserve. Consequently, I have described the significant effects, and have included reserve effects even if they were not statistically significant.

### 2.3.1 Commonly exploited species

*Helcion concolor*

There was a significant effect of site and of the month/site (reserve) interaction, while all other effects were not significant (Table 2.1).

**Month x Reserve**

Population density was moderately stable with a suggestion of repeated recruitment events in January 2003, June 2003, September 2003 and April 2004 and a gradual overall decline between these events (Fig. 2.1.1). Reserves showed considerable variation for the
first 11 months and a general decline for the last 9 months. After September 2003, post-hoc tests showed no obvious patterns among months. Non-reserves generally had lower and more stable densities, with only slight variability throughout the sampling period. Densities in reserves were generally greater than in non-reserves (Fig. 2.1.2). The lowest mean densities in reserves and non-reserves were $4.42 \pm 0.34$ and $4.06 \pm 0.67$ per m$^2$ (June 2004 and May 2003, respectively), while the highest mean densities were $8.36 \pm 0.67$ and $6.33 \pm 0.64$ per m$^2$ (September 2003 and October 2003, respectively).

Month x Site (Reserve)

The overall mean densities of *H. concolor* (Fig. 2.1.3) were, in descending order, Cwebe $(6.29 \pm 0.17) >$ Nqabara $(6.05 \pm 0.16) >$ Dwesa $(5.52 \pm 0.14) >$ Xhora $(4.27 \pm 0.12)$. However, there was a month/site (reserve) interaction.

The mean density of *H. concolor* was fairly stable throughout the sampling period and differed among months only in detail. Post-hoc tests revealed 7 out of 20 months with significant differences among (see Fig. 2.1.4). In 2 months (Mar and Apr 2003) this was because Xhora had especially low densities, while for 3 months it was because Cwebe had especially high densities.

*Scutellastra longicosta*

Four-way nested ANOVA showed significant effect of month, site (reserve) and area (reserve (site)), including the interactions of month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) (Table 2.2).
Month x Reserve

The mean density of *S. longicosta* was highly variable throughout the sampling period with a general decrease from March to June 2003 and then an overall increase (Fig. 2.2.1). High variability occurred in both reserves and non-reserves, which showed very similar trends that differed only in detail. Mean densities of reserves were always greater than non-reserves (Fig. 2.2.2).

The lowest mean densities in reserves and non-reserves were 5.90 ± 0.34 and 3.68 ± 0.40 per m$^2$ (July 2003 and June 2003, respectively), while the highest mean densities were 10.76 ± 0.59 and 7.48 ± 0.81 per m$^2$ (May 2004 and March 2003, respectively).

Month x Site (Reserve)

The overall mean density of *S. longicosta* (Fig. 2.2.3) was, in decreasing order, Dwesa (8.17 ± 0.17) > Cwebe (8.14 ± 0.17) > Nqabara (7.51 ± 0.18) > Xhora (3.87 ± 0.14).

However, there was a month/site (reserve) interaction.

The population mean density of *S. longicosta* generally showed slight variations in the early months of sampling and subsequently became constant until the end of sampling. Tukey HSD tests on the month/site (reserve) effect of mean density of *S. longicosta* showed 17 months out of 20 with significant differences (see asterisks in Fig. 2.2.4). This was due to the fact that Xhora had the lowest mean densities in all months where there were significant differences among sites.

Month x Area (Reserve (Site))

Post-hoc tests on the interaction of month and area (reserve (site)) effect revealed a significant difference only in April 2003 between the two areas at Nqabara (Fig. 2.2.5).
2.3.2 Rarely exploited species

Cellana capensis

There were significant effects of month, site and area but also significant effects were the interactions of month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) (Table 2.3).

Month x Reserve

The mean density of *C. capensis* was relatively stable for the first 9 months of the sampling period (until July 2003) and this was followed by a clear long-term, progressive increase over the remaining 11 months (Fig. 2.3.1). This broad trend was true for both reserves and non-reserves and the patterns differed only in detail (Fig. 2.3.2). Densities were generally greater in reserves than in non-reserves (Fig 2.3.2). There were also 5 months when mean densities of reserves and non-reserves were almost identical (February, May, September, October 2003, and June 2004). The lowest mean densities in reserves and non-reserves were 12.5 ± 0.84 and 8.35 ± 0.61 per m$^2$ (May and June 2003, respectively), while the highest mean densities were 23.24 ± 1.03 and 23.34 ± 0.88 per m$^2$ (January 2004 and June 2004, respectively). Thus, the differences between reserves and non-reserves was generally strongest in the early part of the sampling period, when populations were relatively stable and densities in reserves were often greater than in non-reserves. The differences diminished during the period of population increase (after July 2003). During this period, densities were frequently identical (September, October, June 2004), or very similar (December, January, April, May 2004).
Month x Site (Reserve)

The overall mean density of *C. capensis* (Fig. 2.3.3) among sites in descending order was, Cwebe (18.89 ± 0.36) > Xhora (16.07 ± 0.34) > Nqabara (15.32 ± 0.31) > Dwesa (14.95 ± 0.29). However, there was a month/site (reserve) interaction. The mean density of *C. capensis* revealed a variable but similar pattern among sites throughout the sampling period. Post-hoc tests on the month/site (reserve) effect on mean density of *C. capensis* indicated 9 months with significant differences (see asterisks in Fig. 2.3.4). In all months where the effect was significant, sites could be clearly ranked by density. However, while the two reserve sites ranked highest in the earlier months (Mar, Apr, Jun ’03), and Cwebe often had the highest density, there was no clear ranking of reserve versus non-reserve sites during the later months.

Month x Area (Reserve (Site))

Tukey HSD tests on the effect of month/area interaction on the mean density of *C. capensis* showed a significant difference between areas within a site on only 1 occasion at Dwesa, in March 2003 (Fig. 2.3.6).

*Scutellastra granularis*

Four-way nested ANOVA tests revealed significant effects of month and site including the interactions of month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) (Table 2.4).

Month x Reserve

The mean density of *S. granularis* was remarkably stable for the first 9 months of the sampling period. This was followed by a clear long-term, progressive increase over the remaining 11 months from August 2003 onwards (Fig. 2.4.1). This trend was true for
both reserves and non-reserves and the patterns differed only in detail (Fig. 2.4.2). In particular, the increase after July was stronger for reserves.

In 17 months, densities in reserves were greater than in non-reserves while densities of non-reserves were marginally greater than in reserves for 2 months (Fig. 2.4.2).

The lowest mean densities in reserves and non-reserves were 10.76 ± 0.65 and 9.80 ± 0.56 per m² (July 2003 and November 2002, respectively), while the highest mean densities were 27.84 ± 1.25 and 25.48 ± 1.29 per m² (February 2004 and April 2004, respectively).

**Month x Site (Reserve)**

The overall mean density of *S. granularis* (Fig. 2.4.3) was in decreasing order, Cwebe (19.50 ± 0.41) > Dwesa (17.84 ± 0.35) > Nqabara (16.76 ± 0.34) > Xhora (14.60 ± 0.29). However, there was a month/site (reserve) interaction.

Tukey HSD tests on the month/site (reserve) effect on mean density of *S. granularis* showed 9 months with significant differences between sites (see asterisks in Fig. 2.4.4). Ranking of sites differed among months with no clear consistent pattern.

**Month x Area (Reserve (Site))**

Post-hoc tests on the month/area (reserve (site)) effect on mean density of *S. granularis* indicated only 2 months with significant differences between areas in the same site (Fig. 2.4.5). This was observed at the reserve site, Cwebe in November 2003 and in May 2004 at both non-reserve sites, Nqabara and Xhora.
2.4 DISCUSSION

The present study showed marked differences among sites and through time for all species. Reserve as a main factor had no significant effect for any species. Most differences in mean densities were at the level of site, not area. Differences between areas within sites for three species, *Cellana capensis*, *Scutellastra granularis* and *S. longicosta*, provide evidence of occasional variation in density at small (100 m) scales. However, such small-scale differences were rare. Post-hoc tests showed that they occurred on only 4 out of 160 possible occasions, indicating generally very high consistency in densities between areas within each site. Commonly exploited species showed clear consistency in ranking of sites among months, with reserves having greater limpet densities than non-reserves in more months than the reverse. In contrast, rarely exploited species showed no consistency in differences among sites.

The lack of consistency in mean densities among sites for rarely exoloited species may be due to species preference by harvesters. For example, Lasiak (1993) reported that *C. capensis* is not subject to intense exploitation but rather to opportunistic exploitation which occurs in the absence of preferred species such as mussels. This is also supported by the results from interviews (Chapter 1, Table 1.1), which showed a similar ranking of species by order of preference at non-reserve sites. Previous studies on the Transkei coast (Hockey & Bosman 1986; Lasiak 1991a, 1993) found no reduction in the density of *C. capensis* at exploited sites. These authors attributed this to the fact that this species may not have been subjected to such intense exploitation as some of the other organisms taken.
The lack of reserve effects may possibly have been due to masking by significant month/area effects, although these were based largely on meaningless comparisons of areas between sites and different months. Nevertheless, the significant month/site interactions showed that commonly exploited species had greater mean densities in reserves than in non-reserves in most months, while there was no clear pattern for rarely exploited species. The possible reason for this may be that this species may be subject to opportunistic exploitation in the absence of preferred species or to variation in density resulting from interactions with other species so that the reserve effect for *S. granularis* is a secondary one. Interactions between limpets and barnacles often occur and may have both negative and positive effects on limpet survival. Since barnacles are able to retain moisture at low tide, and provide shade from sunlight and shelter from wave action, they can increase the survival of limpets (Branch 1975b; Lewis & Bowman 1975; Choat 1977). This may be true for *S. granularis*, which is mostly found where barnacles dominate. Some researchers noted that such associations provide protection against dislodgement (Dayton 1971; Monteiro *et al*. 2002; Dunmore & Schiel 2003). Moreno *et al*. (1984) noted that the exclusion of harvesters from marine reserve results in an increase in the abundance of limpets (*Fissurella* spp.), coupled with a dramatic decline in the abundance of the mid-intertidal macroalgae, *Iridaea boryana*. In contrast, the presence of barnacles can be detrimental to the survival of some species of limpets, as barnacles can dominate the substratum (Branch 1976), and hence reduce the area on which adult limpets can graze effectively (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Branch 1976). Moreover, interactions between limpets and algae can reflect variation in the presence and abundance of limpets from year to year at the same site (Johnson *et al*. 1997). For
example, limpets may be “swamped” by intense algal recruitment. There is also the likelihood that *S. granularis* interacts positively with barnacles as there are more barnacles at reserve than non-reserve sites (*pers. obs.*), where *S. granularis* also showed higher mean density.

Variations in densities in both reserves and non-reserves over time, from month to month and from year to year, reflect periods of recruitment, mortality and predation (Underwood & Chapman 2000; Moore *et al.* 2007). Density is known to vary with time and space as a result of changes in both local conditions and more general fluctuations in annual recruitment (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Kurihara 2002) and climate indices (Thompson *et al.* 2002; Herbert *et al.* 2007). Steffani and Branch (2003b) noted that the intensity of competition among mussels varies both temporarily and spatially as a function of wave exposure. Underwood and Chapman (1996) noted that different ecological processes influence the densities of intertidal organisms on rocky shores at different spatial scales. In most intertidal species that disperse via a planktonic larval stage and have restricted adult mobility, differences in recruitment and mortality may lead to differences in abundances from one site to another, at scales of kilometres (Noda 2004). More recent studies on mussels show variation in settlement and recruitment at much smaller scales (Lawrie & McQuaid 2001; Erlandsson & McQuaid 2004).

The intensity of competition is likely to be greater in reserves than non-reserves due to the relatively high mean densities. Many studies have shown that inter- and intra- specific competition may lead to a reduction in species densities (Creese & Underwood 1982;
Underwood 1984; Ortega 1985; Lasiak & White 1993). Among limpets, the intensity of competition has been found to vary on a temporal and spatial basis according to the availability of microalgal film and to the densities and mixtures of grazing species (Fletcher 1984a; Lasiak & White 1993; Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001; Thompson et al. 2002). Branch (1975b) pointed out that individuals of closely related species usually have a great overlap in the resources they require and can therefore compete if they coexist. Furthermore, intraspecific competition is likely to be more intense than interspecific competition, as individuals of the same species have very similar requirements (Branch 1976; Creese & Underwood 1982).

Although there were month/site (reserve) interaction, in 3 out of the 4 species examined, Cwebe generally had the highest densities while Xhora had the lowest densities. Nqabara had the second lowest mean densities for 3 of the 4 species and Dwesa was highly variable in this respect. The density of *S. longicosta* was lowest at Xhora in 17 out of 20 months and this can be attributed to human exploitation pressure as this is a highly preferred species (Chapter 1, Table 1.1). Exploitation gradients exist among sites on the Transkei coast (Lasiak 1997), with more exploitation pressure occurring in central than southern sites. Although Xhora is in the southern region, it is closer to the central region than its counterpart non-reserve site, Nqabara, which shows a higher mean density of *S. longicosta*. Lasiak (1997) estimated that the number of shellfish collectors ranged from 1-6 per km of shore in the southern region and 16-28 per km of shore in the central region. Similarly, data from interview surveys on limpet preferences (Chapter 1, Table 1.1) showed that more shellfish collectors were observed at Xhora than at Nqabara while
Xhora had the lowest mean density for all limpet species except C. capensis. It has been shown that even if animals are not actively collected and removed by visitors, trampling and turning of boulders exposes animals to potential predators, or may crush and dislodge molluscs and other organisms, thus resulting in a decrease of intertidal populations (Povey & Keough 1991; Pombo & Escofet 1996; Lasiak 1997).

Temporal differences in densities of the limpet species among sites can also be attributed partly to the influence of dispersal processes on recruitment patterns, (Lewis & Bowman 1975). Chapman (1994a) reported similar significant variation in densities of Nodilittorina among sites. The differences in densities were found to be strongly correlated to the distribution of particular microhabitats, especially cracks, crevices and pits within the rock surfaces (Chapman 1994a). Lewis and Bowman (1975) reported that changes in the abundance of species along the coast may be due to the presence of unsuitable substrata or salinity, decreased habitat area or larval wastage due to the effects of offshore currents. Another potential factor that can influence the mean density of these species is predation. Predation of limpets has been shown to be important in maintaining bare rock in small-scale patches (Berlow & Navarrete 1997). However, relative to other parts of the world, predation is generally less important in South African intertidal shores (Branch & Steffani 2004).

The observed month/area effect on the mean densities of S. longicosta, C. capensis and S. granularis, indicates a temporal variation of these species on these small (100 m) scales. Snails are known to move over relatively short distances, and respond to small-scale
features of their habitat (Chapman 1994a). They can also aggregate in response to cues from the habitat and each other (Chapman & Underwood 1996). As a result, differences in density among areas may potentially result in quite different responses and patterns of variance. Within a single shore, mobile animals can show considerable small-scale (< 10 m) variability in abundance, which is primarily determined by behavioural responses to the habitat (Underwood 1976; Underwood & Chapman 1989; Olabarria & Chapman 2001; Coleman 2002; Pfister & Peacor 2003).

Analysis of spatial patterns in four intertidal snails at scales of 10 to 100 m and between shores separated by approximately 20-30 km showed large-scale spatial patterns that were reported to be caused by differences in recruitment and/or mortality (Underwood & Chapman 1996). Similar variation in densities at scales of 100 m was found in Littorina unifasciata (Chapman 1994b). These differences appeared to be caused by larval behaviour, reflected by variation in recruitment or by mortality after recruitment. Variations at these scales were not very strong possibly due to the fact that limpets are much less mobile than Littorina species. Moreover, much of the observed variability could be accounted for by variability among replicate quadrats, probably reflecting behavioural processes (Chapman 1994b). Differences in densities within sites at scales of 100 m are probably due to differences in recruitment among patches within sites, although variations due to mortality may be possible (Dayton 1971; Underwood et al. 1983; Fairweather & Underwood 1991; Menge et al. 1994).
Harvesting of limpets results in reduction of limpet populations, and this can enhance barnacle densities (Dye 1993, 1995) and lead to the proliferation of algae (Davies et al. 2007). Subsistence harvesting can lead to an increase in the proportion of inedible species and a decrease in species diversity (Hockey & Bosman 1986; Lasiak & Field 1995; Lasiak 1998). Branch and Odendaal (2003) reported that, without the existence of protected areas along the heavily harvested Transkei coast, it would have been impossible to quantify the magnitude of the effects of harvesting. The observed differences in densities among sites, suggest variation in recruitment/mortality that may be determined by processes that vary within a site, causing patchiness in densities (Underwood & Chapman 1996). It is also noted from this study that significant differences in the mean density of these limpets exist not only between non-reserves but also between reserve sites. In reserves, this may be attributable to poaching by shellfish collectors. This kind of activity can therefore, cause a significant negative impact on the density of protected intertidal species and other marine organisms.

In conclusion, the intention was to test the effects of reserves versus non-reserves on harvested versus non-harvested species. Theoretically, these categories of sites and species are clear cut. In reality, non-reserve sites are exploited to different degrees and there is evidence of poaching within reserves. Commonly exploited species can be ranked by preference and rarely exploited species are sometimes taken by mistake or in the absence of preferred species. Consequently, we have not categories, but continua of sites and species on a gradient of degree of exploitation. Despite this, the categorical approach taken using ANOVA produced easily interpretable results.
There were generally marked differences among months in the mean density of all species with different temporal patterns for each species. Density was generally lowest in winter but species differed in the timing of major recruitment events. Temporal patterns were generally very similar between reserves and non-reserves, implying that the same external factors, such as weather or recruitment events, have an over-riding influence on density. The number of months when densities were higher in reserves was greater for commonly exploited species than for rarely exploited species. These limpet species showed different patterns of variation that may be associated with different patterns of recruitment. For instance, *C. capensis* and *S. granularis* showed a similar long trend of increasing densities with time, which may indicate protracted recruitment. *S. longicosta* revealed a parallel pattern, indicating that the effect of exploitation was not as strong as the effect of natural mortality (i.e. no indication that population decline in non-reserves was faster than in reserves).

In reserves, *Helcion concolor* showed more pronounced fluctuation in mean densities in reserves than in non-reserves, decreasing through time. *H. concolor* was the only species to show no significant month effect. There was a lack of reserve effects in all the species. However, there were strong, significant month/site (reserve) effects in all the species, with mean densities in reserves generally being greater than in non-reserves for the commonly exploited species. The possible lack of a reserve effect may either be due to masking by the month/area interaction or because exploitation of even preferred limpets was not very strong in some months. Fluctuations in mean densities were further complicated by the fact that this study revealed that Nqabara is moderately exploited,
relative to Xhora, which is heavily exploited and their combined mean densities made it more difficult to see the effect of reserve than if they were considered separately. Moreover, exploitation gradients exist among limpet species (i.e. they show different levels of exploitation). Lastly, the interaction between month and site (reserve) has implications for tests of the effect of surveys of sites, as the results may differ among months.
**Table 2.1:** Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean density estimates of *H. concolor.* * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>802.36</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42.23</td>
<td>1.512</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>248.84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>248.84</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>843.49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>421.74</td>
<td>9.333</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>59.11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.78</td>
<td>1.267</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>530.75</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27.93</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>1599.08</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>42.08</td>
<td>3.607</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>886.75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>1.235</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>28716.57</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.2:** Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean density estimates of *S. longicosta.* * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>71.55</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>3.764</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>141.23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>141.23</td>
<td>1.963</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>146.39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73.20</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>20.75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>7.261</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>85.58</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.153</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>54.28</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.686</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1287.55</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean density estimates of *C. capensis*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>472.77</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24.88</td>
<td>11.169</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.12</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>60.60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30.30</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>17.52</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.347</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>42.33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>139.14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>2.798</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>99.45</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.872</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2125.24</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean density estimates of *S. granularis.*

* denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>48683.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2562.3</td>
<td>19.603</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>4047.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4047.8</td>
<td>5.539</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>1672.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>836.1</td>
<td>4.654</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>2483.4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>8967.8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>236.1</td>
<td>2.722</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>6588.4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>2.344</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>112455.0</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2.1.1: Overall mean density (±SE) of *H. concolor* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p > 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

Fig. 2.1.2: Mean density (±SE) of *H. concolor* in reserves and non-reserve sites through sampling period. * = significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in this month.
**Fig. 2.1.3:** Mean density (+SE) of *H. concolor* at each of the four study sites. Dwesa and Cwebe are reserves while Nqabara and Xhora are non-reserves.

**Fig. 2.1.4:** Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *H. concolor* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Jan’03 C>X>D>N; Mar’03 N>C=D>X; Apr, Oct’03 N>D>C>X; Jul ’03 C>N>X>D; Sep’03 C>D>N>X; Nov’03 N>C>D>X.
**Fig. 2.2.1:** Overall mean density (+SE) of *S. longicosta* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

**Fig. 2.2.2:** Mean density (±SE) of *S. longicosta* in reserves and non-reserve sites through sampling period.
Fig. 2.2.3: Mean density (+SE) of *S. longicosta* at each of the four study sites. Dwesa and Cwebe are reserves while Nqabara and Xhora are non-reserves.

Fig. 2.2.4: Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov’02, Feb’03, Apr’03, May’03, May’04 D>C>N>X; Mar’03, Apr’03, Nov’03 N>C>D>X; Jun’03, Aug’03, Sep’03, Jan’04, Jun’04 C>D>N>X; Jul’03 C>N=D>X; Oct’03 & Mar’04 D=N>C>X; Dec’03 C=D>N>X; Jan’04 C>D>X>N.
**Fig. 2.2.5:** Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Apr’03 N1>N2.

**Fig. 2.3.1:** Overall mean density (+SE) of *C. capensis* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).
Fig. 2.3.2: Mean density (±SE) of *C. capensis* in reserves and non-reserve sites through sampling period.

Fig. 2.3.3: Mean density (+SE) of *C. capensis* at each of the four study sites. Dwesa and Cwebe are reserves while Nqabara and Xhora are non-reserves.
Fig. 2.3.4: Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Mar ’03 D>C>N>X; Apr’03, Jun’03 C>D>N>X; Sep’03 & Apr’04 C>X>N>D; Nov’03 & Jun’04 C>N>X>D; Mar’04 N>C>D=X; May’04 C>X>D>N.

Fig. 2.3.5: Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Mar’03 D1>D2.
**Fig. 2.4.1:** Overall mean density (+SE) of *S. granularis* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

**Fig. 2.4.2:** Mean density (±) of *S. granularis* in reserves and non-reserve sites through sampling period.
Fig. 2.4.4: Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov’03 C1>C2; May’04 N2>N1, X2>X1.
CHAPTER 3

POPULATION SIZE STRUCTURE
3.1 INTRODUCTION

The size of a limpet is of crucial importance in determining its food requirements, ability to access food and the outcome of interference interactions (Marshall & Keough 1994). Within the intertidal area, variations in both the physical and biological environment often lead to distinct intraspecific zonation in the distribution and abundance of marine organisms (Alfaro & Carpenter 1999). The upper boundaries of upper intertidal species have been explained by physical factors such as temperature and desiccation stress, wave action and crevice availability, rock surface slope and topography, surface complexity and microhabitats refuges, and recruitment site (Raffaelli & Hughes 1978; Chapman 1994b) while biological factors such as predation and competition are thought to influence lower distribution limits. In this context, Vermeij (1972) proposed that there are two general patterns exhibited by rocky intertidal gastropods. For species inhabiting the upper intertidal, shell size tends to increase in an upshore direction, while for species inhabiting the lower intertidal, shell size tends to decrease with increasing tidal height.

Patterns of vertical zonation among rock intertidal organisms have been extensively documented (Dayton 1971; Vermeij 1972; Branch 1981; Martins et al. 2007). The factors causing size-specific gradients in molluscs are many and varied (McQuaid 1981; McCormock 1982). Factors that affect the population structure of limpet species include associations with other species (Johnson et al. 1997), discharge of sewage effluent (Hindell & Quinn 2000), limpet density (Boaventura et al. 2002b), predation in terms of age structure (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Frank 1982), size (Bosman et al. 1989) and species composition (Wootton 1992).
Sedentary and sessile invertebrates like mussels can form complex beds that provide interstices that offer refuge from birds, and limpets often occur at high densities within these interstices (Ruiz Sebastian et al. 2002). Small size is advantageous for finding shelter among and within empty barnacle shells on exposed rocky shores (Raffaelli & Hughes 1978). Many limpets exhibit “homing” behaviour and the role of a home scar as a defence against predators has been well documented (Branch 1981; Garrity & Levings 1983; Iwasaki 1993, 1995; Lindberg 2007). The home scar is important for defence in ‘low shore’ species. Homing to a fixed scar not only reduces predation but also desiccation (Branch 1981) and individuals change their home scars over periods of months or even years (Little 1989).

As humans constantly and selectively collect limpets from some rocky shores, it can be expected that human exclusion will modify the density and population structure of these limpets (Oliva & Castilla 1986). Over-collection of larger animals by humans has been found to result in a shift in the size structure of exploited populations towards domination by smaller limpets (Branch 1975a; Pambo & Escofet 1996; Griffiths & Branch 1997; Lindberg et al. 1998; Roy et al. 2003; Kido & Murray 2003). Some authors have noted that the degree of exploitation by humans is related to declines in size structure and densities of targeted populations of limpets (Moreno et al. 1984; Hockey & Bosman 1986; Oliva & Castilla 1986; Ortega 1987; Kyle et al. 1997; Lindberg et al. 1998; Roy et al. 2003), other gastropods (McLachlan & Lombard 1981; Castilla & Durán 1985; Moreno et al. 1986; Durán & Castilla 1989; Foster & Hodgson 2000), mussels (Hockey & Bosman 1986; Lasiak & Dye 1989) and even algae (Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001).
Through reductions in density and shifts toward smaller individuals, human exploitation can also decrease the reproductive output of intertidal invertebrate populations in which there is an increase in individual fecundity with body size (Branch 1974a; 1975b; Levitan 1991; Tegner et al. 1996). In many areas where grazing by limpets is reduced, there is rapid colonization by foliose macroalgae (Underwood 1980; Dye 1993; Davies et al. 2007). Despite the existence of regulations in South Africa (Marine Living Resources Act of 1998) that limit the number and minimum sizes of animals that may be collected, many researchers have noted that it has become increasingly difficult to find large limpets intertidally, except in marine reserves (McLachlan & Lombard 1981; Hockey & Bosman 1986; Lasiak & Dye 1989; Griffiths & Branch 1997; Foster & Hodgson 2000).

The main objective of this chapter was to test the null hypothesis that there is no limpet size difference between reserves and non-reserves for both commonly and rarely exploited species. The two hypotheses tested were:

1) that the mean and mean maximum sizes of commonly exploited species will be smaller in non-reserves than in reserves.

2) that the mean and mean maximum sizes of rarely exploited species will not differ between reserves and non-reserves.
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Monthly sampling to determine the size-frequency distribution of target species was conducted at the same sites as in the previous chapter. Quadrats of 0.5 x 0.5 m were thrown haphazardly and repeatedly in each zone of each species occurrence until about 200 limpets had been measured. A fixed minimum number of individuals was used instead of a fixed number of plots to enable a comparison of size structure among areas and over time with a similar sample size (Silva et al. 2003). However, adverse weather conditions limited this to species in some months. Within each quadrat, all individuals were measured in situ for total shell length (greatest distance of the anterior and posterior axis) using a ruler and a pair of dividers to obtain size frequency distributions. On each occasion, thorough searches were made during sampling to include smaller, identifiable limpets of each species, including those residing on the shells of older limpets (e.g. Scutellastra longicosta). All measurements were taken without removing the individuals from the substratum. The data were then plotted as histograms to indicate the size structure of each limpet population over time and to identify the recruits (Dunmore & Schiel 2003). Size frequency distributions were developed for each population after placing measured limpets into 2.5 mm size classes. In order to reduce the confounding effects of sampling in different habitats, animals found in rock pools were excluded. Mean maximum size was derived from the lengths of the 10 largest individuals for each species each month.
3.2.1 Statistical analysis

The effects of marine reserves on limpet mean and maximum size were analysed separately for each species, using a four-factor nested analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the effects of month, reserve, site (nested in reserve) and area (nested in reserve and site). The factors month, site and area were treated as random while reserve was treated as fixed. Multiple comparison tests (Tukey HSD tests) were subsequently run on significant results ($p < 0.05$) from ANOVA tests. Prior to the use of ANOVA, the data were tested for normality and homogeneity of variances using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cochran’s tests (Zar 1996; Underwood 1997), respectively. No transformation was necessary.

3.3 RESULTS

The ANOVA results revealed no significant effects of reserve for any species. The mean and mean maximum size generally showed a similar pattern in time in all species. Except for mean maximum sizes of *Cellana capensis*, the month/site (reserve) interaction was always significant, indicating that temporal variations were different among sites separated on scales of 10 km. The month/area (reserve (site)) interaction was also significant for each species, indicating spatio-temporal variation on scales of 100 m within sites. As the effect of reserve was masked by meaningless comparisons between areas within sites, the month/reserve interaction will be discussed even though they were not statistically significant.
3.3.1 Mean and mean maximum sizes

3.3.1.1 Commonly exploited species

_Helcion concolor_

There were significant effects of month and area but also were the interactions of month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) (Tables 3.1 & 3.2).

**Month x Reserve**

The mean and mean maximum sizes of *H. concolor* were markedly stable throughout the sampling period (Fig. 3.1.1). Although there were no significant month/reserve interactions, patterns of both parameters between reserves and non-reserves were similar and differed only in detail. The mean sizes in reserves were greater than in non-reserves for 19 months but were significantly different in only 8 months. Mean sizes in non-reserves were greater than in reserves in only 1 month (March 2003) and this difference was not significant (Fig. 3.1.2).

The mean maximum sizes in reserves were greater than in non-reserves for 10 months (Fig. 3.1.3). In 2 months (August and November 2003), mean maximum sizes in non-reserves were greater than in reserves. Mean maximum size was almost identical in reserves and non-reserves for 8 months (March, June, July, October and December 2003, February, April and May 2004). The lowest mean sizes for *H. concolor* in reserves and non-reserves were 15.61 ± 0.35 and 13.91 ± 0.37 mm, attained in March 2003 and November 2002, respectively, while the highest mean sizes were 23.30 ± 0.29 and 21.93 ± 0.31 mm, respectively, both attained in February 2004. The lowest mean maximum sizes for *H. concolor* in reserves and non-reserves were 26.73 ± 0.67 and 23.01 ± 0.67
mm, in March 2003 and November 2002, respectively, while the highest mean maximum sizes were $34.18 \pm 0.67$ and $31.99 \pm 0.67$ mm, in November 2002 and February 2004, respectively.

**Month x Site (Reserve)**

Post-hoc tests on the interaction of month/site (reserve) on the mean sizes of *H. concolor* revealed significant differences in the months showed by asterisks with biggest and smallest mean sizes obtained at Dwesa and Xhora, respectively (Fig. 3.1.4(a)). In contrast, post-hoc tests on the mean maximum sizes showed no clear pattern for the biggest sizes but for the smallest sizes which occurred at Xhora ((Fig. 3.1.4(b)).

**Month x Area (Reserve (Site))**

In both analyses, there was a significant ($p < 0.05$) area effect which was nested within site and reserve (Fig. 3.1.5(a) & (b)). The area effects on both parameters occurred mostly at Dwesa and Nqabara (Table 3.3).

**Scutellastra longicosta**

Four-way ANOVA revealed significant ($p < 0.05$) effects of month, site and area including the interactions of month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) (Tables 3.4 & 3.5).

**Month x Reserve**

The sizes of *S. longicosta* were generally constant, with a slight progressive increase in mean and mean maximum sizes over the sampling period (Fig 3.2.1). Although there was no significant month/reserve interaction, the mean sizes in reserves were greater than in non-reserves for all 20 months (Fig. 3.2.2) while the mean maximum sizes, were greater
for reserves than non-reserves in 19 months (Fig. 3.2.3). Mean maximum size was greater in non-reserves than in reserves in only one month (July 2003) (Fig. 3.2.3).

The lowest mean sizes of *S. longicosta* in reserves and non-reserves were 21.59 ± 0.37 and 18.93 ± 0.41 mm, in May and February 2003, respectively, while the highest mean sizes were 29.19 ± 0.38 and 24.60 ± 0.37 mm, in July 2003 and December 2002, respectively. The lowest mean maximum size of *S. longicosta* in reserves and non-reserves were 35.21 ± 0.72 and 31.07 ± 0.84 mm, in July 2003 and December 2002, respectively, while the highest mean maximum sizes were 47.78 ± 0.72 and 39.73 ± 0.72 mm, in February 2004 and November 2003, respectively.

**Month x Site (Reserve)**

Tukey HSD tests on the mean and mean maximum size of *S. longicosta* indicated significant (p < 0.05) differences among sites, with lowest mean and maximum sizes always at Xhora (see asterisks in Figs. 3.2.4(a) & (b)). Although there was a month/site (reserve) interaction, so that the order occasionally changed, the general pattern for mean sizes of *S. longicosta* was, in decreasing order Nqabara (26.87 ± 0.12) > Dwesa (26.09 ± 0.13) > Cwebe (24.96 ± 0.13) > Xhora (16.60 ± 0.15) while the overall decreasing order of mean maximum sizes were, Nqabara (45.53 ± 0.23) > Dwesa (44.40 ± 0.22) > Cwebe (39.76 ± 0.22) > Xhora (26.51 ±0.23).

**Month x Area (Reserve (Site))**

Post-hoc tests on the interaction of month and area (reserve (site)) effect revealed significant differences in months showed by asterisks (Figs. 3.2.5(a) & (b)). The area
effect occurred mostly at Dwesa and Cwebe for both mean and mean maximum sizes (Table 3.6).

### 3.3.1.2 Rarely exploited species

**Cellana capensis**

Four-way ANOVA tests on the mean sizes of *C. capensis* revealed significant (p < 0.05) effects of month, site (reserve) area (reserve (site)) including the interactions between month/site (reserve) and between month/area reserve (site)) (Tables 3.7). Except for month and month/site interaction, the same significant effects on mean sizes were also significant for the mean maximum sizes (Table 3.8).

**Month x Reserve**

The mean sizes of *C. capensis* generally showed a stable pattern with little variation throughout the sampling period (Fig. 3.3.1). Although there were no significant month/reserve interactions, the mean and mean maximum sizes were greater in reserves than non-reserves for all 20 months (Figs. 3.3.2 & 3.3.3).

The lowest mean size of *C. capensis* in reserves and non-reserves were 15.73 ± 0.16 and 13.62 ± 0.15 mm, in May 2004 and October 2003, respectively, while the highest and lowest mean size of *C. capensis* were 19.78 ± 0.20 and 16.86 ± 0.22 mm, in January 2003 and June 2003, respectively. The lowest mean maximum sizes of *C. capensis* in reserves and non-reserves were 24.85 ± 0.58 and 21.03 ± 0.67 mm, in May 2004 and October 2003, respectively, while the highest mean maximum sizes were 34.01 ± 0.57 and 24.96 ± 0.58 mm, in December 2002 and June 2003, respectively.
Month x Site (Reserve)

Post-hoc tests on the month/site (reserve) interaction for mean sizes of *C. capensis* revealed significant differences in months indicated by asterisks with highest and lowest mean sizes at Dwesa and Xhora, respectively (Fig. 3.3.4(a)). Site (nested in reserve) had a significant effect on the mean maximum size of *C. capensis* (Tables 3.5 & 3.6). Tukey HSD tests indicated that the mean maximum sizes of *C. capensis* at Dwesa were significantly (p < 0.05) higher than at Nqabara and Cwebe, which were higher than at Xhora. This reflected that the highest and lowest mean maximum size of 32.69 ± 0.18 and 20.04 ± 0.19 mm, were found at Dwesa and Xhora, respectively (Fig. 3.3.4(b)). The overall mean size of *C. capensis* was, in decreasing order, Dwesa (20.32 ± 0.06) > Nqabara (17.13 ± 0.06) > Cwebe (14.29 ± 0.06) > Xhora (12.90 ± 0.05) while for mean maximum sizes was, Dwesa (32.69 ± 0.18) > Nqabara (26.50 ± 0.18) ≥ Cwebe (25.95 ± 0.18) > Xhora (20.04 ± 0.19).

Month x Area (Reserve (Site))

Tukey HSD tests on the interaction of month and area (reserve (site)) showed significant differences in months indicated by asterisks (Figs. 3.3.5 (a) & (b)). Most area effects for both parameters were found at Dwesa and Cwebe (Table 3.9).

*Scutellastra granularis*

There were significant (p < 0.05) effects of site (reserve) and area (reserve (site)) including the month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) interactions (Tables 3.10 & 3.11).
Month x Reserve

There were no significant month or month/reserve effects, and the mean and maximum size of *S. granularis* generally exhibited a markedly stable pattern throughout the sampling period (Fig. 3.4.1). Although there was a sharp increase in both mean and mean maximum sizes of *S. granularis* in the last month (June’04), this seems likely to be an artifact (Fig. 3.4.1).

In all months except June 2004, the mean sizes of *S. granularis* in reserves were almost identical to those in non-reserves (Fig. 3.4.2). For mean maximum sizes of *S. granularis*, reserves were greater than non-reserves for 7 months. There were 3 months (July, December 2003 and June 2004) when mean maximum sizes of *S. granularis* in non-reserves were greater than in reserves (Fig. 3.4.3).

The lowest mean sizes of *S. granularis* in reserves and non-reserves were 12.49 ± 0.11 and 12.83 ± 0.12 mm attained in December 2003, respectively, while the highest mean size structure were 15.36 ± 0.17 and 18.69 ± 0.15 mm, respectively both in November 2002 and June 2004. The lowest mean maximum size of *S. granularis* in reserves and non-reserves were 21.0 ± 0.51 and 20.47 ± 0.53 mm, in January 2004 and March 2004, respectively, while the highest mean maximum sizes were 26.22 ± 0.51 and 43.82 ± 0.74 mm, in November 2002 and June 2004, respectively.

Month x Site (Reserve)

Post-hoc tests on the effect of month/site interaction showed significant differences in months indicated by asterisks with almost similar pattern (Figs. 3.4.4(a) & (b)).
The overall mean size of *S. granularis* was, in decreasing order, Nqabara (15.37 ± 0.05) > Dwesa (14.42 ± 0.05) > Cwebe (12.83 ± 0.04) = Xhora (12.56 ± 0.05). For mean maximum size, these were Nqabara (25.54 ± 0.16) > Dwesa (24.62 ± 0.17) > Cwebe (22.11 ± 0.16) > Xhora (21.28 ± 0.21), although there was a month/site (reserve) interaction.

**Month x Area (Reserve (Site))**

Tukey HSD tests of the month/area interaction in the mean and maximum sizes of *S. granularis* revealed significant differences in months, shown by asterisks, with almost the same pattern for the two parameters (Figs. 3.4.5(a) & (b)). For mean sizes, most area effects occurred at Dwesa and Nqabara, though a few occurred at Xhora and Cwebe, while for the mean maximum sizes they occurred mostly at Dwesa and a occurred equally at Nqabara and Xhora (Table 3.12).

**3.3.2 Size frequency distribution**

**3.3.2.1 Commonly exploited species**

*Helcion concolor*

Generally, areas within sites showed similar unimodal patterns of size distribution except in months when there were bimodal patterns. These months varied with site, there were 9 for Dwesa (Fig. 3.5.1a), 5 for Cwebe (Fig. 3.5.2b), 9 for Nqabara (Fig. 3.5.3c) and 8 for Xhora (Fig. 3.5.4d). Except for Dwesa, with a modal size class of 25-30 mm, all the other sites had a dominant modal size class of 20-25 mm.
Scutellastra longicosta

Size distribution of *S. longicosta* varied from unimodal to bimodal in different months at each site. Size distribution was bimodal in 15 months at Dwesa, 8 months at Cwebe, 11 at Nqabara, and 3 at Xhora.

The modal size class ranged from 30-35 mm for Dwesa (Fig. 3.6.1(a)), 25-30 mm for Cwebe (Fig. 3.6.2(b)) and Nqabara (Fig. 3.6.3(c)), and from 15 to 20 mm for Xhora (Fig. 3.6.4(d)). Xhora showed a very clear marked unimodal pattern of distribution which lacked large animals (i.e. skewed to the left) (Fig. 3.6.4(d)).

3.3.2.2 Rarely exploited species

Cellana capensis

A clear unimodal distribution pattern with a modal size range of 20 to 25 mm was evident at Dwesa in most months except April 2004, (Fig. 3.7.1(a)). Except for November 2003 and March 2004, Cwebe generally showed a unimodal pattern, skewed to the left in all months, with a modal size range of 15 to 20 mm (Fig. 3.7.2(b)). For Nqabara (Fig. 3.7.3(c)) and Xhora (Fig. 3.7.4(d)) all months had a normal distribution pattern with a modal size of 20-25 and 15-20 mm, respectively.

Scutellastra granularis

With the exception of June 2004 for Nqabara (modal size of 25 and 40 mm) (Fig. 3.8.3c), all months had an almost unimodal distribution pattern (Figs. 3.8.1a, 3.8.2b, 3.8.3c and 3.8.4d). The modal sizes were 20 mm for Dwesa, 15–20 mm for Cwebe and Nqabara, and 15 mm for Xhora.
3.4 DISCUSSION

This study revealed no significant reserve effects on mean and mean maximum sizes of either the commonly exploited (*Helcion concolor* and *Scutellastra longicosta*) or the rarely exploited (*Cellana capensis* and *Scutellastra granularis*) species. The lack of a reserve effect may be due to masking by meaningless comparisons of areas within sites. This is shown by clear, marked differences in mean and maximum sizes revealed in the month/reserve interactions, with generally greater limpet sizes in reserves than non-reserves even though the overall effect was not significant.

There were significant month/site (reserve) interactions for all four species for mean size and for 3 out of 4 species for the mean maximum sizes. Except for *C. capensis*, the month/site interaction had a significant effect for all species in mean maximum sizes, providing evidence for high spatio-temporal variability at 10 km scales. Although the patterns for mean and mean maximum sizes were similar, there were more months with significant differences in commonly exploited species than in rarely exploited species. The mean and mean maximum sizes were especially low at Xhora for all the species and generally highest at Dwesa.

The month/area (reserve (site)) interaction on mean and maximum sizes was significant for all species, indicating spatial variation on small (100 m) scales. There were two striking points: 1) for each species and both parameters, this area effect was stronger in reserves than in non-reserves. In addition, this bias towards more frequent area effects in reserve sites was stronger for commonly exploited species in the case of mean maximum
size and very much stronger for rarely exploited species in the case of mean size. There is no obvious explanation for this.

2) Of the 4 sites, Dwesa revealed very strong area effects across all the species with Dwesa 1 being greater than Dwesa 2. This may be attributed to the effects of habitat or of natural predation. Cwebe had the fewest number of months with significant area effects.

The observed non-significant effects of the month/site interaction for *C. capensis* on mean maximum size rather than mean size implies that large individuals are often taken.

In chapter 1, interviews on limpet preferences among harvesters showed that *C. capensis* may be partially exploited because some harvesters cannot distinguish between this species and *H. concolor*. This agrees with Lasiak’s (1992) report that *C. capensis* is taken opportunistically rather than being a target species.

Variations in mean and maximum sizes over time may be attributed to mortality. Dunmore and Schiel (2003) reported that once limpets reach larger sizes, they undergo abrupt mortality. Another agent of mortality (aside from predation) that might favour larger body sizes in ‘high shore’ snails is desiccation (Rochette *et al.* 2003). Other factors that may account for differences in mean and maximum sizes include low recruitment that may reduce intraspecific competition, and increased growth rates due to a higher availability of food supply or less intraspecific interaction and wave exposure (Silva *et al.* 2003).

Interestingly, despite the fact that *S. longicosta* is commonly exploited, the mean and mean maximum sizes at Nqabara, which is a non-reserve site, were significantly greater.
than in reserve sites. This may possibly reflect the effects of reduced intraspecific competition. Decreased density at Nqabara (Chapter 2) is associated with better performance in size, growth, weight and gonad development of both large and small limpets, and to a reduction in mortality (Boaventura et al. 2003). Furthermore, the removal of larger grazing gastropods facilitates the growth of algae (Hockey & Bosman 1986; Dye 1993; Davies et al. 2007), and shells of this species were seen covered with algae, which may act as a camouflage from shellfish harvesters. Most limpets are found on the open rock surface and are easy to locate. Similarly, Lasiak (1993) noted smaller specimens of *Haliotis spadicea* and *Scutellastra longicosta* at Dwesa than at Nqabara and this was attributed to the presence of a gulley that prevented shellfish harvesters from reaching the study site except on good spring tides.

It was also noticeable that the mean and mean maximum sizes of *C. capensis* were lower at Cwebe and Xhora despite its greater mean density at these sites (Chapter 2). This may be due to the presence of more barnacles in these sites (pers. obs.) as barnacles inhibit the foraging activity of limpets. Underwood *et al.* (1983) showed that *Cellana tramoserica* migrate away from areas with large densities of barnacles and when forced to stay in such areas, they lose weight and eventually die of starvation. Then the trade-off for limpets however may be reduced growth as evidenced by the growth study (Chapter 5). Similarly, Ruiz Sebastian *et al.* (2002) found that the limpet *Scutellastra argenvillei* moved larger distances and homed less within the matrix of the introduced mussel, *Mytilus galloprovincialis*, than on natural or experimental patches of bare rock. They
correlated this to the difficulty in forming home-scars and the inaccessibility of food within mussel beds.

The existence of significant month/area (reserve (site)) interaction suggests spatio-temporal variation on small scales within sites. This effect may also imply differences in the distribution of microhabitats (Chapman 1994b). On rocky shores, snails avoid dislodgment by avoiding smooth rock and seeking out refuges from high water flows (Boulding et al. 1993). During spring low tide, *C. capensis* and *S. granularis* were often observed in crevices, between barnacles, inside dead barnacles and deep in beds of algae, while *H. concolor* was seen partially buried by sand (*pers. obs.*). In a similar situation, Raffaelli & Hughes (1978) noted the advantage of small size for finding shelter among and within empty barnacle shells on exposed rocky shores. Denny et al. (1985) reported that algal holdfasts and barnacles that protrude up from the substratum may decrease flow velocity. The low mean and maximum sizes of *S. granularis* observed at Cwebe may be due to the effects of barnacles on this species. For example, Dunmore & Schiel (2003) noted that when barnacles were experimentally removed, limpets were larger than in barnacle–covered treatments. In addition, barnacles can provide a refuge for small limpets from competition with larger individuals (Creese 1982), which may be unable to forage effectively in areas of dense barnacle cover (Choat 1977; Ridgway et al. 1998). Hobday (1995) noted that more wave splash in exposed areas, results in less desiccation risk and appeared to promote the survival of small limpets (*Lottia digitalis*) at all tidal heights. Moreover, the owl limpet in Northern California (*Lottia gigantean*) has been shown to control the assemblage of intertidal algae and other smaller limpets in its
territory through continuous grazing. Its absence was found to lead to an increase in smaller limpet species which, in turn, limited intertidal algae more severely (Denny & Blanchette 2000).

Except for *H. concolor* and *S. granularis*, there were marked differences among months in the mean and maximum sizes of all species with different temporal patterns for each species. The observed effects of temporal variation in mean and maximum sizes in all species may be related to climatic conditions. For instance, during winter, severe storms occur often and adult limpets have a low probability of surviving the winter. In addition, during severe storms, extreme flows may cause algae to bend over further than during more moderate flows. Although this hypothesis was not tested, the decrease in the height of the algal bed above the substratum may decrease the size of the refuge, making it suitable only for small-sized limpets (Boulding et al. 1993). Thus the size of the available refuges is believed to be the reason for the predominance of small snails on rocky shores where the average crevice size is small and wave action heavy. Increasing the size of holes in the rock has been shown to increase the mean adult size of snail populations (Raffaelli 1978) and crevices, cracks or boulder refuges enable large tropical gastropods to survive a typhoon (Kohn 1980).

The rarely exploited species showed bimodal distribution patterns more often than commonly exploited species, which may reflect not only different recruitment existing in those species but exploitation effects. The fact that reserve effects were significant in one commonly exploited (*S. longicosta*) and one rarely exploited (*C. capensis*), suggests a
lack of consistency and may imply that each species responds differently to the natural processes, irrespective of exploitation. The fact that large individuals of all four species (even the rarely exploited ones) were relatively rare at Xhora may imply that they are exploited in the absence of the preferred ones. There is evidence that the effects of human exploitation on intertidal organisms result in reduced mean densities (Oliva & Castilla 1986; Keough et al. 1993; Pombo & Escofet 1996; Branch & Odendaal 2003; Kido & Murray 2003, Chapter 2). In addition, when size-selective exploitation is high, it may cause selection of heritable traits such as mean size (Marshall & Keough 1994; Lipcius & Stockhausen 2002; Fenberg & Roy 2008).

In summary, mean and mean maximum sizes generally showed very similar patterns in time. Months with significant effects of the month/site interaction for both parameters, generally occurred more often for commonly exploited species than for rarely exploited species. However, interestingly, *C. capensis* showed the strongest area effects on maximum size, indicating that large animals are often taken. This accords with the results from interview surveys, which indicated that this species is partially exploited because some harvesters cannot distinguish it from *H. concolor*, *S. granularis* and *S. longicosta* revealed expected reserve effects on the mean and maximum sizes. Although Xhora and Cwebe showed higher mean densities of *C. capensis* than Dwesa and Xhora (Chapter 2), they had the lowest mean and maximum sizes, suggesting possible intraspecific competition.
Table 3.1: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean size estimates of *H. concolor*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>35998</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>3.398</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>25918</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25918</td>
<td>1.379</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>37844</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18922</td>
<td>3.252</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>22058</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5515</td>
<td>17.206</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>10594</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>26048</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>2.062</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>25961</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>9.037</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>621916</td>
<td>16454</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean maximum size estimates of *H. concolor*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>4497</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>1.249</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>8149</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4075</td>
<td>2.746</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>5518</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>18.216</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>3599</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>0.432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>6843</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2.378</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>5756</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>7.029</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>15516</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3: Month x Area (Reserve (Site)) interaction: Summary of Tukey HDS results on the total number of months with significant differences between areas within sites in mean and mean maximum size of *H. concolor*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Mean size</th>
<th>Mean maximum size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean size estimates of *S. longicosta*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>59577</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3136</td>
<td>6.280</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>59183</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>59183</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>210227</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>105113</td>
<td>21.233</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>18018</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4504</td>
<td>19.901</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>9486</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>31081</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>3.549</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>17942</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>3.136</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1445930</td>
<td>19208</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean maximum size estimates of *S. longicosta*. * denotes a significant effect at $p < 0.05$, ** = $p < 0.001$ and *** = $p < 0.0001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>8297</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>2.693</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>14553</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14553</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>75931</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37965</td>
<td>81.277</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>1289</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>3.659</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.05^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>3081</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>8853</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>2.646</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.001^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>6690</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>7.470</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0001^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>16969</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: 3.6: Month x Area (Reserve (Site)) interaction: Summary of Tukey HDS results on the total number of months with significant differences between areas within sites in mean and mean maximum size of *S. longicosta*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Mean size</th>
<th>Mean maximum size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.7: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean size estimates of *C. capensis*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>19229</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>3.245</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>39321</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39321</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>166724</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83362</td>
<td>44.453</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>5962</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>7.509</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>5926</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>24277</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>3.013</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>16447</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>10.195</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>662374</td>
<td>31205</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean maximum size estimates of *C. capensis*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>14469</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14469</td>
<td>1.665</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>17268</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>18.973</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>1734</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>5.336</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>3035</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>3904</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>1.264</td>
<td>0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>6175</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>10.868</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>10766</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 3.9:** Month x Area (Reserve (Site)) interaction: Summary of Tukey HDS results on the total number of months with significant differences between areas within sites in mean and mean maximum size of *C. capensis*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Reserve</th>
<th>Non-reserve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean size</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean maximum size</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.10:** Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean size estimates of *S. granularis*. * denotes a significant effect at $p < 0.05$, ** = $p < 0.001$ and *** = $p < 0.0001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>26183</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>1.625</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>974</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>33105</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16553</td>
<td>12.324</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>2328</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>4.819</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>16112</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>40229</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>7.501</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>11087</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>9.746</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>487426</td>
<td>32564</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 3.11:** Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean maximum size estimates of *S. granularis*. * denotes a significant effect at $p < 0.05$, ** = $p < 0.001$ and *** = $p < 0.0001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>2527.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>133.0</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>6045.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3022.7</td>
<td>8.012</td>
<td>&lt;0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>1035.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>258.9</td>
<td>5.176</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>3543.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>186.5</td>
<td>1.107</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>6399.1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>168.4</td>
<td>3.367</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>3800.9</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>6.511</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>11060.3</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table: 3.12:** Month x Area (Reserve (Site)) interaction: Summary of Tukey HDS results on the total number of months with significant differences between areas within sites in mean and mean maximum size of *S. granularis*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Mean size</th>
<th>Mean maximum size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig. 3.1.1:** Mean and mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *H. concolor* averaged over all sites.

**Fig. 3.1.2:** Mean (±SE) shell length of *H. concolor* in reserves (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.
Fig. 3.1.3: Mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *H. concolor* in reserves (R) and non-reserves (N) sites.

![Graph showing mean maximum shell length over time]

**Fig. 3.1.4(a):** Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *H. concolor* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). D = Dwesa, C = Cwebe, N = Nqabara and X = Xhora. Post-hoc test results: Nov '02 D>C>X>N; Dec '02, Feb '03, Sep '03, Oct '03 D>C=N>X; Jan '03, Jun '03, May '04 C=D=N>X; Mar '03 N>C=D=X; Apr '03 C=D>N>X; May '03, Jul '03 D>N>C>X; Aug '03 D>N>C=X; Nov '03 D>N=X>C; Dec '03, Jan '04, Feb '04, Mar '04 D=N>C>X; Apr '04 D>C>N=X.
Fig. 3.1.4(b): Monthly mean maximum (Max) sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *H. concolor* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). D = Dwesa, C = Cwebe, N = Nqabara and X = Xhora. Post-hoc test results: Nov ’02 D>C>X>N; Dec ’02, Feb ’03 D>N>C>X; Jan ’03, May ’03, Sep ’03 D>C=N>X; Mar ’03, May ’04 N>C=D>X; Jul ’03, Jun ’04 D>N>C=X; Aug ’03, Apr ’04 N>D>C=X; Oct ’03, Dec ’03 N=D>C>X; Nov ’03 X>D>N>X; Jan ’04 C>N>D>X; Feb ’04 C>N>D=X; Mar ’04 C=D=N>X.
Fig. 3.1.5(a): Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *H. concolor* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). D1 = Dwesa 1, D2 = Dwesa 2, C1 = Cwebe 1, C2 = Cwebe 2, N1 = Nqabara 1, N2 = Nqabara 2, X1 = Xhora 1 and X2 = Xhora 2. Post-hoc test results: Nov ’02, Feb ’03, Apr ’03, Jun’03, Jul ’03, Aug ’03, Sep’03, Oct ’03, Nov ’03, Dec ’03, Jan ‘04 D2>D1; Jul ’03 N1>N2; Nov ’03 X1>X2; Jan ’04, Feb ’04, Mar ’04, May ’04, Jun ’04 N1>N2.
**Fig. 3.1.5(b):** Monthly mean maximum sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *H. concolor* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov ’02, Jan ’03, Feb ’03, Apr ’03, Aug ’03, Sep ’03, Oct ’03, Nov ’03, Dec ’03, Jun ’04 D2>D1; Dec ’02 N2>N1; Mar ’03, Jul ’03, Oct ’03, Jan ’04, May ’04, Jun ’04 N1>N2; Nov ’03 X1>X2.

**Fig. 3.2.1:** Mean and mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *S. longicosta* averaged over all sites.
**Fig. 3.2.2:** Mean (±SE) shell length of *S. longicosta* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.

**Fig. 3.2.3:** Mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *S. longicosta* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.
Fig. 3.2.4(a): Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov '02, Dec '02, Jan '03, Feb '03, May '03, Oct '03, Nov '03, Dec '03, Apr '04, May '04 D=C=N>X; Mar '03, Apr '03, Jul '03, Aug '03, Jan '04 D=N>C>X; Jun '03 D>N>C>X; Sep '03, Jun '04 D=C>N>X; Feb '04 C>N>D>X; Mar '04 C=N>D>X.
**Fig. 3.2.4(b):** Monthly mean maximum sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). D = Dwesa, C = Cwebe, N = Nqabara and X = Xhora. Post-hoc test results: Nov '02, Sep '03, Oct '03 D>N=C>X; Dec '02, Mar '03, Apr '03, May '03 Jul '03, Jan '04, Feb '04 D=N>C>X; Jan '03, Dec '03, Apr '04, May '04, Jun '04 C=N=D>X; Feb '03, Nov '03, Mar '04 N>D>C>X; Jun '03, Aug '03 D>N>C>X.
Fig. 3.2.5(a): Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Feb’03, Mar ’03, May ’03, Oct ’03, May ’04, Jun ‘04 D2>D1; Sep ’03, Feb ‘04 C2>C1.

Fig. 3.2.5(b): Monthly mean maximum sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Feb’03, Jun ’03, Jan ’04 C1>C2; Mar ’03, Sep ’03, Oct ’03, May ’04 D2>D1; Aug ’03 X1>X2; Sep ’03 C2>C1.
**Fig. 3.3.1:** Mean and mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *C. capensis* averaged over all sites.

**Fig. 3.3.2:** Mean (±SE) shell length of *C. capensis* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.
Fig. 3.3.3: Mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *C. capensis* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.

Fig. 3.3.4(a): Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov ’02, Dec ’02, Jan ’03, Feb ’03, Apr ’03, Sep ’03 Jan ’04, Feb ’04, Mar ’04, Apr ’04 May ’04, Jun ’04 D>N>X=C; Mar ’03, May ’03, Jun ’03 N=D>C>X; Jul ’03, Aug ’03, Oct ’03, Nov ’03, Dec ’03 D>C=N>X.
Fig. 3.3.4(b): Mean maximum (+SE) size of *C. capensis* at each of the four the study sites. Letters above the bar columns represent homogenous groups.

Fig. 3.3.5(a): Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Dec ’02 D1>D2; Jan ’03, Apr ’03, Aug ’03, Sep ’03, Dec ’03, Feb ’04, Mar ’04, Jun ‘04 D2>D1; Mar ’03, Jul ’03, Sep ’03, Mar ‘04 C2>C1; Apr ’03, Nov ’03, Dec ’03, Apr ‘04 C1>C2; Oct ’03 X2>X1.
Fig. 3.3.5(b): Monthly mean maximum sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Dec ’02, Jul ’03, Jan ’04, Mar ’04 C2>C1; Jan ’03, Feb ’03, Apr ’04 C1>C2; Aug ’03, Oct ’03, Dec ’03, May ’04, Apr ’04, Jun ’04 D2>D1; N2>N1.

Fig. 3.4.1: Mean and mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *S. granularis* averaged over all sites.
**Fig. 3.4.2:** Mean (±SE) shell length of *S. granularis* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.

**Fig. 3.4.3:** Mean maximum (±SE) shell length of *S. granularis* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites.
**Fig. 3.4.4(a):** Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov ’02, Mar ’03, Apr ’03 C=D=N>X; Jan ’03 D>N>C>X; Feb ’03 N>D=C>X; May ’03, Jun ’03, Nov ’03, Jan ’04, Feb ’04, Apr ’04, Mar ’04, May ’04 D=N>X=C; Aug ’03, Sep ’03 D=N=X>C; Oct ’03 D=N>X>C; Dec ’03 C=N=X>D; Jun ’04 N>D>C=X.
**Fig. 3.4.4(b):** Monthly mean maximum sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov '02, Mar '03, May '03 D>C=N>X; Dec '02, Jan '03, May '03 D=C=N>X; Feb '03, Jun '03 N=D>C>X; Aug '03, Oct '03, Apr '04 D>N>C>X; Sep '03 D=N>C=X; Nov '03 D>N=C=X; Dec '03 N>D=C=X; Feb '04 C>N=D=X; Jun '04 N>D=C=X.
**Fig. 3.4.5(a):** Monthly mean sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov '02 N2>N1; Jan '03, Mar '03, Nov '03, Dec '03, Feb '04, Apr '04, May '04, Jun '04 D2>D1; Apr '03 C1>C2; Jul '03, Feb '04, Mar '04 N1>N2, Mar '04 X2>X1; Mar '04 D1>D2.
Fig. 3.4.5(b): Monthly mean maximum sizes (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Nov '02, Sep '03 D1>D2; Feb '03, Mar '04 N1>N2; Mar '03, Aug '03, Mar '04, ; Apr '04 D2>D1; Apr '03 C1>C2; Jun '03, Mar '04 X1>X2.
Fig. 3.5.1(a): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.5.1(a) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.5.2(b): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.5.2(b) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.5.3(c): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.5.3(c) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.5.4(d): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.5.4(d) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *H. concolor* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.6.1(a): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.6.1(a) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.6.2(b): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.6.2(b) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.6.3(c): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.6.3(c) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.6.4(d): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.6.4(d) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. longicosta* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.7.1(a): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.7.1(a) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.7.2(b): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.7.2(b) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.7.3(c): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.7.3(c) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.7.4(d): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.7.4(d) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *C. capensis* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.8.1(a): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.8.1(a) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Dwesa.
Fig. 3.8.2(b): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.8.2(b)(Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Cwebe.
Fig. 3.8.3(c): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.8.3(c) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Nqabara.
Fig. 3.8.4(d): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Xhora.
Fig. 3.8.4(d) (Continued): Size-frequency distribution of *S. granularis* through sampling period at Xhora.
CHAPTER 4

RECRUITMENT
4.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the processes that shape community structure in most habitats is the arrival and subsequent survival of new individuals (Connell 1985; Roughgarden et al. 1988; Menge 2000; Hutching & Williams 2001; O’Riordan et al. 2004). This initial process is responsible for the supply of individuals to existing assemblages, as well as the re-colonization of denuded areas or newly created space (Lubchenco & Menge 1978; Sousa 1984; Zabin & Altieri 2007). The recruitment of marine benthic invertebrates involves both the settlement and metamorphosis of planktonic larvae and the post-settlement survival of these individuals to recognizable recruits (Osman & Whitlatch 1996). Larval supply and subsequent settlement can be difficult to measure due to problems of defining the number of larvae capable of settling at a particular place and time, and of counting small and/or cryptic individuals (Calley et al. 1996). Some ecologists have adopted the standard operational definition of recruitment as the number of individuals that have settled and survived between census intervals (Keough & Downes 1982). Settling larvae can vary greatly in their quality and potential for survival and growth (Marshall & Keough 2004). There are a number of sources of variation in larval quality. For example, extension of the larval period negatively affects post-metamorphic survival and growth in a number of marine environments (Ng & Keough 2003).

All patellogastropod limpet species release gametes that ultimately develop into planktonic veliger larvae (Kay 2002). After a brief pelagic life stage, these larvae settle onto appropriate surfaces where they metamorphose and commit to a benthic existence. Two general patterns emerge in studies of limpet recruitment: firstly, some limpet species
settle directly into the adult habitat (Breen 1972; Scheibling et al. 1990) and secondly, other species recruit indirectly by settling outside and then migrating into the adult habitat (McGrath 1992; Delany et al. 1998). A possible third pattern is that settlement is equal in adjacent habitats, but the habitats impose differential post-larval mortality and thereby determine juvenile/adult distributions (Menge 2000; Marshall & Keough 2003a).

For many benthic marine invertebrates with planktonic larvae, settlement tends to be a non-random process that is triggered by environmental cues (Burke 1983; Butman 1987; Rodriguez et al. 1993). Environmental cues are typically associated with juvenile or adult habitats, and are assumed to assist in successful recruitment. Larvae of some high-intertidal limpet species settle at a low tidal level or in small pools, where the habitat is distinctly different from that of the adults, and subsequently migrate to join their conspecifics (Corpuz 1981; Delany et al. 1998). This indirect recruitment pattern might safeguard young individuals from the physical stresses of the adult habitat (e.g. temperature and desiccation) at a life stage when limpets are most susceptible due to their small size (Wolcott 1973; Chow 1975). It also reduces intraspecific competition between age classes. In the present study only rock substrata were sampled, to avoid the confounding effects of different habitats. Therefore, this chapter will focus on recruits, meaning the smallest size class of individuals that are found in the adult habitat.

The intensity of recruitment in marine organisms can vary from time to time and over many spatial scales (Caffey 1985; Raimondi 1990; Noda & Nakao 1996; Connolly et al. 2001; Broitman et al. 2005). Such spatial variability is likely to be a consequence of
numerous processes that act at different spatial scales (Pineda 1994). The occurrence of a planktonic larval stage in many marine organisms introduces the potential for considerable spatial and temporal variation in recruitment to the benthic adult population (Forde & Raimondi 2004). Such variation is a result of abiotic (waves, currents, tides and wind) and biotic (behaviour, predation) factors, which are known to vary markedly in space and time (Gaines & Roughgarden 1985; Menge et al. 1994). Understanding variability in recruitment may be useful in determining patterns in assemblage structure of benthic intertidal animals (Gaines & Bertness 1992), especially those with planktonic dispersive larval stages (Denny & Shibata 1989; Marshall & Keough 2003b).

Many physical and biological factors play important roles in the arrival and subsequent survival of recruits in intertidal assemblages. These include processes that act at a limited local scale, such as the impact of benthic grazers and predators (Hawkins & Hartnoll 1983; Caley 1993), substratum type and complexity (Raimondi 1988), and the availability of free-space (Roughgarden et al. 1985; Jenkins et al. 2007), as well as non-local processes including oceanic currents (Roughgarden et al. 1988), changes in climatic conditions (Thieltges et al. 2004; Herbert et al. 2007) and environmental (physical and chemical) stimuli (Zhao & Qian 2002).

More recently, researchers have begun to investigate the effects of recruitment intensity in pairwise interactions (Minchinton & Scheibling 1993; Robles 1997; Robles & Desharnais 2002). Populations of grazing gastropods are known to fluctuate in density from place to place and from time to time in relation to variability in recruitment and
mortality (Branch 1981; Caffey 1985; Caley 1993; Broitman et al. 2005). The degree to which adult density affects recruitment density is influenced not only by the attraction of recruits to conspecifics, but also by how demographically open or closed a population is.

The main aim of the present study was to test the hypothesis that if recruits are attracted to adults (or survive better where there are more adults), then commonly exploited species should show higher recruitment inside reserves, with no reserve effect for rarely exploited species.

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Limpets in each population were classified as either adults, which were sexually mature, or recruits, which were limpets with gonads that could not be classified as males or females, because they were neuter or had not yet developed gender-specific reproductive structures (Branch & Odendaal 2003; Rochette et al. 2003). The specific size used to separate recruits from adults in each population was selected based on the typical size at which limpets begin to mature in each species (Etter 1996). The cut-off size for recruits varied among species and was derived from reproduction data (Chapter 6). They were for: Cellana capensis (≤ 8 mm), Helcion concolor (≤ 9 mm), Scutellastra granularis (≤ 7 mm) and Scutellastra longicosta (≤ 13 mm). Monthly samples were collected to estimate the mean recruit density for each limpet population. In each of 20 randomly thrown quadrats (0.5 x 0.5 m), all adults and recruits were counted and measured in situ, using a pair of dividers and a ruler.
4.2.1 Statistical analysis

The effects of marine reserves on limpet recruit density were analysed separately for each species, using a four-factor nested analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the effects of month, reserve, site (nested in reserve) and area (nested in reserve and site). The factors month, site and area were treated as random while reserve was treated as fixed. Multiple comparison tests (Tukey HSD tests) were subsequently run on significant results (p < 0.05) from ANOVA tests. Prior to use of ANOVA, the data were tested for normality and homogeneity of variances using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cochran’s tests (Zar 1996; Underwood 1997), respectively. No transformation was necessary.

4.3 RESULTS

Reserve as the main factor had no significant effect in any species. Month was significant for 3 out of the four species, indicating variations in recruitment among months. The interaction between month and reserve was not significant for any species. There were strong month/site interactions for all four species, indicating variation in recruitment on scales of 10 km among sites. The area/month interaction was significant in three of the four species, indicating variation in recruitment on scales of 100 m, within sites. However, there were relatively few months with significant differences between areas. Although the effect of reserve was not significant as it was masked by meaningless comparisons of areas within sites, I will discuss them even though not statistically significant.
4.3.1 Commonly exploited species

*Helcion concolor*

There were significant (p < 0.05) effects of month, area (reserve (site)) and the month/site (reserve) interaction while no other factor was significant (Table 4.1).

**Month x Reserve**

*H. concolor* showed 2 major periods of recruitment, between January and March 2003 and between August and December 2003 (Fig. 4.1.1). Although the month/reserve interaction was not significant, non-reserves were markedly greater than reserves. There were 14 months when non-reserves were greater than reserves and 2 months when reserves were greater than non-reserves (Fig. 4.1.2).

**Month x Site (Reserve)**

Tukey HSD tests on the month/site (reserve) effect on mean recruit density of *H. concolor* showed 3 months with significant differences among sites but with no obvious pattern (see asterisks in Fig. 4.1.3).

**Area (Reserve (Site))**

There was a significant (p < 0.05) area effect which was nested within site and reserve (Table 4.1). Mean recruit densities of *H. concolor* differed significantly between areas within all sites, indicating high variability of this species on scales of 100 m within sites (Fig. 4.1.4).
**Scutellastra longicosta**

Four-way nested ANOVA showed significant (p < 0.05) effects of month and area (reserve (site)), including the interaction between month/site (reserve) and between month/area (reserve (site)). Other factors were not significant (Table 4.2).

**Month x Reserve**

The mean recruitment density of *S. longicosta* showed a peak in recruitment in February 2003, followed by a gradual decline in recruit density through time (Fig. 4.2.1). There were periods with higher/lower recruit densities, but post-hoc tests showed no clear groupings except February 2003 when densities were especially high. Reserve and non-reserve sites showed almost identical patterns in the timing of recruitment, resulting in no significant interaction between month and reserve (Fig. 4.2.2). Non-reserves were greater than reserves in 19 months while reserves were greater than non-reserves in only 2 months.

**Month x Site (Reserve)**

Post-hoc tests on the interaction of month/site (reserve) effect revealed significant differences in the months showed by asterisks (Fig. 4.2.3). Xhora showed especially high recruitment in 4 of the 5 months.

**Month x Area (Reserve (Site))**

There was a significant (p < 0.05) effect of area at Cwebe (Fig. 4.2.4).
4.3.2 Rarely exploited species

*Cellana capensis*

There were significant (p < 0.05) effects of site and area, including the interactions of month/site (reserve) and month/area (reserve (site)) (Table 4.1).

**Month x Reserve**

Recruit density was higher in four discrete periods: November 2002, February to May 2003, July to November 2003 and March to June 2004 (Fig. 4.3.1).

Although there was no significant effect of month, there were months with clear peaks in the mean recruitment density of *C. capensis*. These months included February, May, October 2003 and May 2004 (Fig. 4.3.1). In 14 months non-reserves had greater recruitment than reserves (Fig. 4.3.2). Reserve sites had greater recruit densities than non-reserve sites in 6 months (November 2002, July, October 2003, January, April and June 2004). There were also 2 months when the mean recruitment densities in reserves and non-reserves were almost identical (December 2002 and October 2003). The lowest mean recruit densities in reserves and non-reserves were 0.083 ± 0.062 and 0.267 ± 0.168 per m$^2$ (February 2004, respectively), while the highest mean recruit densities were 1.117 ± 0.721 and 1.383 ± 0.168 per m$^2$ (October 2003 and May 2004, respectively). Thus, the mean recruit densities of non-reserves were generally greater than reserves.

**Month x Site (Reserve)**

There appeared to be a north-south gradient in recruitment density with density increasing from south to north.
The overall mean recruit density of *C. capensis* (Fig. 4.3.3) among sites was, in descending order, Xhora (1.172 ± 0.053) > Cwebe (0.842 ± 0.053) > Nqabara (0.282 ± 0.053) > Dwesa (0.233 ± 0.053), although there was a month/site (reserve) interaction.

**Month x Area (Reserve (Site))**

There was a significant (p < 0.05) effect of area, which was nested within site and reserve, indicating high variability on scales of 100 m within sites, but this occurred only at Cwebe and Xhora (Fig. 4.3.4).

*Scutellastra granularis*

Four-way nested ANOVA tests showed that reserve, site and area as main factors had no significant (p > 0.05) effect but month and the interactions between month/site (reserve) and between month/area (reserve (site)) were significant (Table 4.4).

**Month x Reserve**

The mean recruit density of *S. granularis* showed two major peaks of recruitment in February and October 2003 (Fig. 4.4.1). Although there was no significant month/reserve interaction, in reserves, there was a pulse of recruitment in October 2003 while in non-reserves, the same pulse occurred a month later, in November and December 2003 (Fig. 4.4.2). In 8 months, mean recruit densities in reserves were greater than in non-reserves and non-reserves were also greater than reserves in 8 months (Fig. 4.4.2) The lowest mean recruit densities in reserves and non-reserves were 0.033 ± 0.277 and 0.033 ± 0.098 per m$^2$ (December/June 2003 and September 2003, respectively), while the highest mean recruit densities were 1.067 ± 0.098 and 0.700 ± 0.506 per m$^2$ (February 2003, respectively).
Month x Site (Reserve)

Post-hoc tests of the month/site interaction in the mean recruit density of *S. granularis* revealed significant differences in months showed by asterisks with no clear pattern (Fig. 4.4.3).

Month x Area (Reserve (Site))

Tukey HSD tests on the month/area interaction showed significant differences between areas within sites. As for *C. capensis* this occurred only at Cwebe and Xhora (Fig. 4.4.4).

**4.4 DISCUSSION**

The data consistently revealed significant effects of the month/site (reserve) interaction for all species. Although the area/month interactions were also significant in three out of the four species, there was a relatively small number of months with significant differences (i.e. about 6 out of 160 comparisons). Those months with significant differences occurred mainly at Xhora and Cwebe. Reserve as a main factor had no significant effect for any species. Xhora often showed the highest mean recruit densities. Generally, recruitment densities were greater in non-reserve than reserve sites. A significant strong month/site (reserve) effect for all species, suggests high spatio-temporal variation in recruit density on scales of 10 km. There was a total of 16 months with significant differences out of 80 comparisons. Variations in mean recruit densities in reserves and non-reserves over time, from month to month and from year to year, suggest sporadic recruitment. Disturbance as a result of major climatic events such as storms and cold winters or small-scale physical damage may also have important effects (Shanks & Wright 1986; Christopher 2000).
Essentially the results indicated strong temporal effects, as expected, with similar patterns, but different timing among species. On the other hand, significant variability in recruit density sometimes occurred at the smallest spatial scale examined. The area effect for *C. capensis* and *S. granularis* (rarely exploited species) mainly occurred at Cwebe and Xhora (the two northern sites with high recruitment). However, there was no consistent ranking of areas at these sites, suggesting that this was actually an effect at the level of site.

There was evidence of strong significant month/site (reserve) effects for all 4 species and the hypothesis that recruit densities in commonly exploited species would be affected by reserve was not generally supported. The fact that there was a significant relationship between adult density and recruit density (Table 4.5) and that Xhora had the highest mean recruit density, indicates that recruitment is independent of protection. There are several possible effects that could cause a negative association between adults and recruits. Although these were not investigated in the present study, it could be that juvenile limpets may have different habitat preferences from those of adults or that adults may kill some recruits. For example, Underwood *et al.* (1983) reported that recruitment of *Cellana tramoserica* was negatively correlated with density of adult limpets. There was a general trend of increase in recruit density from south to north (i.e. Nqabara < Dwesa < Cwebe < Xhora) for all species which implies a geographic effect. Surface water currents on this coast are strongly affected by wind (Lutjeharms 2004) and south westerly winds predominate. Therefore, more larvae may be transported from southern to northern sites.
The significant differences in recruitment among sites may reflect food availability, which is known to influence recruitment among sites (Hindell & Quinn 2000). On scales of 10 to 100 km, spatial variability in recruitment has been suggested to be related to the regional larval pool (which is dependent on both number of eggs produced and larval survival) and regional physical transport processes (Gaines & Roughgarden 1985; Gaines & Bertness 1992; Rodriguez et al. 1993). Furthermore, the composition of intertidal communities is known to change across large spatial scales, often as a function of upwelling intensity and other oceanographic patterns, which are strong drivers of recruitment variability (Bustamante et al. 1995b; Menge et al. 1997; Connolly & Roughgarden 1998; Connolly et al. 2001; Menge 2000). This can therefore, explain why Xhora, despite being the most heavily exploited site, had the highest numbers of recruits for all species.

Most studies have shown recruitment to be spatially and temporally variable (Sousa 1984; Connolly et al. 2001; Broitman et al. 2005), and adjacent sites, which one would expect to receive recruits from the same potential pool (Denny & Shibata 1989), can have very different settlement patterns (Connell 1985; Porri et al. 2006). Such variations can be attributed to differences in settlement at this scale, which may be due to variation in potential recruit densities in the water column or differential delivery to the shore (Porri et al. 2006), coupled with other aspects such as localized, small scale variation in grazer densities on the shore resulting in an interaction between local and non-local processes (Underwood & Jernakoff 1984). On the other hand, in addition to the direct effects of removing adults from the population, exploitation may deplete breeding stocks to a level
that affects recruitment (Foster & Hodgson 2000). Sustained productivity in the wild is therefore dependent on natural recruitment (Harris et al. 1998). This highlights the importance of connectivity and the physical scales at which these populations are open. Xhara has the lowest adult density but highest recruit density, implying these populations are open on scales of at least 40 km.

The observed recruitment variability on scales of 100 m (i.e. significant area effects) for all species may be caused by settlement processes, such as microhydrodynamics or availability of free-space for larvae (Shanks & Wright 1987, Minchinton & Scheibling 1993, Pineda 1994; Noda et al. 1998) and by post-settlement processes, such as predation and competition (Osman & Whitlatch 1995; Hunt & Scheibling 1997) or abiotically driven mortality. In addition, larvae require a damp place to settle (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Thompson 1980). Thus, variability in the availability of crevices, moist rocks or pools, which provide a more stable habitat for juveniles than the open rock (Branch 1975b; Delany et al. 1998), may play an important role. For example, *Patella vulgata* emigrates from pools as it grows; only utilizing the pool environment as a nursery ground, while *P. ulyssiponensis* is an obligate pool-dweller throughout its lifespan (Delany et al. 1998). *H. concolor* and *C. capensis* have been reported as being found in crevices, moist rock and on sand (Branch 1975a). *S. longicosta* juveniles (recruits) are found on other shells, particularly those of *Oxystele sinensis*, and have short costae and relatively high shells. As growth occurs, *S. longicosta* shifts to lithothamnion on a rocky substratum, and migrates considerably (i.e. it undergoes a comparable change of habitat during the life cycle). The transition from a substratum of other shells to lithothamnion
occurs after 1 year of growth and is accompanied by heavy mortality (Branch 1975b). The shift to a flat rocky substratum leaves the animals very susceptible to predation and desiccation until their shells grow to fit the new substratum.

The lack of a significant reserve effect, suggests that larvae can be transported far from where they are released (Shanks 1998). For instance, *Littorina scutulata* larvae were found to spend more than 20 days in the plankton and are thus likely to settle at great distances from the adults (Rochette & Dill 2000). In contrast, larvae of *Lottia digitalis* (limpets) recruit directly into the adult habitat (Kay 2002). On a small scale in the water column near the conspecific adults, larvae of the limpet *Crepidula onyx* detect waterborne conspecific cues (Zhao & Qian 2002).

Local populations and associated assemblages are often strongly affected by recruitment variability, which reflects the amount of external larval supply into the local population (Connell 1985). The high recruitment density of *S. granularis* at Xhora and Cwebe could be a result of the association of this species with other species, especially barnacles (*pers. obs.*). These interactions may change from place to place and time to time in relation to other physical and biological processes such as storms. Some studies have found that limpet recruitment is enhanced by both mussels (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Ruiz Sebastian 2002) and barnacles (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Choat 1977). Lewis and Bowman (1975) suggested that many limpets settle on mussels but subsequently migrate onto the rock. Erlandsson and McQuaid (2004) noted that, for mussels, the association of recruits and
adults may be due to larval choice during settlement and/or increased rates of survival for recruits settling among adults.

In summary, different species showed different timing of major recruitment events, though some had similar patterns. These events varied from sporadic (C. capensis and S. longicosta) to protracted (H. concolor and S. granularis) recruitment. The lack of a reserve effect indicates that recruitment is generally independent of whether the site is protected or not. Although the effects of site were non-significant, Xhora had the highest recruitment densities for all species. Therefore, reserves do not enhance recruitment directly, but that because these populations appear to be open on scales of 40 km, high limpet populations within reserves may enhance overall recruitment because they would have greater gamete output. Thus reserves should have an indirect effect on recruitment if not a direct one.
**Table 4.1**: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean recruitment density estimates of *H. concolor*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>50.283</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.646</td>
<td>4.539</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>3.840</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.840</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>14.083</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.042</td>
<td>3.621</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>5.477</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.369</td>
<td>3.154</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>11.077</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>38.350</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.009</td>
<td>2.324</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>32.990</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>850.400</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2**: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean recruit density estimates of *S. longicosta*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>406.058</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21.371</td>
<td>10.623</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>48.450</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48.450</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>107.451</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53.725</td>
<td>4.257</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>36.778</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.195</td>
<td>3.885</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>38.225</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>220.032</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.790</td>
<td>2.447</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>179.855</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.951</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>2716.667</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>1.213</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.3: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean recruit density estimates of *C. capensis*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>116.0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6.109</td>
<td>1.656</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>21.470</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.470</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>348.651</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>174.325</td>
<td>13.853</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>36.878</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.219</td>
<td>3.013</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>70.105</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.689</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>244.066</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6.422</td>
<td>2.099</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>232.488</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>3.059</td>
<td>1.959</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3498.40</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Results of 4-way ANOVA based on mean recruit density estimates of *S. granularis*. * denotes a significant effect at p < 0.05, ** = < 0.001 and *** = < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>78.741</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.144</td>
<td>2.754</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>30.961</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.480</td>
<td>4.106</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>10.995</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.748</td>
<td>2.279</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>28.588</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.504</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>84.623</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.226</td>
<td>1.847</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Area (Reserve (Site))</td>
<td>91.638</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1.205</td>
<td>2.252</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1198.933</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>0.535</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5: Correlation analysis on the relationship between adult and recruit density of commonly exploited and rarely exploited species in each of the four study sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commonly exploited species</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. concolor</td>
<td>S. longicosta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rarely exploited species</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. capensis</td>
<td>S. granularis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>r²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4.1.1: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *H. concolor* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

Fig. 4.1.2: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *C. concolor* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through sampling period.
Fig. 4.1.3: Monthly mean recruit density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *H. concolor* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). D = Dwesa, C = Cwebe, N = Nqabara and X = Xhora. Post-hoc test results: Jan’03 X>D>C>N; Feb’03 C>X>D=N; Dec’03 X>C>D=N.

Fig. 4.1.4: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *H. concolor* in areas within sites. Letters above the bars indicate homogenous groups.
Fig. 4.2.1: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *S. longicosta* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

Fig. 4.2.2: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *S. longicosta* in reserves (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through the sampling period.
**Fig. 4.2.3:** Monthly mean recruit density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Dec’02 X>N=C>D; Jan’03, Sep’03 X>C>D>N; Apr’03 X>C>N=D; May’03 D>X=N>C.

**Fig. 4.2.4:** Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. longicosta* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). D1 = Dwesa 1, D2 = Dwesa 2, C1 = Cwebe 1, C2 = Cwebe 2, N1 = Nqabara 1, N2 = Nqabara 2, X1 = Xhora 1 and X2 = Xhora 2. Post-hoc test results: Feb’03 C1>C2.
**Fig. 4.3.1:** Overall mean recruitment density (+SE) of *C. capensis* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

**Fig. 4.3.2:** Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *C. capensis* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through the sampling period.
Fig. 4.3.3: Monthly mean recruit density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Feb’03, May’04 X>C>N=D; May’03 X>D=C=N; Oct’03, Jun’04 C>X>N>D.

Fig. 4.3.4: Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *C. capensis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Feb’03 X2>X1; Oct’03 X1>X2; Jun’03 C1>C2.
Fig. 4.4.1: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *S. granularis* at all sites over time. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p < 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

Fig. 4.4.2: Mean recruitment density (+SE) of *S. granularis* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through sampling period.
**Fig. 4.4.3:** Monthly mean recruit density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the four study sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Feb’03 D>X>C>N; Oct’03 C>X>D>N; Nov’03 X>C>D>N.

**Fig. 4.4.4:** Monthly mean density (Standard errors (SE) were omitted for clarity) of *S. granularis* at each of the areas within sites. * = significant difference (p < 0.05). Post-hoc test results: Feb’03 X2>X1; Oct’03 C1>C2.
CHAPTER 5

GROWTH RATES
5.1 INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of growth patterns is fundamental to understanding an organism’s life-history. Overall, growth rate in particular is critical to the general population dynamics of a resource, while an understanding of seasonal growth rates provide additional insight into the ecological factors that determine growth (Clarke et al. 2004). Growth rates can influence fitness in several ways and are often used as a surrogate for fitness, especially in snails (Palmer 1983; Brown & Quinn 1988). For example, as fecundity is typically a positive function of size, faster growing snails have the potential to produce more offspring at any particular age (Trussell 2002). Growth can also play a major role in determining the amount of time a species is vulnerable to predation. For instance, in some snails, once a certain size is attained, mortality due to predation is reduced (Coleman et al. 1999).

Processes affecting growth, mortality and recruitment rates of exploited species determine the rate at which a species will replenish itself under particular environmental conditions. These parameters are required in order to develop management plans (Bruton et al. 1991). A huge variety of factors is known to affect growth rate. Apart from position on the shore, wave action, latitude, season and habitat-associated differences in food availability and seasonal fluctuations in temperature, age and shell shape of limpets (Branch 1981; Creese & Underwood 1982; Underwood 1984), these include competition for food (Branch 1976; Bosman & Hockey 1988; Lasiak 1993; Liu 1994; Bustamante et al. 1995a; Christopher 2000; Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001), pollution (Tablado et al. (1994), the presence of predators (Akester & Martel 2000), shell damage/erosion (Day et al. 2000), genetic differentiation, relative
density, quality of food, foraging efficiency and/or energy allocation to other needs such as
maintenance and reproduction (Etter 1996; Trussell 2002).

The two most important determinants of fitness and population growth are the age and size of
an organism at maturity. As a consequence, these two determinants have been the focus of
intense empirical and theoretical investigation (Sebens 1982; Abrams & Rowe 1996) as they
influence population growth. Intraspecific competition at increased densities (e.g. in reserves)
has been shown to affect greatly the growth and mortality of limpet species (Underwood 1978;
Creese & Underwood 1982; Espinosa et al. 2006). Growth reduction in dense stocks has also
been observed in bivalves (Beukema et al. 2001). Comparisons of growth parameters have
been reported as useful in determining whether differences in growth of a species occur under
different ecological conditions (Hernandez-Llamas & Ratkowsky 2004).

Modern approaches to management require that information from monitoring be nested within
a modeling framework, in which the monitoring is used to evaluate the validity of predictions
(from models) of the consequences of management actions (Kendall et al. 2004). Various
studies have used different methods to estimate growth. These include captive rearing (Trussell
2002; Navarro et al. 2006), mark-recapture techniques (Rao 1976; Roberts & Hughes 1980;
Takada 1995; Kido & Murray 2003; Griffiths & Attwood 2005; Riascos et al. 2007),
investigation of annual growth rings (Richardson 2001; Branch & Odendaal 2003; Steffani &
Branch 2003a; Gilman 2007), fluorochrome calcium markers (Clarke et al. 2004), and length-
frequency analysis (Fournier et al. 1990; Fournier et al. 1998; Thieltges et al. 2004).
The objective of this chapter was to test three \textit{a priori} hypotheses, based on the assumption that intraspecific competition for food is important. In the earlier chapter on mean density (Chapter 2), reserve effects were stronger for commonly exploited species and weaker for rarely exploited species (i.e. reserve effects were evident in one out of two species). However, some studies have shown that homing limpets defend their territory or maintain dominance (Branch 1975b; Iwasaki 1995; Lindberg 2007) and reduce intraspecific competition (Mackay & Underwood 1977; Iwasaki 1995). The established territory varies in size with the size of the limpet and thus, under normal conditions and at natural densities, growth rates in territorial limpets are influenced by size not density. Thus, the three hypotheses were: 1) growth rates of rarely exploited species will be the same inside and outside reserves as a result of the effects of natural processes, 2) growth rates of commonly exploited territorial species will be the same inside and outside reserves, and 3) growth rates of exploited non-territorial species will be higher outside reserves than inside reserves due to relaxed intraspecific competition. Direct (individual tagging) and indirect (size frequency distribution) analytical approaches were used.

\section*{5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS}

\subsection*{5.2.1 Individual tagging}

Approximately 100 individuals of each species at each site (50 from each area) were marked with non-toxic paint (colour coded to give a specific number) and tagged using bee tags (Opalithplattchen, Germany), which were embedded in rapidly setting epoxy glue (Lohse 1993; Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001). Individuals were randomly chosen from a wide size range and the smallest size that could be effectively tagged. Prior to the placement of glue, shells were careful cleaned using a scalpel to remove epibionts including encrusting coralline and lichens.
Each limpet was double-tagged to provide insurance against tag loss by attaching two numbered bee tags to the dry shell of each individual and coating each tag with clear epoxy for protection from abrasion due to wave action.

Subsequently measurements were taken without removing the limpets from the substratum and thus manipulation stress was avoided. Individuals were re-measured with a pair of dividers at approximately monthly intervals from February 2003 to June 2004. This method of measuring limpets has proven successful and allows for rapid in situ measurement of many limpets during a low-tide period (Liu 1994; Tablado et al. 1994; Clarke et al. 2004). Measurements were later read to the nearest millimeter, a precision confirmed by direct measurements of limpets with Vernier calipers. Tags of marked individuals were shed after some months and recovery rates varied with species. Limpets that had lost their tags were individually identifiable (from a residual glue mark left on the shell from the previous tag) such that the data series could be maintained.

**Estimation of growth parameters from tagged limpets**

Annual growth rates in each of the limpet populations were calculated from all individuals recaptured. Growth was estimated from mean monthly growth increments by fitting a modified Von Bertalanffy growth equation.

Using mark-recapture data for estimating growth rates requires the following assumptions about the tagging procedures and data collection procedures:

1. Tagging does not retard growth,
2. The tagged limpets are uniquely and correctly recorded at release and recapture,

3. The lengths of limpets are measured without bias at release and recapture, and

4. A wide range of limpet sizes is represented within the recaptures.

Growth in length as a function of time $t \left( L_t \right)$ was modeled using the Von Bertalanffy growth equation (VBGE) of the form:

$$L_t = L_\infty \left(1 - e^{-kt}\right),$$

where $L_\infty$ is the length that limpets grow to asymptotically and $k$ is the rate at which $L_t$ approaches $L_\infty$.

The VBGE is derived from the differential equation $\frac{dL}{dt} = k \left(L_\infty - \bar{L}\right)$, where $\bar{L}$ is the mean length. Therefore, both $dL$ and $dt$ were obtained from the growth measurements and time at liberty. The maximum likelihood estimates of $L_\infty$ and $k$ were obtained by minimizing a negated, natural logarithm-transformed Normal likelihood of the form:

$$-\ln L_{sp} = \frac{n^{sp}}{2} \ln \sum_{i=1}^{n^{sp}} \frac{dL_i^{sp}}{dt_i^{sp}} - k^{sp} - \left(L^{sp} - \bar{L}^{sp}\right) + \frac{n^{sp}}{2},$$

where $s$ and $p$ denote the number of recaptures per species per population.

All analyses were conducted using AD Model Builder (Otter Research Ltd.) with parameter variability calculated from the inverse Hessian matrix.

The null hypotheses that $L_\infty$ and $k$ were equal across populations of each species were tested using a Likelihood Ratio Test (Hearn & Polacheck 2002). The data for each species were
pooled for reserve and non-reserve sites. The null hypotheses that \( L_\infty \) and \( k \) were equal for reserves and non-reserves were also tested using a Likelihood Ratio Test.

The likelihood ratio test is the ratio of the likelihoods of the reduced and fully parameterized models. The full (saturated) model has all calculated parameters and the reduced model has a subset of the parameters from the full model such that:

\[
\Lambda = -2 \ln \lambda = -2 \ln \left( \frac{L_{\text{reduced}}}{L_{\text{full}}} \right) = -2 \left( \ln L_{\text{reduced}} - \ln L_{\text{full}} \right)
\]

This ratio is considered to be asymptotically chi-square distributed with the degrees of freedom (\( \nu \)) being equal to the difference in parameters between the two models such that \( \Lambda \sim \chi^2 (\nu = p_{\text{full}} - p_{\text{reduced}}) \). The null hypotheses that parameter estimates are equal between models were tested by estimating common parameters of the different reduced models and then comparing their likelihoods against the full model.

**5.2.2 Length-frequency analysis**

Monthly sampling to determine the cohorts from size-frequency distribution of target species was conducted at the same sites as in the previous chapters. Quadrats of 0.5 x 0.5 m were thrown haphazardly and repeatedly in each zone of each species occurrence until about 200 limpets had been measured. The sizes of the cohorts from each limpet population were analysed to estimate growth. Growth rates were then estimated from the monthly change in the mean size of each cohort (McQuaid 1981; Lasiak 1993; Liu 1994) using the MULTIFAN method (Fournier et al. 1990; Fournier & Sibert 1991). To allow for comparison of results with the tagging method, areas were pooled.
The approach is statistically robust as it allows the analysis of multiple ‘length-frequency data’ sets and the simultaneous analysis of several length frequency data sets within a likelihood framework. It has several advantages such as the estimation of the important parameters other than growth, for example, size selectivity of the first age class, parameters associated to a dependency of standard deviation on mean size, relative year class strengths and mortality (Fournier et al. 1990). The model details are outlined in Fournier et al. (1991). It was assumed that there was a maximum of 7 cohorts for all species. This is the minimum life-span (i.e. 7 years) recorded for these limpets (Branch 1974b; 1975a) All analyses were conducted using AD Model Builder (Otter Research Ltd.) with parameter variability calculated from the inverse Hessian matrix.

5.3 RESULTS

The overall patterns of growth in reserves and non-reserves generally differed between the two methods of growth estimation. The growth rates not only differed among species but also among sites. The growth rate always decreased with an increase in mean shell length in all the species.

5.3.1 Individual tagging

As a result of low recovery of tagged individuals, the data from areas within sites were pooled for each species. Although the coefficients of determination were often extremely low, and sample size small in two instances, annual growth rates decreased significantly (p < 0.05) with an increase in mean shell length at all sites and in all species (Figs. 5.1 & 5.2). The annual increment of mean shell growth in limpets was, however, highly variable among sites as well
as among species. This reflected the fact that the fastest and lowest annual mean shell growth based on slopes for *Helcion concolor* were found at Xhora and Dwesa, while for *Scutellastra longicosta*, they were found at Dwesa and Nqabara, respectively (Fig. 5.1). In the case of rarely exploited species, the lowest mean annual growth rates for *Cellana capensis* and *Scutellastra granularis* were both obtained at Cwebe, while the highest annual mean shell growths were found at Nqabara and Xhora, respectively (Table 5.3.1, Fig. 5.3). The annual increment of mean shell length at Nqabara was significantly (p < 0.05) greater than at Xhora for *C. capensis* while opposite was found for *S. granularis* (Table 5.3.1, Fig. 5.3). Although the annual increment of mean shell length at Dwesa was slightly greater than at Cwebe for both *C. capensis* and *S. granularis*, the differences were statistically insignificant.

The growth curves showed significant differences (p < 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves (Table 5.3.2, Fig. 5.4). Except for *S. longicosta* and *H. concolor*, the results from individual tagging showed faster growth rates in non-reserve than reserve sites only for young (< 4-6 years) limpets. The significant differences between reserves and non-reserves (p < 0.05) in the growth rate were remarkably clear and maintained throughout the life span for *H. concolor*. In rarely exploited species, the non-reserve sites supported initially greater growth than reserve sites before subsequently approaching asymptotic length of 32 and 33 mm in the 5th and 6th year of age for *C. capensis* and *S. granularis*, respectively (Fig. 5.4).
5.3.1.1 Commonly exploited species

_Helcion concolor_

The annual growth rate decreased significantly (p < 0.05) with an increase in mean shell length in all sites for _Helcion concolor_ (Fig. 5.1). The growth rates of _H. concolor_ were highest at Xhora and lowest at Dwesa.

The Von Bertalanffy growth equations (VBGE) for _H. concolor_ obtained from tagging revealed identical growth rates for Xhora and Nqabara, reaching an asymptotic length of 42 mm in the 3rd year of age (Fig. 5.3). After the second year of age, however, the growth rate at Cwebe became constant while at Dwesa it showed a gradual decrease. While growth at Dwesa was greater than at Cwebe, overall the results showed significantly faster growth rates in non-reserve than reserve sites (Fig. 5.4). The highest and lowest maximum sizes of 43 and 29 mm for _H. concolor_ were obtained at Xhora and Cwebe, respectively (Table 5.3.1, Fig. 5.3). The Von Bertalanffy growth equation based on tagging showed that, at first year of age, _H. concolor_ was 34 mm at Xhora and 24 mm at Cwebe. The overall mean shell lengths at first year of age of _H concolor_ in different sites were, in decreasing order: Xhora (34 mm) ≥ Nqabara (34 mm) > Cwebe (24 mm) > Dwesa (19 mm).

There were significant differences (p < 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves in the growth rate of _H. concolor_ (Table 5.3.2, Fig. 5.4). This indicated that growth in non-reserves was greater than reserves. The Von Bertalanffy growth equations based on tagging showed that at first year of age, _H. concolor_ in non-reserves and reserves was 21 and 17 mm, respectively.
*Scutellastra longicosta*

There was a significant (p < 0.05) negative correlation between between the mean shell length and the growth rate of *S. longicosta* at all sites (Fig. 5.1). The highest and lowest growth rates of *S. longicosta* were obtained at Dwesa and Nqabara, respectively.

The growth rate at Nqabara was significantly lower (p < 0.05) than that at Dwesa but no other significant differences were revealed (Table 5.3.1). Although reserves had greater growth rates than non-reserves (Table 5.3.2, Fig. 5.4), the difference was not significant. The mean shell lengths for 1 year old animals were 17 and 12 mm for reserves and non-reserves, respectively.

The curvature parameter, $k$ for *S. longicosta* was significantly (p < 0.05) affected by site, being highest at Dwesa and lowest at Nqabara (Table 5.3.1, Fig. 5.3). This suggests that the growth rate was fastest at Dwesa and slowest at Nqabara. Thus, individuals of similar lengths were substantially younger at Dwesa than at Nqabara. But the growth parameter, $L_\infty$ value was highest at Nqabara and lowest at Xhora. The highest and lowest maximum sizes of 64 and 41 mm were obtained at Nqabara and Xhora, respectively (Table 5.3.1).

The VBGE based on tagging showed that *S. longicosta* growth increment was almost twice as large at Dwesa (20 mm.yr$^{-1}$), Xhora (17 mm.yr$^{-1}$) and Cwebe (16 mm.yr$^{-1}$) as at Nqabara (9 mm.yr$^{-1}$) (Fig. 5.3). Thus, individuals of similar lengths were substantially younger at Dwesa than at Nqabara.
5.3.1.2 Rarely exploited species

Cellana capensis

Growth rates decreased with an increase in mean length of *C. capensis* at all sites (Fig. 5.2). There were significant differences (*p* < 0.05) among sites in the growth rate of *C. capensis* (Table 5.3.1, Fig. 5.3), the highest and lowest growth rates were found at Nqabara and Xhora, respectively. The growth rates of *C. capensis* were in decreasing order: Nqabara > Xhora > Dwesa > Cwebe (Fig. 5.3).

*L*<sub>∞</sub> values for *C. capensis* were significantly (*p* < 0.05) greater in reserves than in the non-reserves (Table 5.3.2), with asymptotic lengths of 54 and 38 mm in reserves and non-reserves, respectively. The *L*<sub>∞</sub> values of 26 and 34 mm for Xhora and Nqabara were reached in the third and fourth year while Dwesa and Cwebe showed a progressive increase. The VBGC revealed that at 1 year of age, *C. capensis* was almost one and half times as long at Nqabara (16 mm), as at Cwebe (9 mm). Thus individuals of similar lengths were younger at Nqabara than at Cwebe (Fig. 5.3). The growth parameter, *k* for *C. capensis* was significantly (*p* < 0.05) higher in non-reserves than reserves (Table 5.3.2, Fig. 5.4).

Scutellastra granularis

There was an inverse relationship between the growth rate and mean shell length of *S. granularis* in all sites (Fig. 5.2), with the fastest and lowest growth rates being found at Xhora and Nqabara, respectively. Growth rates also differed significantly (*p* < 0.05) between Cwebe and Xhora (Table 5.3.1), with no other significant difference among sites. At 1 year of age, growth rates for *S. granularis* were greatest at Xhora (13 mm) and lowest at Cwebe (8 mm) so
that individuals of similar lengths were younger at Xhora than at Cwebe (Fig. 5.3). The overall growth rate for *S. granularis* was in decreasing order: Xhora > Nqabara > Dwesa > Cwebe. But this order was reversed in the 5th and 6th year as growth rates decreased at Xhora and Nqabara but increased at Dwesa and Cwebe. Thus asymptotic lengths were reached earlier at Nqabara and Xhora than at Dwesa and Cwebe. The highest and lowest maximum lengths of 38 and 33 mm were observed at Dwesa and Nqabara, respectively (Fig. 5.3). Although the growth rate was slightly greater at Dwesa than Cwebe, the difference was not significant.

The growth parameter, $L_\infty$, for *S. granularis* was significantly (p < 0.05) higher in non-reserves than reserves (Table 5.3.2, Fig. 5.4). But this effect was true before the 6th year of age at a shell length of 33 mm. After that, the growth rate decreased and increased in non-reserves and reserves, respectively. The growth parameter $k$ for *S. granularis* showed no significant differences between reserves and non-reserves (Table 5.3.2).

### 5.3.2 Length frequency analysis

Although cohorts were not easy to identify, for each species at all sites there were a few that could be traced from recruitment in November 2002 through to June 2004. The number of such cohorts ranged from 3 to 5 (Figs. 5.5.1 to 5.8.4). Except for *S. longicosta*, the von Bertalanffy growth equations obtained from cohort analysis showed a slight difference in growth rate in reserves for all species which revealed a more pronounced increase in reserves than non-reserves (Fig. 5.4). Reserves led to significant differences (p < 0.05) in the growth rates of *S. longicosta*, with growth in reserves being greater than in non-reserves (Fig. 5.4).
### 5.3.2.1 Commonly exploited species

**Helcion concolor**

The growth rates of *H. concolor* showed remarkable, significant differences among sites, with greatest and lowest growth rates at Dwesa and Xhora, respectively (Fig. 5.3). This reflected a decreasing order of Dwesa > Nqabara > Cwebe > Xhora. The Von Bertalanffy growth curves based on cohort analysis revealed that at 1 year of age, *H. concolor* was largest at Nqabara (9 mm) and smallest at Xhora (6 mm) (Fig. 5.3). There was a slight effect of reserve on the growth rate of *H. concolor*, with growth in reserves being greater than in non-reserves but the estimated first year shell length was 7 mm for both (Fig. 5.4) and the overall difference was not significant.

**Scutellastra longicosta**

There were significant differences (p < 0.05) in the growth rates of *S. longicosta* at different sites (Fig. 5.3). The fastest and slowest growth rates were observed at Cwebe and Xhora, respectively. The VBGE based on cohort analysis showed that *S. longicosta* had a growth rate that decreased in the order: Cwebe (9 mm.yr⁻¹) > Nqabara (8 mm.yr⁻¹) = Xhora (8 mm.yr⁻¹) > Dwesa (6 mm.yr⁻¹) (Fig. 5.3). Although rates were significantly greater in reserves than non-reserves, the estimated first year shell length was 8 mm for both and the overall difference was not significant (Fig. 5.4).
5.3.2.2 Rarely exploited species

Cellana capensis

There were marked differences in the growth rates of *C. capensis* at different sites (Fig. 5.3). The highest and lowest growth rates of *C. capensis* were found at Dwesa and Xhora, respectively and decreased in the order: Dwesa > Nqabara > Cwebe > Xhora (Fig. 5.3). The VBGE revealed that at 1 year of age, *C. capensis* at Dwesa was identical in length to those at Xhora (3 mm) but differed subsequently. The $L_\infty$ of *C. capensis* were significantly greater in reserves than non-reserves, with the highest at Dwesa (28 mm) and lowest at Xhora (16 mm) (Fig. 5.3). Although the growth parameter, $k$ was higher in non-reserves than reserves (Fig. 5.4), this difference was not significant.

Scutellastra granularis

There was a significant ($p < 0.05$) site effect on the growth rate of *S. granularis* (Fig. 5.3), with the highest and lowest growth rates at Nqabara and Xhora, respectively. There was no significant difference between Dwesa and Cwebe. The growth rates of *S. granularis* were, in decreasing order: Nqabara > Cwebe = Dwesa > Xhora (Fig. 5.3). The VBGE of *S. granularis* showed the highest and lowest growth rates of 5 and 4 mm.yr$^{-1}$ were found at Cwebe and Nqabara, respectively. This indicates that individuals of similar lengths were younger at Nqabara than at Xhora (Fig. 5.3). The growth parameter $L_\infty$ showed no significant effect of reserve (Fig. 5.4). Although the growth parameter, $k$ was higher in non-reserves than in the reserves, this difference was not significant (Fig. 5.4).
5.4 DISCUSSION

The two techniques to estimate growth rates of limpets revealed quite different results for reserve effects on the study limpets (Table 5.3.3). The main thrust of the discussion will focus mainly on tagging results rather than those from cohort analysis. The tagging results are more reliable than cohort analysis in that they are based on direct measurements of individuals unlike the cohort analysis which is based on indirect measurement. Moreover, it is not easy to identify cohorts (Clarke et al. 2004) as this requires a very large sample size (Grant et al. 1987). Growth curves constructed from cohort analysis represent differences in growth between length classes and one assumes that growth changes over time in a predictable way, causing each cohort to be older than the previous one by an amount consistent with the respective growth rates (Millstein & O’Clair 2001). However, growth rates can vary significantly between individuals of the same age, leading to length differences that need not reflect age differences. Secondly, small animals grow faster than adult animals (i.e. growth decreases with age). A further difficulty with cohort analysis is that comparisons based simply on the von Bertalanffy growth parameter $k$, can be misleading because of the influence of maximum size, $L_\infty$ on $k$. For instance, it is likely that selective exploitation of larger individuals in non-reserve sites can have an effect on growth increment curves by decreasing the expected age of limpets in the larger length classes. A similar pattern was reported in mussels Mytilus trossulus (Millstein & O’Clair 2001). Individual tagging gave higher estimates of growth than cohort analysis for all species and this can be attributed not only to differences in the growth estimation techniques but also to low sample sizes in cohort analysis. Moreover, individual tagging gave a significant effect of reserves on $L_\infty$ in 3 out of 4 species, while the cohort analysis this occurred in only 1 of 4. In contrast, McQuaid & Lindsay (2000)
noted that cohort analysis produced higher estimates of growth rate of mussels than tagging but this was because the marking technique they used caused a temporary growth check. Therefore, this study has shown that the mark-recapture technique is a suitable and viable approach for determining growth rates in limpets.

The results revealed a general decrease in growth rate with an increase in the mean shell length for all species at all sites. Primarily, this is an effect of age. In most molluscs, shell deposition decreases with age, while body growth is at a maximum in early life and then decreases progressively (Branch 1974b). The decrease in the rate of shell deposition may be due to a number of factors, e.g. metabolism decreases with age and size. Thus growth rates are rarely constant during the developmental period of animals. Slow growth rates in large snails may also be related to senescence or a shift in energy allocation from growth to reproduction in older snails (Takada 1995; Alfaro & Carpenter 1999). Apart from ontogenetic effects, shell thickness can be important. For example, thick-shelled snails generally grow less in terms of shell length than thin-shelled snails of similar shape (Trussell & Nicklin 2002). In the present study, Helcion concolor has the thinnest shell compared to the other species and showed the fastest growth rate.

Other factors such as the substratum are also known to affect the growth rates of limpets. For instance, any given sizes of limpets on regular substrata have a higher growth increment than those on irregular substrata (Silva et al. 2003). Moreover, the frequency and duration with which patches are wetted can determine how much time animals living in each patch have available to feed. Therefore, patterns of wetting of the substratum may be more important in
determining rates of growth and maximal size of gastropods living in different patches than the
density of animals living there (Chapman 1994a). Other studies have examined differences in
growth rates of gastropods with respect to tidal zone (Fletcher 1984a), and microalgal
abundance (Underwood 1984). The variations in growth rates could be influenced by habitat
use. Many organisms switch between two habitats to maximize fitness by trading-off reduced
growth against a decreased mortality risk in the safer habitat (Gosselin & Qian 1997).

The observed differences among sites in the growth rates of the study limpets may be
attributed to differences in food supply (Hindell & Quinn 2000). For instance, competition for
food may lead to different growth rates as growth is affected by food intake (Bosman &
Hockey 1988) and differences in growth rates have often been attributed to food availability
(Creese and Underwood 1982; Underwood 1984; Bosman & Hockey 1988). Although
seasonality in growth rates was not determined in this study, it has been found that epilithic
algal production (in the form of Chl a) peaks during the winter months along the south east
coast of South Africa (Bustamante et al. 1995b). Food availability is also related to the
emersion duration of a given intertidal level (Cusson & Bourget 2005).

The effects of grazing gastropods on rocky shores are known to vary seasonally in relation to
variation in recruitment of algae and/or in the foraging activity of herbivores (Hawkins 1981).
Temporal and spatial variations in sediment loads can influence the grazing activity of limpets.
Airoldi and Hawkins (2007) recently noted that a thin layer of sediment severely reduced the
grazing activity of Patella vulgata in United Kingdom. Paine (1969) suggested that individuals
of Tugela grew slowly at high levels on the shore but after reaching a certain adult size, moved
down shore in response to increased food availability, and grew faster. Growth rate depends
directly on foraging effort, and so optimal foraging behaviour necessarily influences growth
and size at maturity (Johannesson et al. 1997; Tenhumberg et al. 2000). Growth rates of
herbivorous molluscs are also affected by the palatability, cell wall toughness, digestibility and
nutritional value of the algae they consume (Foster et al. 1999). Generally the results of the
present study showed that small limpets grew faster than adult limpets in all species. The
presence of adult limpets can have a negative impact on the growth of small limpets by
bulldozing them when grazing (Boaventura et al. 2003).

The differences in the growth rates found among the limpet species in this study reflect the
differences in the respective mean and maximum lengths of the individuals from each of the
populations. There are other factors, both endogenous and exogenous, that can contribute to
length differences between individuals e.g. genetics, fluctuations in temperature and salinity
and food availability (Branch 1981). Branch (1974b) noted that migratory species such as
Scutellastra granularis, Cellana capensis and Helcion concolor and other patellid limpets
over-exploit their food supplies and have greater growth rates, high mortality and decreased
longevity relative to non-migratory species.

An unexpected result was that the maximum theoretical length ($L_\infty$) of S. longicosta was
greater in non-reserves than reserves. An asymptotic size is probably set by extrinsic factors
within the local environment such as energetic constraints (Sebens 1982), or mortality induced
by hydromechanical forces generated by breaking waves (Denny et al. 1985). In mussels, the
effect of wave action may be species-specific (McQuaid & Lindsay 2000), as an increase in
wave exposure may lead to either increased (van Erkom Schurink & Griffiths 1993), or decreased (McQuaid et al. 2000) growth rates. Increasing flow speeds over limpets can result in lower growth rates, survival rates and fitness (Denny et al. 1985; Etter 1989). However, whether a population is limited physically by water motion depends both on the ability of an organism to adhere to the substratum, and on the magnitude and/or frequency of wave-generated forces impacting the organism (Denny & Blanchette 2000; Trussell 2002).

There was no reserve effect on the growth rate of *S. granularis* and that was expected as it is the least exploited species. The significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in maximum size may be explained in terms of the interaction of *S. granularis* with other species. Barnacles compete directly with *S. granularis* for space and food. Barnacles filter out food which would normally settle on the substratum and deposited food is often inaccessible because of irregular barnacle shape. Consequently, mean limpet size, growth and reproductive outputs are reduced as barnacle cover increases (Branch 1981). Consequently, dense barnacle populations depress growth of limpets (Lewis & Bowman 1975). This may apply here, as there are more barnacles in reserves than non-reserves (*pers. obs.*). Instances where growth rates are faster in non-reserves than in reserves may be attributed to suppressed growth in reserves due to intraspecific competition. This was true for *H. concolor*, which showed greater growth rates in non-reserve sites. It has been shown that growth rates of intertidal gastropods increase when densities are exceptionally reduced (Underwood 1976). Marshall and Keough (1994) also showed that there is strong intra size-class competition, with growth rates of individual limpets falling as their densities increased. The allocation of extra energy for reproduction and the lower growth rate of large snails could be related to reproductive activity (Takada 1995).
As predicted, the commonly exploited territorial species (*Scutellastra longicosta*) showed no reserve effects on growth rates. As this species feeds on *Ralfsia*, it establishes gardens and defends them (Branch 1974b). These gardens vary with the size of the limpet and are thus not affected by density under natural conditions. The hypothesis that the commonly exploited non-territorial species *H. concolor* is affected by intraspecific competition was supported. Interestingly, this study revealed no significant differences in asymptotic length of *H. concolor* between reserves and non-reserves, despite the fact that it is one of the most preferred species. This may support the suggestion that this species is often confused with *Cellana capensis*, as shown by interview surveys (Chapter 1), as one would expect a decrease in size in non-reserves due to intraspecific competition and especially harvesting.

Thus of the three hypotheses, two were supported and the third was partly supported. The first hypothesis that growth rates of rarely exploited species will be the same inside and outside reserves was supported for *S. granularis* but not for *C. capensis*. The unexpected existence of a reserve effect on the growth rate of *C. capensis* reflects its confusion with *H. concolor*. Secondly, the hypothesis that growth rates of commonly exploited territorial species (*S. longicosta*) will be the same inside and outside the reserves was supported. Thirdly and lastly, the hypothesis that growth rates of exploited non-territorial species (*H. concolor*) will be higher outside than inside the reserves was supported.
Table 5.3.1: Von Bertalanffy growth parameter estimates (±SE) based on tagging for the four limpet species sampled at four sites. Differences in model parameters, grouped by species, were determined using a likelihood ratio test. Estimates sharing common superscripts are homogenous groups (i.e. not significantly different (p > 0.05) from one another).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$L_\infty$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H. concolor$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>38.39b ± 2.47</td>
<td>0.67d ± 0.11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>29.05c ± 1.89</td>
<td>1.68b ± 0.24</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>42.10a ± 3.07</td>
<td>0.85c ± 0.19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>43.19ace ± 1.38</td>
<td>2.50ace ± 0.21</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S. longicosta$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>42.89b ± 2.77</td>
<td>0.61a ± 0.11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>43.85b ± 5.32</td>
<td>0.40b ± 0.11</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>63.67a ± 14.55</td>
<td>0.15d ± 0.06</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>41.26b ± 12.67</td>
<td>0.53bc ± 0.31</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C. capensis$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>49.64b ± 8.03</td>
<td>0.22ad ± 0.07</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>53.50a ± 3.57</td>
<td>0.18d ± 0.17</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>34.30c ± 2.51</td>
<td>0.61b ± 0.11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>25.98d ± 3.66</td>
<td>0.73a ± 0.24</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S. granularis$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>47.69a ± 14.71</td>
<td>0.20ad ± 0.11</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>48.72a ± 20.46</td>
<td>0.19d ± 0.12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>34.34c ± 4.63</td>
<td>0.41b ± 0.11</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>36.26b ± 4.91</td>
<td>0.45a ± 0.11</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3.2: Von Bertalanffy growth parameter estimates (±SE) based on tagging for the four limpet species sampled at four sites. Differences in model parameters, grouped by species, were determined using a likelihood ratio test. Estimates sharing common superscripts are homogenous groups (i.e. not significantly different ($p > 0.05$) from one another).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$L_\infty$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. concolor</td>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>38.80$^a$ ± 2.23</td>
<td>0.84$^b$ ± 0.18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-reserves</td>
<td>38.80$^a$ ± 2.18</td>
<td>1.50$^a$ ± 0.20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. longicosta</td>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>44.11$^b$ ± 4.05</td>
<td>0.45$^a$ ± 0.11</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-reserves</td>
<td>49.35$^a$ ± 13.61</td>
<td>0.34$^a$ ± 0.19</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. capensis</td>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>54.06$^a$ ± 5.80</td>
<td>0.18$^b$ ± 0.12</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-reserves</td>
<td>38.18$^b$ ± 3.09</td>
<td>0.39$^a$ ± 0.18</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. granularis</td>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>38.54$^b$ ± 17.59</td>
<td>0.30$^a$ ± 0.12</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-reserves</td>
<td>44.04$^a$ ± 4.77</td>
<td>0.30$^a$ ± 0.11</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3.3: Summary of likelihood ratio tests results of reserve effects based on individual tagging and cohort analysis. \( s \) = significant difference at \( p < 0.05 \) and \( ns \) = non-significant difference at \( p > 0.05 \) between reserves (R) and non-reserves (N). \( L_\infty \) = asymptotic length and \( k \) = growth rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Individual tagging</th>
<th>Cohort analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( L_\infty )</td>
<td>( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H. concolor )</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>s (N&gt;R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S. longicosta )</td>
<td>s (R&gt;N)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C. capensis )</td>
<td>s (R&gt;N)</td>
<td>s (N&gt;R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S. granularis )</td>
<td>s (N&gt;R)</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5.1: Annual growth rate as a function of mean shell length of marked *H. concolor* (A) and *S. longicosta* (B) at the four study sites.
Fig. 5.2: Annual growth rate as a function of mean shell length of marked *C. capensis* (A) and *S. granularis* (B) at the four study sites.
Fig. 5.3: Model predicted Von Bertalanffy growth curves of each species obtained from tagging and cohort analysis among the four sites.
Fig. 5.4: Model predicted Von Bertalanffy growth curves of each species obtained from tagging and cohort analysis in reserve and non-reserve sites.
Fig. 5.5.1: Cohorts for *H. concolor* identified from size-frequency distribution from Dwesa. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.5.2: Cohorts for *H. concolor* identified from size-frequency distribution from Cwebe. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.5.3: Cohorts for *H. concolor* identified from size-frequency distribution from Nqabara. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.5.4: Cohorts for *H. concolor* identified from size-frequency distribution from Xhara. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.6.1: Cohorts for *S. longicosta* identified from size-frequency distribution from Dwesa. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
**Fig. 5.6.2:** Cohorts for *S. longicosta* identified from size-frequency distribution from Cwebe. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.6.3: Cohorts for *S. longicosta* identified from size-frequency distribution from Nqabara. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.6.4: Cohorts for *S. longicosta* identified from size-frequency distribution from Xhora. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.7.1: Cohorts for *C. capensis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Dwesa. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.7.2: Cohorts for *C. capensis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Cwebe. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.7.3: Cohorts for *C. capensis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Nqabara. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.7.4: Cohorts for *C. capensis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Xhora. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
**Fig. 5.8.1:** Cohorts for *S. granularis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Dwesa. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.8.2: Cohorts for *S. granularis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Cwebe. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.8.3: Cohorts for *S. granularis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Nqabara. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
Fig. 5.8.4: Cohorts for *S. granularis* identified from size-frequency distribution from Xhora. Observed (dots), overall model predicted (solid lines) and model predicted cohorts (dotted lines). The overall model predicted proportions at each length are the summation of all cohorts for that month.
CHAPTER 6

REPRODUCTION
6.1 INTRODUCTION

Studies of intertidal invertebrates have investigated reproductive cycles to provide basic information on spawning times and fecundity (Rao 1973; Griffiths 1977; Branch 1974a; Fletcher 1984b; Lasiak 1990; Liu 1994; Morais et al. 2003; Pal & Hodgson 2004; Coleman et al. 2006a). This knowledge is useful when estimating the timing and magnitude of the arrival of recruits on the shore, age at sexual maturity, sex ratios of a population, and replenishment rate of individuals in a population (Dunmore & Schiel 2000). Previous studies have reported marked differences in reproductive biology and demography of molluscs both across and within habitat types (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Choat 1977). In protandrous limpet species, larger, older individuals are mostly female and harvesting or other sources of mortality that selectively concentrate on larger animals can alter male-female ratios and reproductive output of the population (Lindberg et al. 1987, 1998; Branch & Odendaal 2003; Kido & Murray 2003).

Some studies have linked spawning times with geographic position. Studies on the reproductive patterns of South African limpets have revealed that species on the cool temperate west coast tend to have a single spawning period, usually in winter (Branch 1974a). Limpets from warm waters (i.e. south & east coast) either have biannual spawning periodicity with the main reproductive period occurring in summer and autumn, or protracted spawning in which it is difficult to detect seasonality (Robson 1986; Lasiak 1987, 1990; Henninger & Hodgson 2001).

Biological factors can also affect reproduction. Parasitic infection by trematodes can have dramatic effects, for example by castrating females or affecting the maturation of the
reproductive organs (Hughes & Answer 1982; Huxham et al. 1993; Calvo-Ugarteburu & McQuaid 1998). Likewise, predation can be responsible for earlier sexual maturity (Rochette et al. 2003). Patterns of predation are at least partly responsible for the scarcity of large adult snails in low-intertidal areas. Such a phenotypic response is predicted by life-history theory, which holds that under conditions of reduced adult survival, phenotypes are favoured that are capable of reproducing earlier, at a smaller size and with a greater reproductive effort (Stearns 1976). Morton (1991) showed that individuals can also be expected to regulate their reproductive effort and available resources, as determined by the environment, to maximize reproductive potential. The environment therefore, plays a crucial role in moulding not just individual size and population densities, through variations in recruitment, but also gametogenic allocation and thus, perceived variations in life-history characteristics. Through reductions in density and shifts toward smaller individuals, human exploitation also can decrease the reproductive output of intertidal invertebrate populations in which there is an increase in individual fecundity with body size (Branch 1974a, 1975a, Creese 1980; Levitan 1991; Tegner et al. 1996). This is especially true for broadcast spawners such as limpets and other intertidal species that depend on high gamete concentrations coupled with the simultaneous release of gametes by male and female individuals to increase the probability of successful fertilization (Linquist et al. 1997; Levitan & Irvine 2001).

Many studies have shown that increased densities of competitors and the presence of sessile organisms can limit the reproductive output of various limpet species (Branch 1976; Choat 1977; Underwood et al. 1983; Boaventura et al. 2003). Intra-specific
competition for food has been demonstrated to be an important factor in several grazing gastropod species (Branch 1975b; Underwood 1976, 1984; Creese & Underwood 1982; Boaventura et al. 2002b). This type of competition is more likely to occur and to have more profound consequences in populations exposed to extreme physical conditions and with aggregated spatial distribution (Morais et al. 2003). Intraspecific density can also have a profound influence on the probability of sex change.

In the present study, the following predictions were tested:

i) Limpets outside reserves will mature earlier than those inside reserves because of reductions in density.

ii) Population reproductive output will be higher inside than outside the reserve as a result of increased biomass

iii) The sex ratio of rarely exploited limpet species will be the same inside and outside reserves since they are all subjected to the same natural processes.

This is because differences in sex ratio between reserves and non-reserves would be expected only for sequential hermaphrodites and none of the study species are such hermaphrodites.

Several methods have been used to identify sexes in limpets. This study utilizes subjective grading of reproductive condition, which has been used extensively and is based on the visual appearance of the gonad, in terms of size, shape, colour and texture (Orton et al. 1956; Creese & Ballantine 1983; Creese et al. 1990; Morais et al. 2003; Kolbin 2006). Widespread use of this technique reflects the fact that it requires virtually
no equipment and relatively little skill, it is also quick and easy to apply. This technique, coupled with the estimation of gonad indices has, in the past, been used to pinpoint accurately the spawning periods of several South African limpets (Branch 1974a; Lasiak 1990).

6.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

For each of the four limpet species, about 30 animals selected haphazardly, but comprising a wide size ranges were collected monthly for 20 months from each site for gonad analysis. To avoid the confounding effects of different habitats, animals were collected from one fixed area (~ 1000 m$^2$) within each site, where the standing stocks of each species would sustain long-term sampling. Limpets were rejected if the shell was damaged in any way. Once collected, animals were preserved in 10% formalin in seawater for at least three weeks to allow the gonad to harden (Lasiak 1990).

6.2.1 Gonado Somatic Index (GSI)

Prior to dissection, the collected individuals were cleaned to remove sand particles. The gonad was dissected out and the dry weights of the gonad and the somatic tissue of each individual were determined and the ratio of gonad to somatic weight (g/s ratio) was calculated for each limpet. The gonado somatic index was calculated by dividing the dry gonad weight by the dry total body weight (excluding shell) and multiplying by 100.

\[
i.e. \text{GSI} = \frac{\text{Dry gonad weight}}{\text{Dry somatic weight}} \times 100
\]

Dry weights were obtained to the nearest 0.01g after oven drying to a constant weight at 60$^\circ$C. The gonad indices of each sex at each site were plotted against month of sampling.
This procedure also allowed the determination of the gonad development status for each limpet population. The GSI was used to describe the annual cycle of gonad development.

The gonado-somatic indices for each sex at each site were plotted against month of sampling. The effects of reserves on the GSI were analysed separately for each species, using a four-way nested analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to test the effects of month, reserve, site (nested in reserve) and sex. The factors reserve and sex were treated as fixed while month, site and area as a random factor and shell length as a covariate. Data conformed to the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance. This was tested using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Cochran’s tests, respectively (Zar 1996; Underwood 1997).

Post-hoc tests (Tukey HSD tests) were used to determine whether the GSI of males and females varied significantly over time and between reserve and non-reserve sites.

### 6.2.2 Size at sexual maturity

The size at sexual maturity was estimated by calculating the percentage of each species with mature gonads in 5 mm size classes. An animal was classified as being sexually mature if the gonad had developed gender-specific reproductive structures (Branch & Odendaal 2003; Rochette et al. 2003). The gonad was exposed by cutting the foot away from the visceral mass and displacing it anteriorly. The size at which 50% of the individuals in a given size class had mature gonads was taken to represent size at sexual maturity (Gray & Hodgson 2003; Pardo & Johnson 2005). The smallest individual of each of the limpet populations with a mature gonad was recorded to determine the
minimum size at the onset of sexual maturity. The size at maturity for males and females was investigated through the categorization of each limpet as immature or a mature adult (i.e. greater than or equal to size at sexual maturity as estimated above).

6.2.3 Sex ratios

In the laboratory, the shell length of each animal was measured to the nearest 0.05 mm using Vernier calipers. Individuals greater than or equal to the size at sexual maturity were removed from their shells and the gonad dissected out and sexed to determine the sex ratio. The sex was determined by microscopic examination of spermatozoa and vitellogenic oocytes and by the gonad colour, the male gonad being creamish or whitish and the female brownish. This method has proven to be successful (Morais et al. 2003; Kolbin 2006; Le Quesne & Hawkins 2006). Sex ratios were calculated for each species at each site. The animals used in the comparison of sex ratios in this study were mature males and mature females. Sex ratio was determined from a total of 1573, 999, 1725 and 1920 for *Helcion concolor*, *Scutellastra longicosta*, *Cellana capensis* and *Scutellastra granularis*, respectively. Chi-square tests were used on the total samples to determine whether the sex ratio deviated significantly from 1:1.

6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 Gonado Somatic Index (GSI)

All species showed rather regular maximum GSI in autumn/winter. Reserve as a main effect showed a significant effect for commonly exploited species but not for rarely exploited species. However, there were significant month/reserve interactions for all
species, indicating that even for exploited species, the reserve effect was not consistent. Except for one (*Helcion concolor*) out of four species, site was always significant, indicating spatial variability on scales of 10 km. Similarly, the interaction of month/sex was only significant in one (*H. concolor*) out of four species. There was a significant effect of sex in only one of the exploited species (*Scutellastra longicosta*) and the unexploited *Cellana capensis*. Length as the covariate, month and the interaction of month/reserve were significant for all species.

### 6.3.1.1 Commonly exploited species

*Helcion concolor*

Site and sex had no significant (*p > 0.05*) effect on GSI in *H. concolor*. All other effects, including the interactions, were significant (Table 6.1).

**Month x Reserve**

There was an increase in GSI of *H. concolor* from November 2002 to June 2003 (summer to mid winter) (Fig. 6.1.1). This reached the highest peak in the latter month, suggesting an increase in gonadal development during this period. From July to September 2003 (winter to early spring), there was a decrease in GSI, indicating spawning during this period. This was followed by asynchronous or protracted/multiple spawning occurring from October 2003 until June 2004 (summer to winter). Thus, in both years there was a general increase from minimum GSI in summer to maximum in midwinter (June). In the first year (2002/2003), this increase was smooth/monotonic, in 2003/2004 there were sporadic spawning periods superimposed on the overall seasonal trend. The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *H. concolor* were 31.6% and 10.1% attained in June 2003.
and December 2002 respectively (Fig. 6.1.1). The GSI of *H. concolor* was generally greater in reserves than non-reserves.

Post-hoc tests (Tukey HSD tests) on the month/reserve interaction revealed significant (p < 0.05) differences between reserves and non-reserves in the mean GSI of *H. concolor* (see asterisks in Fig. 6.1.2). Reserves were significantly higher than non-reserves in 6 months, including the month of maximum GSI (June 2003). Mean GSI in reserves was non-significantly greater than in non-reserves for a further 7 months. Mean GSI in non-reserves was greater than reserves for 5 months but the differences were not significant. The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *H. concolor* in reserves and non-reserves were 39.2% and 6.7% attained in June 2003 and November 2002 and 29.2% and 7.2% attained in August and January 2003, respectively (Fig. 6.1.2).

**Month x Sex**

Although there was a significant month/sex interaction, the two sexes were generally well synchronized, the curves of GSI against month were generally parallel, (i.e. males and females mature in synchrony as we would expect). Tukey HSD tests on the month/sex interaction indicated significant (p < 0.05) differences between sexes in the mean GSI of *H. concolor* (Fig. 6.1.3). In 5 months, the mean GSI in males was greater than in females but significant results existed in only 3 months (see asterisks in Fig. 6.1.3). The mean GSI for females was greater than for males for 7 months, however, significant differences were observed only in 4 months, as indicated by asterisks. There were 8 months when the mean GSI of *H. concolor* in males and females were almost identical.
The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *H. concolor* in males and females were 34.2% and 8.3% recorded in June 2003 and November 2002 and 28.9% and 6.0% attained in June and January 2003, respectively (Fig. 6.1.3).

**Site**

There was no significant effect of site on the mean GSI of *H. concolor* (p > 0.05, Table 6.1).

*Scutellastra longicosta*

Reserve as a main effect and all other effects except for the interaction of month/sex, were significant (p < 0.05, Table 6.2).

**Month x Reserve**

Post-hoc tests were rather difficult to interpret here, but there was a clear increase from summer to winter in 2003 with maximum GSI in June and a suggestion of a second peak each December. There was an increase in the mean GSI of *S. longicosta* from November 2002 to January 2003, March to June 2003, September to December 2003 and February to June 2004 (Fig. 6.2.1), indicating gonadal development during these periods. But significant (p < 0.05) differences existed in June 2003, September to December 2003, and between March to June 2004 (Fig. 6.2.1). The highest and lowest mean GSI of *S. longicosta* were 16.8% and 5.1% attained in June and March 2003, respectively (Fig. 6.2.1).
Post-hoc tests on the month/reserve interaction revealed significant (p < 0.05) differences in the mean GSI of *S. longicosta* between reserves and non-reserves (Fig. 6.2.2). Although the mean GSI in reserves was greater than non-reserves for 4 months, significant results were observed only in 1 month. On the other hand, the mean GSI in non-reserves was greater than in reserves for 14 months with significant results in 4 months, as indicated by asterisks (Fig. 6.2.2). In 2 months (May 2003 and April 2004) the mean GSI of *S. longicosta* in reserves and non-reserves were almost identical.

The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *S. longicosta* in reserves and non-reserves were 16.1% and 3.9% attained in March 2004 and February 2004 and 19.4% and 3.1% attained in June and January 2003, respectively (Fig. 6.2.2).

**Month x Sex**

The mean GSI of male and female *S. longicosta* showed relatively little variation in the first 7 months of sampling, but this was followed by high variability in the remaining months of sampling. Post-hoc tests on the month/sex interaction indicated significant (p < 0.05) differences in the mean GSI of male and female *S. longicosta* (Fig. 6.2.3).

The mean GSI for males was greater than for females for 15 months with significant differences in 8 months (see asterisk in Fig. 6.2.3). In the case of females, the mean GSI was greater than males for 3 months but the differences were not significant. There were 2 months (May and November 2003) when the mean GSI of *S. longicosta* in males and females were almost identical. The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *S. longicosta* in males and females were 19.3% and 4.6% recorded in December and March
2003, and 15.3% and 3.2% attained in June 2003 and November 2002, respectively (Fig. 6.1.3).

**Site (Reserve)**

There was a significant (p < 0.05) site effect on the mean GSI of *S. longicosta* (Table 6.2). Tukey HSD tests indicated that the mean GSI at Xhora was significantly different from that at the other three sites, with the highest and lowest mean GSI 13.1% and 8.1% found at Xhora and Dwesa, respectively. The overall mean GSI of *S. longicosta* was, in decreasing order, Xhora (13.1%) > Cwebe (9.6%) ≥ Nqabara (8.8%) ≥ Dwesa (8.1%) (Fig. 6.2.4).

**6.3.1.2 Rarely exploited species**

*Cellana capensis*

Three-way ANCOVA showed no significant effect of reserve as a main factor or of the interaction of month/sex (p > 0.05), but all other effects were significant (Table 6.3).

**Month x reserve**

The mean GSI of *C. capensis* showed two peaks in April 2003 and March 2004 (Fig. 6.3.1), suggesting an increase in gonad over summer to a maximum in autumn (March/April) followed by spawning. There was a gradual decrease in the mean GSI of *C. capensis* from May to September 2003 and from April to June 2004, suggesting that trickle spawning occurred during this time. The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *C. capensis* were 36.8% and 10.8% attained in April 2003 and September 2003, respectively.
Tukey HSD tests on the month/reserve interaction revealed that although the mean GSI in reserves was greater than in non-reserves for 6 months, significant in only 2 months (Fig. 6.3.2). The mean GSI in non-reserves was greater than reserves for 6 months but significant results were observed in only 1 month (December 2002). For 8 months the mean GSI of *C. capensis* in reserves and non-reserves was almost identical. The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *C. capensis* in reserves and non-reserves were 37.4% and 8.3% attained in April 2003 and December 2002, and 36.2% and 10.1% attained in April and September 2003, respectively (Fig. 6.3.2).

**Month x Sex**

There was no significant (p > 0.05) month/sex effect on the mean GSI of *C. capensis* (Table 6.3).

**Site (Reserve)**

There was a significant (p < 0.05) site effect on GSI of *C. capensis* (Table 6.3). Post-hoc tests indicated that the mean GSI at Cwebe was significantly different from that of Xhora and Dwesa, which were greater than that at Nqabara. This reflected that the highest and lowest mean GSI of 23.2% and 18.3% attained at Cwebe and Nqabara, respectively (Fig. 6.3.3). The overall mean GSI of *C. capensis* was, in decreasing order, Cwebe (23.2%) > Xhora (22.2%) ≥ Dwesa (18.8%) > Nqabara (18.3%).
**Scutellastra granularis**

Reserve and sex as the main factors and the interaction of month/sex showed no significant (p > 0.05) effects but all other effects, were significant (Table 6.4).

**Month x Reserve**

There was an increase in mean GSI of *S. granularis* from November 2002 to July 2003 (Fig. 6.4.1), reaching the highest peak in the latter month, suggesting an increase in gonadal development during this period. *S. granularis* showed three peaks of mean GSI, these were recorded between March to August 2003, December 2003, and between March and June 2004. From July to September 2003, there was a decrease in GSI, indicating spawning during this period. This was followed by asynchronous or protracted/multiple spawning of *S. granularis*, from October 2003 until June 2004. The highest and lowest mean values of GSI for *S. granularis* were 20.7% and 3.7% attained in June 2004 and November 2002, respectively (Fig. 6.4.1).

Post-hoc tests on the month/reserve effect indicated significant (p < 0.05) differences between reserves and non-reserves in the mean GSI of *S. granularis* (Fig. 6.4.2). Although the mean GSI in reserves was greater than in non-reserves for 7 months, significant results existed in only 1 month (July 2003). Mean GSI in non-reserves was greater than in reserves for 10 months, but significant differences were observed in only 2 months (December 2002 and December 2003). There were 3 months (March, April, and November 2003) when the mean GSI of *S. granularis* in reserves and non-reserves were almost identical. The highest and lowest mean GSI values for *S. granularis* in reserves
and non-reserves were 21.4% and 2.7% attained in June 2004 and November 2002, and 20.6% and 4.7% attained in March 2004 and November 2003, respectively (Fig. 6.4.2).

**Month x Sex**

There was no significant (p > 0.05) month/sex effect on the mean GSI of *S. granularis* (Table 6.4).

**Site (Reserve)**

There was a significant (p < 0.05) site effect on GSI of *S. granularis* (Table 6.4). Post-hoc tests indicated that the mean GSI at Cwebe was significantly different from that at Dwesa, Nqabara and Xhora. The overall mean GSI for *S. granularis* was, in decreasing order, Dwesa (14.6%) ≥ Nqabara (14.5%) ≥ Xhora (14.0%) > Cwebe (12.2%) (Fig. 6.4.3).

### 6.3.2 Sex ratio

The ratio of males to females ranged from 1.8:1 to 1:2.2 and differed significantly from 1:1 (p < 0.05) for all species except *S. granularis*. Three patterns emerged with regard to sex ratios:

1) *H. concolor*: males significantly more abundant than females

2) For *S. longicosta* and *C. capensis*, males were significantly fewer than females

3) *S. granularis*, no significant difference.
6.3.2.1 Commonly exploited species

H. concolor

Sites differed in the number of individuals used to determine sex ratios of H. concolor (Table 6.5.1). A total of 1573 individuals were used to examine the sex ratio. Of these, 934 were males, of which 483 and 451 were from reserve and non-reserve sites while 639 were females, 365 and 274 were from reserve and non-reserve sites. Chi-square results showed significant (p < 0.05) differences in male to female ratio both when sites were considered separately and when sites were grouped as reserves or non-reserves (Table 6.6.1).

S. longicosta

The number of individuals used to determine the sex ratio of S. longicosta differed among sites (Table 6.5.1), with a total of 999 individuals. Of these, 394 were males, from which 235 and 159 were from reserve and non-reserve sites while 605 were females from which 322 and 283 were from reserve and non-reserve sites. Chi-square results revealed significant (p < 0.05) differences in male to female ratio both when sites were considered separately and when sites were grouped as reserves or non-reserves (Table 6.6.1).

6.3.2.2 Rarely exploited species

C. capensis

Sites varied in the number of individuals used to determine the sex ratio of C. capensis (Table 6.5.2). A total of 1725 individuals was used. Of these, 734 were males, of which
347 and 387 were from reserve and non-reserve sites, respectively while 991 were females of which 472 and 519 were from reserve and non-reserve sites. Chi-square results showed significant ($p < 0.05$) differences from 1:1 male to female ratio at all sites when considered separately sites or grouped as reserves and non-reserves (Table 6.6.3).

**S. granularis**

A total of 1920 individuals were used to determine sex ratios (Table 6.5.2). Of these, 930 were males, of which 458 and 472 were from reserve and non-reserve sites while 990 were females of which 544 and 446 were from reserve and non-reserve sites. Chi-square results revealed a significant ($p < 0.05$) difference from 1:1 only at Cwebe. This site-specific effect was so strong that it resulted in a significant effect for reserves as a whole (Table 6.6.4).

**Summary**

The ratio of male to female differed significantly ($p < 0.05$) from 1:1 for all species except *S. granularis*.

**6.3.3 Size at sexual maturity**

There was relatively little difference between male and female sizes at sexual maturity. For three species size at maturity was generally greater for males than females. But for *C. capensis* the reverse was true.
6.3.3.1 Commonly exploited species

H. concolor

There was a slight difference in the male and female size at sexual maturity. At 3 out of 4 sites, females matured at a larger size than males (Table 6.6.5).

S. longicosta

Except for Cwebe, all sites revealed that females of S. longicosta mature at a larger size than their male counterparts (Table 6.6.5).

6.3.3.2 Rarely exploited species

C. capensis

The smallest sizes for 50% sexual maturity of male and female C. capensis were 8 and 9 mm, both found at Xhora (Table 6.6.5). At all sites, males matured at a smaller size than females.

S. granularis

At all sites males showed 50% maturity at 8-9 mm and females at 8.5 – 9.5 (Table 6.6.5).

6.4 DISCUSSION

The present study revealed that, despite significant month/reserve interactions, there were overall clear effects of reserve on the GSI of exploited species. Helcion concolor and Scutellastra longicosta had clear effects of reserve, with GSI values in reserves generally being greater than in non-reserves in the former species and vice versa for the latter
species. Site had a significant effect for all species except *H. concolor*, indicating a high spatial variability in GSI of these species on 10 km scales. There was also a significant sex effect for *S. longicosta* and *Cellana capensis*, with males having greater GSI values than females in both species. The month/sex interaction was not significant except for *H. concolor*, for which it was not strong.

The observed significant effect of reserve for *H. concolor* and *S. longicosta* but not for *C. capensis* and *S. granularis* was expected as variations in the mean GSI in both reserves and non-reserves over time, from month to month and from year to year, largely reflect the effects of intraspecific competition. Boaventura *et al.* (2003) reported that animals with a lower gonad index occurred in greater proportions at increased densities. Generally molluscs from the south and southeast coast of South Africa reproduce in spring/summer (McGwyne & van der Horst 1985, Lasiak 1986, 1987; Hennninger & Hodgson 2001), whereas those on the west coast are autumn and or winter breeders (Branch 1974a, Griffiths 1977). Similarly, the present study on the southeast coast has shown that most spawning in these limpet species occurred in autumn (*C. capensis*) or winter/spring for the remaining species.

The fact that effect of sex and month interaction as a factor was weak even when significant, indicates a high degree of synchrony on *C. capensis*. Similar results were reported for *Patella depressa* (Morais *et al.* 2003). The observed temporal variations in GSI of the limpet species among sites can also be attributed to food availability and other factors (Pardo & Johnson 2004). It is highly likely that, as limpets graze and remove
microalgae/biofilms, small-scale variations in the abundance of food (Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001; Jenkins et al. 2001) may influence patterns of gonad development. Coleman et al. (2006a) suggest that the production of gametes is energetically costly and it would not be unreasonable to expect a strong correlation between food abundance and reproductive development, although this has not been tested in limpets. Moreover, limpet grazing activity was found to decrease in winter in Europe (Jenkins et al. 2001). Winter is the most stressful season in cool temperate areas whereas in warm temperate/tropical, such as the study area summer is more stressful.

Many studies have shown that increased densities of competitors and the presence of sessile organisms result in a reduction in tissue weight and thus limit the reproductive output of various patellid limpets (Branch 1976; Choat 1977; Underwood et al. 1983, Fletcher 1984b). Branch (1974a) noted that gonadal output in S. granularis was strongly density dependent, reaching a peak at about 100 limpets per m$^2$ and then decreasing progressively to zero at about 450 per m$^2$. Geller (1990) noted an increase in reproductive effort of molluscs as risks of mortality increase. That was attributed to the fact that limpets have a partial refuge in size from predatory shore crabs and reduce the risk of predation by postponing reproduction and putting more energy into rapid growth in order to attain a refuge in size. Limpets living in polluted waters have been shown to have a relatively high reproductive allocation (GSI) compared to their cleaner water counterparts (Liu & Morton 1998). Migratory species such as S. granularis, C. capensis and H. concolor and other patellid limpets are reported to have large gonads, unlike S. longicosta.
and *S. cochlear* which are territorial species and have relatively small gonads (Branch 1974a, 1975a).

Although statistical testing was not possible, it was clear that size at sexual maturity varied among sites for some species. Generally, males matured at an earlier size than females. These results are consistent with other studies on limpet reproduction (Boulding *et al.* 1993; Morais *et al.* 2003; Rochette *et al.* 2003). The earlier sexual maturity at Xhora may result from selection for high reproductive effort before the adults are taken away by harvesters or natural mortality. There was no effect of site on size at sexual maturity for *S. granularis* i.e. the effect of site differed among species and between genders. The lack of effect on *S. granularis* is interesting, as it is the least exploited species. In theory, reduction in population size through harvesting should result in lower intraspecific competition. Lower competition allows greater food intake per individual and thus faster growth. In turn, faster growth enables limpets to achieve maturity at a younger age. The larger size of females has been found to be advantageous as larger females would be able to produce a greater number of eggs which take up much more room and energy than spermatozoa (Hodgson 1999). Conversely, it may be disadvantageous to be a small female because it is energetically more expensive to produce eggs than sperm (Branch 1981). Various factors may be responsible for differences in size at sexual maturity and these include the effects of parasitism on growth and reproductive structures (Lafferty 1993).
In only one species, *S. granularis*, were there more males than females. This has advantages, such as a reduction in sperm limitation. Sperm limit is a consequence of dilution in sea water, and has been reported to be the most important factor in reducing fertilization success in broadcast spawning invertebrates (Levitan 2002; Metaxas *et al.* 2002). The probability of external fertilization success decreases with increased gamete dispersal (Levitan 1996). Thus, aggregation, combined with synchronization of spawning may increase fertilization rates, as the mass release of gametes creates a localized area of high sperm and egg concentration, giving a higher probability of a sperm and egg collision (Denny & Shibata 1989; Warner *et al.* 1996; Stoner & Ray-Culp 2000; Levitan 2002). Despite this, there is no evidence here of very strong synchrony in spawning. Synchrony generally decreases towards the tropics, presumably because of weaker spawning cues, rather than reduced advantages in synchronization. For *C. capensis* and *S. longicosta*, there were more females than males. This result is similar to a study of *Cellana grata* and *Patelloida pygmaea* by Liu (1994) who found more female than males. This was attributed to the fact that males put more effort into reproduction than females, which then results in a higher mortality of the former than the latter and leads to a female bias.

The fact that there were generally no significant effects of the month/sex interaction on GSI, except for *H. concolor*, indicates that both male and females had similar reproductive patterns. Others have reported similar results on the reproduction of limpets (Liu & Morton 1998; Morais *et al.* 2003). In contrast, Dunmore & Shiel (2000) reported contrasting results in reproductive studies of *Cellana ornata*. *H. concolor* and *S.*
*longicosta* had maximum GSI values in mid-winter while *S. granularis* had high GSI values over winter and *C. capensis* had its maximum GSI values in autumn. Therefore, they all have high GSI values in autumn/winter.

Although there were month/reserve effects on the GSI of all species, months with significant differences occurred more often in the commonly exploited species than the rarely exploited species. For instance, there were more months in which GSI was greater in reserves than in non-reserves for *H. concolor*. The reverse was true for *S. longicosta* while there were few months with significant differences for the other species.

In summary, site generally had a significant effect on the mean GSI for all species except *H. concolor*. There were three species (*H. concolor, S. longicosta* and *S. granularis*) which reached maximum GSI in winter and one (*C. capensis*) in autumn though seasonality was clearer in 2003 than in 2004. Sex ratios generally differed significantly from 1:1 and were relatively constant among sites, suggesting that sex ratios are likely to be set by the biology of the species, rather than whether it is exploited or not. Reserves generally did have significant effects on the reproductive biology of these species. Size at sexual maturity showed relatively little difference between male and female in all species. Except for *C. capensis*, the lack of consistency for size at 50% maturity in among either sites or species may imply that different species respond differently to natural processes.
Table 6.1: Results of a 4-way ANCOVA on GSI estimates of *H. concolor* over time. * denotes significant difference at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length (co-variate)</td>
<td>10104.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10104.6</td>
<td>40.427</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>447926</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2357.50</td>
<td>9.432</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>8354.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8354.12</td>
<td>33.424</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>1105.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>552.69</td>
<td>2.211</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>101.27</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>20849.8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1097.36</td>
<td>4.390</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Sex</td>
<td>8406.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>442.46</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>376664.8</td>
<td>1507</td>
<td>249.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Results of a 4-way ANCOVA on GSI estimates of *S. longicosta* over time. * denotes significant difference at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length (co-variate)</td>
<td>5264.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5264.147</td>
<td>50.361</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>8696.75</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>457.724</td>
<td>4.379</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>823.21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>823.208</td>
<td>7.876</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>1664.64</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>832.307</td>
<td>7.963</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>2084.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2084.251</td>
<td>19.940</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>4093.19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>215.431</td>
<td>2.061</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Sex</td>
<td>1763.91</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>92.837</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>97837.84</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>104.528</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.3: Results of a 4-way ANCOVA on GSI estimates of *C. capensis* over time. * denotes significant difference at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length (co-variate)</td>
<td>16169.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16169.69</td>
<td>65.030</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>83998.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4420.98</td>
<td>17.780</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>206.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>206.59</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>6354.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3177.16</td>
<td>12.778</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>3287.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3287.75</td>
<td>13.222</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>17252.4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>908.02</td>
<td>3.652</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Sex</td>
<td>4382.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>230.67</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>413256.1</td>
<td>1662</td>
<td>248.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Results of a 4-way ANCOVA on GSI estimates of *S. granularis* over time. * denotes significant difference at p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.001 and *** = p < 0.0001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length (co-variate)</td>
<td>1003.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1003.642</td>
<td>10.033</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>29705.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1563.431</td>
<td>15.629</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>324.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>324.541</td>
<td>3.244</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site (Reserve)</td>
<td>1325.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>662.483</td>
<td>6.623</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>159.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>159.436</td>
<td>1.594</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Reserve</td>
<td>6787.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>357.217</td>
<td>3.571</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month x Sex</td>
<td>2566.0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>135.053</td>
<td>1.350</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>185661.5</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>100.033</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.5.1: Total number of males and females of each species in each site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Commonly exploited species</th>
<th>Rarely exploited species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Helcion concolor</em></td>
<td><em>Cellana capensis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Scutellastra longicosta</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Male Reserve Female Reserve Male Reserve Female Reserve Male Reserve Female Reserve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>239  483  171  365  123  235  164  322</td>
<td>169  347  219  472  259  458  268  544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>244  194  112  158</td>
<td>178  253  199  276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>219  451  147  274  92  159  136  283</td>
<td>184  387  264  519  275  472  248  446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>232  127  67  147</td>
<td>203  255  197  198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>934  639  394  605</td>
<td>734  991  930  990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.6.1: Chi-square results on sex ratios of *H. concolor*. * denotes significant difference at $p < 0.05$, ** = $p < 0.001$ and *** = $p < 0.0001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1.4:1</td>
<td>11.278</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>1.3:1</td>
<td>5.708</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td>14.164</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1.8:1</td>
<td>30.710</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1.3:1</td>
<td>9.064</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>1.6:1</td>
<td>57.703</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6.2: Chi-square results on sex ratios of *S. longicosta*. * denotes significant difference at $p < 0.05$, ** = $p < 0.001$ and *** = $p < 0.0001$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>1:1.3</td>
<td>5.857</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>1:1.4</td>
<td>7.837</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>1:1.5</td>
<td>8.491</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1:2.2</td>
<td>29.907</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>1:1.4</td>
<td>13.589</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>1:1.8</td>
<td>34.787</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.6.3: Chi-square results on sex ratios of *C. capensis*. * denotes significant difference at \( p < 0.05 \), ** = \( p < 0.001 \) and *** = \( p < 0.0001 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>1:1.3</td>
<td>6.443</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>1:1.4</td>
<td>13.051</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1:1.4</td>
<td>14.286</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>1:1.3</td>
<td>4.878</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>1:1.4</td>
<td>19.078</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>906</td>
<td>1:1.3</td>
<td>19.232</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6.4: Chi-square results on sex ratios of *S. granularis*. * denotes significant difference at \( p < 0.05 \), ** = \( p < 0.001 \) and *** = \( p < 0.0001 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>1:1.4</td>
<td>12.482</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>1.1:1</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>1002</td>
<td>1:1.2</td>
<td>7.381</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-reserve</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>1.1:1</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.6.5: Size (in mm) at 50% sexual maturity of the four species at each site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dwesa (M)</th>
<th>Dwesa (F)</th>
<th>Cwebe (M)</th>
<th>Cwebe (F)</th>
<th>Nqabara (M)</th>
<th>Nqabara (F)</th>
<th>Xhora (M)</th>
<th>Xhora (F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. concolor</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. longicosta</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. capensis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. granularis</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6.1.1: Monthly mean (+SE) GSI of *H. concolor* through sampling period. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p > 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

Fig. 6.1.2: Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of *H. concolor* in reserve (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through sampling period. * = significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in this month.
Fig. 6.1.3: Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of male and female *H. concolor* through sampling period. * = significant difference between males and females in this month.
Fig. 6.2.1: Monthly mean (+SE) GSI of *S. longicosta* through sampling period. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p > 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

Fig. 6.2.2: Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of *S. longicosta* in reserve and non-reserve sites through sampling period. * = significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in this month.
Fig. 6.2.3: Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of male and female *S. longicosta* through sampling period. * = significant difference between males and females in this month.

Fig. 6.2.4: Mean (+SE) GSI of *S. longicosta* at the four study sites. Letters above the bars indicate homogenous groups.
Fig. 6.3.1: Monthly mean (+SE) GSI of *C. capensis* through sampling period. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p > 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

![Fig. 6.3.1: Monthly mean (+SE) GSI of *C. capensis* through sampling period. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p > 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).](image)

Fig. 6.3.2: Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of *C. capensis* in reserves (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through sampling period. * = significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in this month.

![Fig. 6.3.2: Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of *C. capensis* in reserves (R) and non-reserve (N) sites through sampling period. * = significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in this month.](image)
Fig. 6.3.3: Mean (+SE) GSI of *C. capensis* at the four study sites. Letters above the bars indicate homogenous groups.
**Fig. 6.4.1:** Monthly mean (+SE) GSI of *S. granularis* through sampling period. Solid lines above the bar columns connect months that were not significantly (p > 0.05) different from each other (Tukey HSD test).

**Fig. 6.4.2:** Monthly mean (±SE) GSI of *S. granularis* in reserves and non-reserve sites through sampling period. * = significant difference between reserves and non-reserves in this month.
Fig. 6.4.3: Mean (+SE) GSI of *S. granularis* at the four study sites. Letters above the bars indicate homogenous groups.
CHAPTER 7

A MARK-RECAPTURE APPROACH TO THE ESTIMATION OF MORTALITY RATES IN COMMONLY AND RARELY EXPLOITED LIMPET SPECIES
7.1 INTRODUCTION

Predation is an important evolutionary and ecological factor that affects the composition and structure of communities by altering activity, behavioural patterns, and demographic characteristics (Lima & Dill 1990). The generalized life history of an organism is characterized by juvenile and adult stages, and a predator can prey on either one or both stages. Mortality has been shown to vary considerably depending on environmental conditions. These are biotic (e.g. food, predators) and/or abiotic (e.g. heat stress and desiccation) conditions that can in turn, also vary markedly with intertidal height, causing conspicuous zonation patterns of plants and animals (Rochette & Dill 2000).

Predation may be responsible for the distributional limits of prey, decreases in prey abundance, changes in age and size-structure of prey communities, morphological adaptations of prey, alteration of prey behaviour and changes in competitive interactions among prey and so helps to shape intertidal assemblages (ap Rheinallt 1986; Stachowicz & Hay 1999; Hamilton 2000).

Limpets have various means of defence against predation, including large size (Frank 1982; Marsh 1987; Bosman et al. 1989; Wootton 1992) and crypsis. Crypsis may occur through the growth of foliose algae on the shells of limpets (Bosman et al. 1989) or changes in shell colouration making visual detection by predators more difficult (Sorensen & Lindberg 1991). The most successful means of predation avoidance by limpets is to utilize substrata inaccessible to predators (Lewis & Bowman 1975; Frank 1982; Wootton 1992). Some limpets adapt their behavioural patterns by retreating to
refuges like cracks and crevices (Williams & Morritt 1995), sealing their shells with mucus (Garrity 1984) and positioning their shells to minimize exposure to insolation and maximize evaporative cooling (Garrity 1984; Williams & Morritt 1995). Limpets that use refugia can desiccate and die if prevented from returning to home sites after foraging (Garrity 1984; Williams & Morritt 1995). Limpets also exhibit a wide range of behavioural rhythms with some species foraging while submerged or immersed during the day or night and returning to a fixed scar, while other species select suitable non-permanent resting sites (Branch 1981; Little 1989; Hodgson 1999; Nakai et al. 2006).

There are numerous factors that affect mortality of limpets. Reported sources include predation by oystercatchers (Marsh 1987; Bosman et al. 1989; Coleman et al. 1999), crabs (Cannicci et al. 2002; Silva et al. 2004), fish (Lechanteur & Prochazka 2001), predation by wrasses (Parry 1982), interspecific competition (Petraitis 1989), parasitic trematodes (Calvo-Ugartebruru 1998), endolithic cyanobacteria (Kaehler 1999; Kaehler & McQuaid 1999), wave action (Underwood & McFadgen 1983; Denny et al. 1985), habitat disturbance (Brey & Gage 1997) and food availability (Tenhumberg 2000).

Mortality rates can be estimated directly by monitoring the disappearance of tagged animals (Takada 1995; Clarke et al. 2004) or indirectly from the reduction in density of cohorts over time (Fournier & Sibert 1991; McQuaid & Lindsay 2000). Capture-recapture methods with tagged animals are a primary means of estimating the abundance and survival of animal populations (Williams et al. 2001). These methods have received considerable attention over the last century from biologists and statisticians interested in

The main aim of the present study is to test the two hypotheses that: 1) commonly exploited species will show higher mortality rates outside reserves than inside reserves due to the combined effects of natural and human predation, and 2) rarely exploited species will show no differences in mortality rates inside and outside the reserves as natural mortality rates will be similar inside and outside reserves.

### 7.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### 7.2.1 Capture-recapture experiments

A series of capture-recapture experiments was conducted over a period of 15 months. About 100 individuals of each species at each of the four sites (Chapter 1, Fig. 1.1) were marked with non-toxic paint (colour coded to give individual numbers) and tagged using bee tags (Opalithplatatten from Germany), which were embedded in rapidly setting epoxy glue (Lohse 1993; Jenkins & Hartnoll 2001). Individuals were randomly chosen from a wide size range down to the smallest size that could be effectively tagged. On each sampling occasion, $i$, captured limpets were marked with uniquely numbered tags and released. On subsequent sampling occasions, if a limpet was recaptured, its tag information was recorded and it was released.
At the end of each experiment, the capture history of each animal was constructed. For each sampling occasion, each limpet was given a “1” if it was captured and a “0” otherwise. For instance, in a 3-sample experiment, a limpet with a capture history of “101” denotes that it was captured, tagged and released at time 1, not observed at time 2, and recaptured and released at time 3.

7.2.2 Cormack-Jolly-Seber model

The Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) model (Pollock et al. 1990) was chosen to estimate the probability of capture and the probability of survival for each sampling occasion for each limpet individual. One important biological issue is that only apparent survival probability ($\phi$), can be estimated in open capture recapture studies. That is $1-\phi$ represents both animals that either died or that merely left the population through emigration.

Assumptions of the model are that:

1. All animals present at time $i$ have the same probability of being captured.
2. All animals present immediately following sample time $i$ have the same probability of surviving to sample time $i + 1$.
3. No tags are lost and all tags are correctly identified.
4. Sampling occurs instantaneously and animals are released immediately.
5. Emigration from the sample area is permanent, such that emigration is indistinguishable from death.
6. The survival and capture of an animal is independent of the survival and capture of all other animals.

Maximum likelihood estimates of the probability that a limpet is captured at time $j$, $p_j$, and the probability that a limpet alive at time $j$ survives to time $j+1$, $\phi_j$, were obtained by maximizing the multinomial likelihood of the form:

$$LL = \prod_{i=1}^{n_o} \chi(l_i) \prod_{j=f_i}^{l_i-1} \phi_j \prod_{j=f_i+1}^{l_i} p_j^{\omega_{ij}} (1 - p_j)^{1 - \omega_{ij}}$$

where

- $f_i$ is the first time limpet $i$ was observed,
- $l_i$ is the last time limpet $i$ was observed,
- $n_o$ is all capture histories,
- $\omega_{ij}$ is an indicator variable given a “1” if limpet $i$ was captured at sampling occasion $j$ and a “0” if the limpet was not captured, and
- $\chi_j$ is the probability that a limpet is not observed after time $j$, given that it was alive at time $j$

such that: $\chi_j = (1 - \phi_j) + \phi_j (1 - p_{j+1}) \chi_{j+1}$ if $j < k$

or $\chi_j = 1$ if $j = k$

and $k$ is the total number of sampling occasions.

Four modeling scenarios were compared for each of the four species and four study sites. These were based on the different combinations of temporally independent, denoted as $(\cdot)$, or temporally dependent, denoted as $(\cdot(t))$, capture ($p$) and survival ($\phi$) probabilities.
The scenarios are therefore summarized as \( p(\cdot)\phi(\cdot), p(\cdot)\phi(t), p(t)\phi(\cdot) \) and \( p(t)\phi(t) \), respectively. Parameter redundancy was investigated for each model using the Hessian method advocated by Gimenez et al. (2004).

**Model selection**

The most parsimonious model, that model explaining the most variation with the fewest parameters, was chosen using Akaike’s Information Criterion (Pollock et al. 1990) where \( AIC = -2(LL + \text{parameters}) \). The model with the lowest AIC statistic was chosen as the most parsimonious model.

To assist with parameter comparison between species and sites, the temporally independent model is presented for all species. Likelihood ratio tests were conducted to test the null hypotheses that capture probabilities were equal for all populations within each species (Hearn & Polacheck 2002).

**7.3 RESULTS**

**7.3.1 Capture-recapture experiments**

There was good sampling coverage and many animals were recaptured often. This effect was stronger in the rarely exploited than the commonly exploited species. The lowest recaptures, hence the largest number of zeros in the capture histories were from *Helcion concolor*. In the rarely exploited species *Cellana capensis* and *Scutellastra granularis*, the model \( p(\cdot)\phi(t) \) had the lowest AIC value and therefore was considered to be the most parsimonious. This pattern was true in all sites except Xhora for *S. granularis*. 
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The commonly exploited species showed highly variable capture-recapture probabilities, not only among sites but also between reserve and non-reserve sites. Reserve effects were evident in the survival probability of one exploited species, *Scutellastra longicosta* which is one of the most commonly exploited species. There were also reserve effects revealed in the capture probability but not the survival probability of the rarely exploited species, *Cellana capensis* and *S. granularis*.

### 7.3.1.1 Commonly exploited species

*Helcion concolor*

The model $p(\cdot)\phi(\cdot)$ which assumes constant capture and survival probabilities, was most parsimonious at two sites, Cwebe and Nqabara while the model $p(\cdot)\phi(t)$, assuming constant capture probability and time dependent survival was the one that best fitted data at Dwesa and no model could be fitted for Xhora due to lack of recaptures (Table 7.1).

Results from likelihood ratio tests indicated no significant differences (p > 0.05) among sites in either capture or survival probability (Table 7.3, Fig. 7.1). There were also no significant differences (p > 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves in either capture or survival probability (Table 7.3, Fig. 7.1).

*Scutellastra longicosta*

At three out of the four sites, the time dependent capture and survival model $p(t)\phi(t)$, was the most parsimonious (Table 7.1). The model $p(\cdot)\phi(t)$, was the most parsimonious for the Xhora population. The likelihood ratio test showed no significant differences (p >
0.05) among sites in the capture probability of *S. longicosta*. However, there were significant differences in the survival probabilities between Cwebe and Xhora as well as between Nqabara and Xhora (Table 7.2, Fig 7.1). This reflected the fact that the highest and lowest survival probabilities of 0.69.month\(^{-1}\) (CV (i.e. correlation coefficient) = 3.9%) and 0.56.month\(^{-1}\) (CV = 6.75%) were found at Cwebe and Xhora, respectively.

The likelihood ratio tests revealed significant differences (p < 0.05) between reserve and non-reserve sites in the survival probability of *S. longicosta* (Table 7.3, Fig. 7.1). This reflected the fact that the survival probability of *S. longicosta* in reserves was significantly greater in reserves than non-reserves. The survival probability ranged from 60-69% and 56-67% in reserves and non-reserves, respectively (Table 7.2). There were, however, no significant differences (p > 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves in the capture probability of *S. longicosta*.

### 7.3.1.2 Rarely exploited species

**Cellana capensis**

Out of the four models considered, model \( p(t)\phi(t) \) was the most parsimonious for *C. capensis* in all sites (Table 7.1, Fig. 7.1). There were no significant differences (p > 0.05) observed between the survival probabilities of the four *C. capensis* populations. Significant differences (p < 0.05) were however noted in the capture probabilities found between Dwesa and Nqabara as well as between Nqabara and Xhora. The highest and lowest capture probabilities of 0.93.month\(^{-1}\) (CV = 1.27) and 0.88.month\(^{-1}\) (CV = 1.9%) were found at the other sites and Nqabara, respectively.
The likelihood ratio tests showed significant differences (p < 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves in capture probability of *C. capensis* (Table 7.3, Fig. 7.1). This reflected the fact that the capture probability of *C. capensis* was significantly greater in reserves than non-reserves. The capture probability ranged from 92-93% and 88-93% in reserves and non-reserves, respectively (Table 7.2). There were, however, no significant differences (p > 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves in the survival probability of *C. capensis*.

*Scutellastra granularis*

For *S. granularis*, model $p(t) \phi(t)$ was the most parsimonious for three sites, Dwesa, Cwebe and Nqabara, while time dependent capture and survival model $p(t) \phi(t)$ was the most suitable for the Xhora population (Table 7.1, Fig. 7.1). Significant differences (p < 0.05) in the capture probabilities of *S. granularis* were observed between Dwesa and Cwebe, Cwebe and Nqabara, as well as Cwebe and Xhora. This reflected the fact that the capture probabilities of *S. granularis* were, in descending order: Cwebe (1.00.month$^{-1}$ CV = 0.01%) > Dwesa (0.96.month$^{-1}$ CV = 1.25%) = Nqabara (0.96.month$^{-1}$ CV = 1.45%) > Xhora (0.93.month$^{-1}$ CV = 2.02%). There were no significant differences (p > 0.05) among sites in the survival probabilities of *S. granularis* (Table 7.2).

The likelihood ratio tests revealed significant differences (p < 0.05) between reserves and non-reserves in the capture probability of *S. granularis* (Table 7.3, Fig. 7.1). The capture probability of *S. granularis* was significantly greater in reserves than non-reserves. This reflected the fact that the capture probability ranged from 96-100% and 93-96% in reserves and non-reserves, respectively (Table 7.2). There were no significant differences
(p > 0.05) showed between reserves and non-reserves in the survival probability of *S. granularis*.

### 7.4 DISCUSSION

This study revealed strong reserve effects in the survival probability of the most commonly exploited species, *Scutellastra longicosta*. This was expected because of high ranking of this species in terms of preference. The territorial nature of this species may also have played an important role. Homing in limpet species has been reported to reduce predation (Branch 1975b; Garitty & Levings 1983; Iwasaki 1993; Shanks 2002) and increase survival from wave action (Branch 1975b; Chelazzi *et al*. 1994; Gray & Hodgson 1998). There were however, unexpected reserve effects in the capture probability of the rarely exploited species (*Cellana capensis* and *S. granularis*). The unexpected result for *C. capensis* may be related to the fact that this species is occasionally exploited in the absence of the preferred species (Lasiak 1993). In the case of *S. granularis*, it was found earlier to show a reserve effect on mean density (Chapter 2). It is therefore possible that, as there are more barnacles in reserve than non-reserves (*pers. obs.*), the rugose surface of barnacles in reserves may offer protection.

The lack of significant reserve effects for *Helcion concolor* was, however, unexpected. The overall results suggest that there were variations in both the capture and survival probabilities among the limpet species and *H. concolor* had the lowest recapture probability of all species investigated. Thus, the absence of recaptures from Xhora, suggests high mortality from human predation. Moreover, this may be related to low
tenacity and a small foot surface area, though this was not tested in the present study. Branch and Marsh (1978) noted that there was a relationship between tenacity and wave action in patellid limpets. They found that species on the low shore had high tenacity and experienced high wave action, while those occupying the high shore, such as *H. concolor*, had very low tenacity and experienced less wave action. It is also possible that some of this loss is due to natural predators (Coleman *et al.* 1999; Cannicci *et al.* 2002; Silva *et al.* 2004). Predation pressure generally varies across the shore (Johannesson 2003), and its effect on limpet populations depends both on the spatial variation of predation intensity (e.g. high/low zones) and variability in the vulnerability of individuals with different attributes like size and shell thickness. The destruction of habitat and human pressure when collecting were noted as the main causes for the endangered status of *Patella ferruginea* (Guerra-García *et al.* 2004).

On exposed shores dislodgement by waves (Denny & Blanchette 2000) is considered the major cause of mortality whereas on protected shores, predation by shore crabs and desiccation are thought to be more important (Boulding & LaBarbara 1986). The small size and proportionally large foot of gastropods from wave exposed shores are thought to be adaptations to resist dislodgement by waves (Underwood & McFadyen 1983; Denny *et al.* 1985). The large size and thick shell of protected shore gastropods are thought to resist predation by crabs and other mobile predators, crushing by stones, heat stress and desiccation (Branch 1981; Johannesson 2003). Moreover, preferences for thin-shelled mollusc species have been demonstrated in the shell-breaking crab *Hemigrapsus nudus* (Boulding 1984; Boulding & LaBarbera 1986). Larger snails can suffer lower mortality
from shore birds with small gapes (Marsh 1987), fish with small mouths (Haldorson & Moser 1979), and other crabs with small claws (Boulding 1984). When dislodged, limpets cannot easily reattach or right themselves if overturned (Denny & Blanchette 2000).

The observed inconsistent reserve effects in capture and survival probabilities of these limpets may be due to variation in life-history characteristics among species (Bailey et al. 2004) or age or size (Tilley 1980) and could be the source of the slight lack-of-fit observed in goodness-of-fit tests. In littorinid snails, variation in predation was suggested as one of the major factors creating life-history differences among individuals in different environments (Johannesson 2003; Rochette et al. 2003).

Heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of limpets of different size classes may also occur. As limpets age, specific size classes may become more or less likely to be captured relative to the rest of the population. In many limpet populations, different size classes occupy different habitats and have different tenacities (Branch & Marsh 1978). For example, small limpets are concentrated in crevices, while adult limpets are found more on flat/less irregular rocks. Crevices act as a refuge from wave activity, reducing the chances of a limpet being washed away by the incoming tide (Gray & Hodgson 2004). It has been shown previously that heterogeneity in capture probabilities can lead to bias in estimates of survival (Nichols 1992; Clobert 1995) and growth (Trites 1993). This cannot be true in the present study, as individuals from each site were thoroughly
checked but the variations in the number of crevices in different sites may influence their survival hence observed variations in survival probabilities in different sites.

It is also important to note that the CJS model cannot separate between mortality and emigration and only estimates apparent mortality. The coefficients of variation (CV) of parameter estimates for capture and survival probabilities were higher in commonly exploited than in rarely exploited species, indicating a lower degree of precision in the former than the latter species. The capture and survival probabilities not only differed between commonly and rarely exploited species but also within commonly and rarely exploited species. But the overall results indicated consistent reserve effects on the capture probabilities of the rarely exploited species while inconsistent reserve effects were evident on the survival probabilities of the commonly exploited species (i.e. *S. longicosta* showed significant results and *H. concolor* insignificant results). These results have management implications as they suggest that different species respond differently to natural processes.
Table 7.1: Summary of AIC statistics and the number of estimated parameters in parenthesis. The most parsimonious model is both italised and underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$p(\cdot)\phi(\cdot)$</th>
<th>$p(\cdot)\phi(t)$</th>
<th>$p(t)\phi(\cdot)$</th>
<th>$p(t)\phi(t)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\cdot$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H.\ concolor$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>$78.48\ (2)$</td>
<td>$76.35\ (4)$</td>
<td>$80.49\ (3)$</td>
<td>$76.49\ (5)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>$57.26\ (2)$</td>
<td>$58.89\ (5)$</td>
<td>$59.95\ (4)$</td>
<td>$62.45\ (7)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>$133.74\ (2)$</td>
<td>$140.16\ (10)$</td>
<td>$139.76\ (9)$</td>
<td>$144.85\ (17)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S.\ longicosta$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>$250.2\ (2)$</td>
<td>$243.66\ (6)$</td>
<td>$254.21\ (5)$</td>
<td>$241.51\ (9)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>$551\ (2)$</td>
<td>$534.07\ (12)$</td>
<td>$547.1\ (11)$</td>
<td>$533.48\ (21)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>$389.38\ (2)$</td>
<td>$350.49\ (10)$</td>
<td>$380.53\ (9)$</td>
<td>$349.1\ (17)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>$316.89\ (2)$</td>
<td>$303.54\ (8)$</td>
<td>$320.2\ (7)$</td>
<td>$309.72\ (13)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C.\ capensis$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>$815.36\ (2)$</td>
<td>$782.18\ (12)$</td>
<td>$811.78\ (11)$</td>
<td>$783.7\ (21)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>$783.7\ (2)$</td>
<td>$764.04\ (13)$</td>
<td>$791.79\ (12)$</td>
<td>$772.83\ (23)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>$745.7\ (2)$</td>
<td>$738.2\ (14)$</td>
<td>$753.94\ (13)$</td>
<td>$745.91\ (25)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>$754.19\ (2)$</td>
<td>$706.5\ (13)$</td>
<td>$744.4\ (12)$</td>
<td>$707.9\ (23)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S.\ granularis$</td>
<td>Dwesa</td>
<td>$524.11\ (2)$</td>
<td>$490.69\ (14)$</td>
<td>$535.79\ (13)$</td>
<td>$499.72\ (25)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cwebe</td>
<td>$316.61\ (2)$</td>
<td>$301.91\ (14)$</td>
<td>$337.84\ (13)$</td>
<td>$323.82\ (25)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nqabara</td>
<td>$430.8\ (2)$</td>
<td>$358.93\ (11)$</td>
<td>$427.99\ (10)$</td>
<td>$366.61\ (19)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xhora</td>
<td>$423.09\ (2)$</td>
<td>$348.27\ (11)$</td>
<td>$418.01\ (10)$</td>
<td>$348.20\ (19)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.2: Temporally independent monthly estimates of capture and survival probabilities obtained from CJS model for both commonly and rarely exploited species at each site. A = not possible to estimate parameters as there were no recaptures and correlation coefficient (CV) in parenthesis. Superscripts denote homogenous groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commonly exploited species</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>Non-reserves</td>
<td>Reserves</td>
<td>Non-reserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dwesa Cwebe</td>
<td>Nqabara Xhora</td>
<td>Dwesa Cwebe</td>
<td>Nqabara Xhora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helcion concolor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.53$^a$</td>
<td>0.27$^c$</td>
<td>0.44$^b$</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(33.89%)</td>
<td>(54.5%)</td>
<td>(24.02%)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.43$^a$</td>
<td>0.52$^a$</td>
<td>0.51$^a$</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(23.39%)</td>
<td>(28.13%)</td>
<td>(13.32%)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scutellastra longicosta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.67$^a$</td>
<td>0.71$^a$</td>
<td>0.74$^a$</td>
<td>0.75$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.68%)</td>
<td>(5.38%)</td>
<td>(5.99%)</td>
<td>(7.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.60$^b$</td>
<td>0.69$^a$</td>
<td>0.67$^a$</td>
<td>0.56$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.94%)</td>
<td>(3.9%)</td>
<td>(4.75%)</td>
<td>(6.75%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rarely exploited species</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellana capensis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.93$^a$</td>
<td>0.92$^a$</td>
<td>0.88$^b$</td>
<td>0.93$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.27%)</td>
<td>(1.44%)</td>
<td>(1.9%)</td>
<td>(1.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.83$^a$</td>
<td>0.86$^a$</td>
<td>0.85$^a$</td>
<td>0.82$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.75%)</td>
<td>(1.65%)</td>
<td>(1.77%)</td>
<td>(1.89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scutellastra granularis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.96$^b$</td>
<td>1.00$^a$</td>
<td>0.96$^b$</td>
<td>0.93$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.25%)</td>
<td>(0.01%)</td>
<td>(1.45%)</td>
<td>(2.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi(\cdot)$</td>
<td>0.80$^a$</td>
<td>0.78$^a$</td>
<td>0.76$^a$</td>
<td>0.79$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.43%)</td>
<td>(3.06%)</td>
<td>(3.06%)</td>
<td>(2.88%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7.3: Summary of likelihood ratio tests results on estimates of capture \((p)\) and survival \((\phi)\) probabilities obtained from CJS model for both commonly and rarely exploited species. * = significant difference at \(p < 0.05\) and ns = non-significant difference between reserves (R) and non-reserves (N) at \(p > 0.05\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>((p))</th>
<th>((\phi))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commonly exploited species</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Helcion concolor</em></td>
<td>ns (R &gt; N)</td>
<td>ns (R &gt; N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scutellastra longicosta</em></td>
<td>ns (N &gt; R)</td>
<td>* (R &gt; N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rarely exploited species</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cellana capensis</em></td>
<td>* (R &gt; N)</td>
<td>ns (N &gt; R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scutellastra granularis</em></td>
<td>* (R &gt; N)</td>
<td>ns (R &gt; N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7.1: Estimated monthly capture (A) and survival (B) probabilities of each species among sites throughout the sampling period.
CHAPTER 8

GENERAL DISCUSSION
8.1 DISCUSSION

Marine reserves are an important conservation management tool. They protect natural populations from fishing and are used as a means of determining the impact of fishing on marine ecosystems (Sala et al. 1998; Tegner & Dayton 2000). Many studies report that protection from fishing leads to rapid and dramatic changes in populations in reserves (Roberts & Hawkins 1999; Halpern & Warner 2002; Sagarin et al. 2007). There is much evidence that protection from fishing leads to rapid buildup of abundances and biomass of populations of exploited species, increases species diversity, fosters habitat recovery from fishing disturbances, increases average body size, and extends population age structure (Bennett & Attwood 1993; Russ & Alcala 1996; Edgar & Barrett 1999; Kelly et al. 2000; McClanahan & Mangi 2000; Willis et al. 2003). The present study revealed that the above-mentioned characteristics do not apply to all the study limpets but depend on the exploitation status of the species (i.e. whether it is commonly exploited of rarely exploited). Therefore, the said characteristics are true for the most commonly exploited species *Scutellastra longicosta* and not true for the least exploited species *S. granularis*.

Marine protected areas are affected by human activities that lie outside their boundaries, ranging from marine transportation and fishing to land-based sources of marine pollution e.g. agriculture, urban runoff, and industry. In many, if not most cases, these exogenous sources have far greater effects on resources of the marine protected area than activities within the protected area (Jones 2002). Connectivity is low across biogeographic boundaries and is further reduced by habitat fragmentation and overfishing. The size of a reserve is also influential in that larger reserves maximize the probability of self-
recruitment within reserves for short-distance dispersers, while for long-distance dispersers, smaller reserves spaced at broader intervals may have greater connectivity (Kramer & Chapman 1999).

The Climatic-envelope hypothesis assumes that populations near the margins of their range will show both relatively low abundances and relatively depressed organism condition as reflected in reproductive output, growth, stress or other performance measures (Sagarin et al. 2006). For example, highly skewed or multi-modal size structure at range edges relative to sites within the range can indicate dispersal, rather than temperature-mediated range boundaries. Zacherl et al. (2003), for instance, combined size-structure data, abundance data and data on physical factors related to propagule transport to separate the roles of larval transport from climate warming in an analysis of the recent range expansion of the marine snail *Kelletia kelletii*. Physiological responses to climate are likely to be important drivers of population-abundance patterns (Sagarin et al. 2006), but Clarke (2003) argued that we still lack a clear model linking physiology, climate and macroecology.

Environmental stress is another factor that affects intertidal community structure (Menge & Branch 2001). Environmental stress models assume that community structure results from species interactions and disturbances and how these are modified by underlying gradients of environmental stress (where stress is a consequence of environmental conditions such as temperature, moisture and salinity). At the community level, interspecific interactions can alter predicted responses to climate change drastically.
(Davis et al. 1998) and affect populations and demographics differently across the species’ range of distribution (Garcia et al. 2000). Alternatively, community composition is likely to be altered dramatically when a key element of the community is affected by climate or other factors. On the Pacific coast of North America, the keystone predator *Pisaster ochraceus* (the ochre starfish), showed depressed feeding rates under upwelling conditions (Sanford 1999), which are heterogeneous across latitude.

Since most exploited marine species, including the limpets of the present study have pelagic eggs or larval stages (Branch 1971; Hodgson 1999), the offspring of protected animals can be dispersed widely from reserves to re-supply non-reserves. Larvae that settle relatively indiscriminately are likely to settle soon after becoming competent, while those using very specific settlement cues are likely to spend longer in the planktonic before encountering the appropriate cue (Krug 2001; Toonen & Pawlik 2001). Any variation in settlement behaviour may, therefore, result in variation in dispersal potential of larvae (Krug 2001; Toonen & Pawlik 2001). The maximum planktonic period of non-feeding larvae is determined by energetic reserves (Lucas et al. 1979; Wendt 2000). Reported disadvantages of producing larger larvae include the fact that increased energetic costs and increases in the size of off-spring are likely to result in decreases in their numbers (Vance 1973). Larger larvae that spend more time in the plankton and settle later are more vulnerable to predation and advection away from suitable habitats (Stanwell-Smith et al. 1999), although chemical defenses in larvae can mitigate such effects (Lindquist & Hay 1996). The production of larger larvae seems riskier, but does allow for increased dispersal and/or settlement in better quality habitats. Contrary to
planktonic vulnerability to predation, recent studies on corals showed that planktonic larvae suffer little or no predation by planktonic predators (Johnson & Shanks 2003). Johnson and Shanks (2003) attributed their findings to either predators being inefficient at capturing prey or larvae having an effective escape response. Traditionally, models of optimal egg/larval size in marine invertebrates assume that an increase in per-offspring investment will shorten the planktonic period, thereby reducing planktonic mortality (Vance 1973; Podolsky & Strathmann 1996).

As stocks build up in reserves, there is predicted to be movement of juveniles and adults from protected areas to non-reserves, so-called “spillover” (McClanahan & Mangi 2000). Potential scales of spillover vary across species and ecosystems. Fish tagging and movement data from coral reefs, estuaries, rocky reefs and continental shelves suggest spillover extending from hundreds of meters to hundreds of kilometers from reserves (Gell & Roberts 2003; Russ & Alcala 2004). In contrast, rocky intertidal limpets are not that highly mobile and in the present study, reserve as the main factor showed no significant effects on recruitment for any species on scales of 5 to 10 km. But there were month/reserve interactions with more months showing more recruits in reserves than non-reserves for the rarely exploited species and vice versa for the commonly exploited species. This suggests that a population of these limpets in this region, recruit from distant sources and such connectivity among habitats has implications for the conservation of these limpet species. Thus, their recruitment variations did not correspond to the reproduction or distribution of local adult populations.
Biological communities in rocky shores tend to exhibit particular variability or discontinuities due to a combination of biotic, abiotic and anthropogenic factors, the interactions between which are increased by connectivity within the marine environment (Jones 2004). Therefore, populations may rise and fall in a relatively unpredictable and non-attributable manner due to complex interactions among the ecological dynamics of different communities. Such variations also occur in response to variations in the physical environment, such as changes in currents, terrestrial run-off and coastal geomorphology (Menge 2000). Human activities often also affect inshore communities, and the connectivity of a marine environment means that such activities may occur a considerable distance from the marine protected area, but can still have a significant impact on inshore communities (Jones 2002).

At the broadest scale, reserve networks protect ecological processes essential for ecosystem functioning (Roberts et al. 2003). Conserving the functioning of an ecosystem, (i.e. maintaining the ecological processes of that system) requires attention not only to species but also to functional groups of species. In a species-poor ecosystem, each primary process (primary production, decomposition, nitrogen fixation, capture of water, habitat creation, recycling of nutrients etc) may be provided by many fewer species than in a species-rich ecosystem. In a species rich system, many species are likely to coexist with others that perform similar roles (Roberts 1995; Orians 2000). Therefore, in species rich systems, removal of any particular species may not result in serious disruption of the process because other functionally similar species may be able to compensate for the lost
species. However, species loss in a low-diversity system may lead to complete loss of a process.

An analysis of species composition from the west to the east coasts of South Africa recognized three types of communities defined by their exposure to wave action (sheltered, semi-exposed and exposed). These communities were found to be more similar if they shared similar levels of wave action than if they came from adjacent localities with different wave action (Emanuel et al. 1992; Dye et al. 1994). Omission of any one of these communities from a system of reserves would leave unprotected a significantly “different” community. Similarly, locations within the same biogeographic region will be much more likely to interact than locations in adjacent regions. Although the study sites (Chapter 1, Figs. 1.1 & 1.2) are located in the same biogeographic region, they are in a transition area between two biogeographic provinces (Emanuel et al. 1992) and may thus be affected by biogeographic edge effects. Of the four species, Scutellastra granularis is the only one that occurs in all four of the main biogeographic regions found in South Africa, while S. longicosta and the other two species Cellana capensis and Helcion concolor occur in just two.

Strong gradients of nutrient levels and intertidal productivity exist around the coast of South Africa, from high on the west to low on the east coast (Bustamante & Branch 1996). In parallel with this, the average biomass of grazers and filter feeders declines from west to east. Variations in oceanographic factors (currents, upwelling, nutrients, rates of particle flux) are associated with different magnitudes of algal and/or
phytoplankton abundance, availability of particulate food and rates of recruitment (Menge 1999; Benedetti-Cecchi et al. 2001; Forde & Doak 2004).

Top-down and bottom-up processes (Menge 2000) can be important joint determinants of community structure in rocky shores. Oceanographers working in a three-dimensional environment have stressed the roles of productivity, nutrients and both horizontal and vertical transport called “bottom-up” processes (Seitz & Lipcius 2001), as determinants of community pattern. In contrast, marine rocky intertidal ecologists, working in a largely two-dimensional, space-limited environment have historically regarded “bottom-up” factors as less important sources of community differences than “top-down” factors such as predation or grazing. In the rocky intertidal, community structure and dynamics depend, in part, on bottom-up effects driven by phytoplankton. Specifically, differences in filter-feeder growth rates and abundance, trophic interactions, and perhaps prey recruitment rates (through increased survival of larvae or recruits with more food) may depend on consistently different phytoplankton concentrations (Menge et al. 1997). More phytoplankton means more food for filter feeders and thus faster growth. Moreover, high phytoplankton concentration could increase recruitment by increasing the survival of larvae or recruits that are more resistant to physical stresses. For example, Duggins et al. (1989) indicated that subtidal kelps, by generating organic detritus, may accelerate the growth of filter feeding, intertidal mussels and barnacles. Bustamante et al. (1995b) working at both 100 km and 100 m spatial scales on the coast of South Africa, found that nutrients, microalgal productivity and invertebrate grazer abundance were positively
correlated. Their work suggests that detritus subsidies from kelp beds adjacent to intertidal areas control limpet density and biomass.

Though the reproductive cycles of the study limpets were broadly synchronized, asynchronies between reproductive activity and suitable environmental conditions could lead to individual reproductive failure as a result of sperm limitation, variation in the availability of food for larvae, unpredictable nearshore oceanographic features, and larval predation. Each of these factors may have dramatic consequences on recruitment success and may lead to reproductive failure by a significant fraction of the adult population (Caley et al. 1996). This study showed that there were reserve effects on the reproductive output of the commonly exploited species and none for the rarely exploited species. The mean GSI values of commonly exploited species were greater in reserves than non-reserves.

As a consequence of free spawning in the unpredictable nearshore environment, marine species with large fecundities and high pre-reproductive mortality may be subject to extreme variability in reproductive success (Flowers et al. 2002). When pre-reproductive stages (e.g. planktonic larvae) experience high rates of mortality, selection favours allocating proportionately more resources to growth and maintenance at the expense of reproduction (Branch 1974b). This switch in resource allocation increases the probability of reproductive success by distributing reproductive efforts over many years (i.e. bet-hedging). Thus, environments that predictably facilitate high pre-reproductive survival and low variance in reproductive success favour short life, whereas unpredictable
environments with low pre-reproductive survival and high variance in reproductive success favour long life (Flowers et al. 2002).

The majority of marine populations are demographically open, their replenishment is largely or exclusively dependent on a supply of juveniles from the plankton (Caley et al. 1996; Gosselin & Qian 1996). The irregular nature of coastlines, particularly the presence of bays and estuaries, generates substantial regional variation in coastal transport that generates correspondingly large variation in recruitment to marine populations (Gaines & Bertness 1992). Models of open population dynamics demonstrate that local populations may fluctuate around an equilibrium level due to regulation by recruitment, even in the absence of density-dependent mortality (Bence & Nisbet 1989; Karlson & Levitan 1989). Even minor variation in rates of mortality of adults will decouple the relationship between recruitment and population size (Holm 1990; Robertson 1998), and where recruitment is inhibited by adults as is the case for limpets (Boaventura et al. 2003), cyclical variations in local population size can result from the time lag between recruitment and adulthood (Roughgarden et al. 1985; Bence & Nisbet 1989; Hyder et al. 1998). For example, competition can result in wide fluctuations in numbers that might easily be mistaken for the result of peaks and troughs of recruitment.

For most benthic invertebrates and demersal fishes, the local production of offspring has little or no direct role in setting local population size because larval recruitment from elsewhere provides the only substantial input of new individuals. If recruitment fails, the local population will decline to extinction, regardless of local fecundity (Caley et al. 1996).
Despite the local population will persist as long as recruitment continues, even if these adults produce no viable offspring. As a result, a local population cannot be regulated by its own fecundity, even if density-dependent effects on local reproductive output are evident (Colegrave 1993).

Species differ markedly in early post-settlement mortality rates (Doherty & Sale 1985; Sale & Ferrell 1988), which may alter patterns of relative abundance established at settlement (Caley 1993; Carr & Hixon 1995). For example, the rarely exploited species (C. capensis and S. granularis) showed a very similar long-term trend of increasing densities with time, indicating an increase in recruitment. The commonly exploited, territorial species S. longicosta revealed a long-term trend with density in reserves being greater than non-reserves, though the two showed parallel patterns over time, suggesting a similar balance between recruitment and mortality rates. Although densities of H. concolor in reserves and non-reserves were generally stable, reserves showed an initial decline, indicating an imbalance between recruitment and post-settlement mortality rates. The presence of marine reserves to protect such populations may help replenish non-protected areas through larval export. The present study revealed significant effects of reserves on the survival probability of the most commonly exploited species, S. longicosta and the capture probability of the rarely exploited species.

The commonly exploited species showed clear reserve effects on reproduction. Since all four study limpets are broadcast spawners, they require high densities of fertile individuals to optimize reproduction. There were no significant reserve effects on
densities for any of the species. However, there were strong, significant month/site (reserve) for all of them, with mean densities in reserves generally being greater than in non-reserves for commonly exploited species. Increases in animal abundances and size in marine reserves translate into increased reproductive potential (Gell & Roberts 2003). There were inconsistent reserve effects on growth rates for both commonly exploited and rarely exploited species, suggesting the influence of different life-history characteristics. Reserve effects on growth rates were found in the commonly exploited, non-territorial species *H. concolor* and in one rarely exploited species *C. capensis*. But there were no reserve effects on the growth rates of the commonly exploited territorial species *S. longicosta*, suggesting that growth rate depends on the status of the species in terms of territoriality and exploitation.

Apart from sex ratios, capture probabilities etc, this thesis tested four main hypotheses on limpet density, size, growth and reproduction with the predictions that for exploited species density and size would be greater within reserves, while growth and reproduction would both be reduced. For non-exploited species the predictions were of no effect of reserves on these parameters. The results were not clear-cut as there were generally interactions between month and site (reserve). The results also highlight the importance of detail. Very crudely the findings were as follows: *S. longicosta* conformed to 3 predictions after adjustment of the hypothesis on growth to allow for territoriality. *H. concolor* did not conform to the prediction on reproduction for unknown reasons. *S. granularis* conformed to all predictions except that on density, possibly due to either or both of two effects: barnacle interaction, with more barnacles inside than outside reserves.
and the effects of trampling with more human traffic outside than inside reserves. *C. capensis* was the most problematic as it is occasionally mistaken for *H. concolor* and harvested. Although there were no reserve effects on density, however, it showed greater size and slower growth in reserves. This could be explained by the removal of large individuals outside reserves leading to relaxed intraspecific competition without a significant effect on density.

In conclusion, reserve effects on the biology of the study limpets were inconsistent, suggesting that the different life-history characteristics in these limpets influence the efficacy of reserves. The overall results generally indicate a gradient of species exploitation from the most commonly exploited species, *S. longicosta*, to the least exploited species, *S. granularis*. However, also emerging from this study was a gradient of exploitation between non-reserve sites and also between reserve sites. Xhora was found to be heavily exploited while Nqabara was a moderately exploited non-reserve site. For the reserve sites, Cwebe was found to have more poachers than Dwesa. Thus, studies of population density, size structure, recruitment, growth, reproduction and mortality have provided great insight into many interactions that occur within reserves and non-reserves as well as among the various species. Future studies are required to investigate the effects of reserves on the genetic diversity of populations of exploited limpets and their ability to maintain resilience in view of changing conditions in terms of climatic change and human impacts.
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APPENDIX

A.1: A questionnaire for interviewing shellfish collectors

i. Site ……………

ii. Date …………

iii. The 4 limpets are shown:

![Limpets](image1.png)

1 = *Cellana capensis*  
2 = *Helcion concolor*

![Limpets](image2.png)

3 = *Scutellastra granularis*  
4 = *Scutellastra longicosta*

iv. Do you eat these limpets? …………………

v. If YES and NO, which ones? ………………

vi. If ALL, rank in order of preference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of person</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vii. How often do you collect them?

viii. How many do you collect? (i.e. quantity: < 10, 50, 100 > 100 etc) ……...